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INTRODUCTION

This Manual systematizes the techniques and strategies employment

workers used in Jobs-Now--the manpower agency which developed the

coaching role that has subsequently been adopted throughout the country.

Since it represents the experience acqui red by workers on the job, it

often directl) quotes those who participated in the project.

HOW THE MANUAL WAS WRITTEN

The main method used in preparing this Manual was the "Critical

Incident" technique. Experienced workers in the agency were asked to

describe five examples each of effective and ineffective actions they

had taken. For each incident, they wrote what had led up to the

situation, vnat they had done, how it turned out, and--in the case of

the fail urPs--what they should have done.

It should be noted at the outset that there is no way of knowing

whether an incident as .-iescribed happened exactly that way. In fact,

because each "incident" is a written surnmar , none of them are really

"exactly" what happened. Nevertheless, the summaries do point out some

essential truths about techniques as workers have experienced them.

These critical incidents were analyzed by trained coders. They were

sorted and scored by type of enrollee problem, the worker's objective,

outcome, and a number of other factors (such as whether the incidents

took pl ace wi thin or outsi de the agency offices). Client probl ems were

then sorted into rel ated groups. Each chapter of the Manual covers a

different problem group.



For each problem group, the critical incidents were scored

for the objectives used in dealing with the problem and for the

strategies used to reach these objectives. These are listed in

order of their frequency within the Manual. Thus, the Manual is

based more on actual experience than on principles or theories:

employment workers describe critical incidents in their own words--

the researchers only organized the material.

Researchers did supplement the Manual with suggestions based

on their knowledge of manpower programs throughout the country;

psychology; methods of influence; and sociology. These ideas are in

the sections which discuss the problems, objectives and techniques.

The aim of including some of these discussions is to pass on to the

readrr some of the whys of the techniques and of client behavior to

supplement the what. That is, this Manual tries to train and to teach.

THE AGENCY STUDIED

The main feature of Jobs-Now--a private, non-profit agency

sponsored by the Metropolitan YM-YWCA (Chicago)--was that it was staffed

and managed almost entirely by indigenous (black) paraprofessionals.

While there were coaches, counselors, job developers, orientation group

leaders and team coordinators, none wore professionally trained for such

roles. Their status was determined by their position in the agency

hierarchy and by their experience and competence. It was not determined

by their professional credentials or titles.



A second feature was the great amount of flexibility despite

the organization of the job coaches, developers and counselors into

teams. Each team was under a coordinator and had specific companies

to work with. It worked only with enrollees placed in these companies.

However, supervision Nas loose and coaches were encouraged to take

whatever steps they felt were appropriate. They were not required to

get clearances or permission from supervisors, although they were

encouraged to coordinate with other team members. There were few rules

or limitations placed on them and they were not treated as aides or

subordinates. Because it was coaches who did almost all the direct

work with the clients in Jobs-Now, the critical incidents on which this

Manual is based were obtained mainly from them.

A final feature of the agency was its main objective: placement

and retention of the client. After a two-week orientation cycle, the

team tried to place the enrollee and coaches provided follow-up once

he had been placed. Although coaches sometimes participated informally

in orientation, most of their activities took place after an enrollee

went through the orientation-assessment cycle.

In Jobs-Now, coaches did almost all direct one-to-one contact

work with enrollees, taking over when the team either: (a) decided which

open job order to refer the client to; or (b) left the client at the end

of the 2 week orientation and assessment cycle without a referral. In

the latter case, it was up to the coach to try to get a job referral for

"his" enrollees. When either the team referred a client during the cycle

(as in a) or it was left to the coach to do (as in b), the general theory

was the same--match the enrollee's skills and aptitudes with the available

7
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jobs. However, that turned out to be the case only in theory. In fact,

the jobs available had almost no skill components in them (except typing

jobs) and the enrollees had so little specialized skill achievement,

that job matching was primarily on the basis of minimum qualifications

(for example: "Here's an opening at the steel mil]-stock handler.

Collins is a male, young and strong, so let's refer him there"). Other

experience in Concentrated Employment Programs and Work Incentive Programs

shows essentially the same thing--that there is almost no matching of

aptitudes, interests, and qualifications to jobs--or to training slots.

Slot-filling is the rule; "differential assignment" and job matching is

the exception. That is why there are almost no examples in this Manual

of incidents having to do with job matching or with vocational counseling

aimed at trying to help an enrollee identify his work interests and skills.

In other words, this Manual has more to do with placement and post-placement

problem-solving than it does with pre-placement vocational guidance and

counseling. Lack of coverage of pre-placement counseling and guidance

does not mean that there is no role for counselors; rather, it means that

there ws relatively little preplacement counseling activity done in

Jobs-Now and that whatever post-vole counseling took place was done by

the job coaches.

Therefore this Manual emphasizes post-cycle problems, where coaches

are usually the main figures, and has relatively less to report about the

pre-placement problems with which counselors are typically concerned. In

that sensr!, the Manual is not a complete portrait of all the tasks that

get done by the various kinds of manpower workers who deal with enrollees.



For the tasks it does emphasize, it makes relatively little

difference whether in one agency the person who carries out a particular

strategy is described as a coach, a counselor, an aide, interviewer, or

employer relations specialist.

The Manual describes the strategies used, not the job titles of

those who used them in Jobs-Now, or who might use them in a different

manpower agency. Therefore, in order to avoid unnecessary confusion,

the Manual talks about "employment workers" or "agency staff members"

and "coaches" without meaning to imply any particular job title or status.

WHO SHOULD USE THIS MANUAL

In other agencies where coaches may ha.Ie more specialized roles

and less independence, the strategies in this Manual may not apply only

to them. Some might be used by counselors, others by job developers and

some by work training specialists or placement interviewers. It must

be stressed that this Manual is aimed at those people working directly

with applicants in manpower agencies--or in any agency which attempts

to deal with employment problems of its clients or enrollees. It is

less important whether they are used by people in any particular job

category. In other words, wherever the Manual describes a coaching

action, the reader should feel free to apply it to job development or

counselor roles as well. In Jobs-Now, where the data were collected,

the techniques described were used by coaches. Therefore, the Manual

describes the things that were done by coaches; it does not mean that only

coaches can or should use these techniques.

9
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Thus, supervisors and managers could also find this Manual useful.

Of particular interest would be its use in determining strategies,

performance objectives and evaluations for various employment workers.

A supervisor could use this listing of strategies as a guide for setting

standards of job performance. He could also use it to suggest ways to

improve staff skills. Finally, he could use it to develop the necessary

organizational structures and resources.

Not every worker in Jobs-Now used all the techniques described

in this Manual. But almost all employment worers are faced with problems

like those presented here, and could use all the strategies. Therefore,

this book of techniques can be thought of as a detailed job description

for manpower workers with the disadvantaged.

PARTICIPANTS IN THIS PROJECT

There are no individual "authors" of this Manual as such. It

really is a joint product of the staffs of Jobs-Now and the Program in

Manpower Studies, The University of Michigan. The university staff

collected the data after working in Jobs-Now as participant-observers.

They went through the program as enrollees and served as understudies

and assistants to coaches. The coaches produced the data out of their

experiences and are as im.:ch the authors of this Manual as those who

compiled it. This is a unique arrangement and represents the conviction

of the Program in Manpower Studies. and JobsNow that one must go to

those who do the job to find out how it is done. We believe that those

who do the coaching, counseling, placement and job development are the

real experts--and this Manual is one way to recognize their authority and

experti se.

10
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HOW TO READ AND USE THIS MANUAL

A. MANUAL DESIGNED FOR MULTIPLE PURPOSES: This Manual is organized

to facilitate the use of its contents by people working in manpower

programs or agencies. It is designed for a range of potential

usersfor those with a general interest in staff-client relations

and techniques as well as persons concerned with specific problems

and problem-solving strategies, and in need of a reference source

containing specific helpful information.

*JOBS-NOW

**Program in Manpower Studies
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B. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTERS:

The chapters of the Manual have been organized according to

the major areas of client problems. Each chapter deals with a different

problem area, and each chapter title is a brief description of the

problem area covered. The Manual's Table of Contents provides an

overview of preblem areas discussed in the various chapters and the

page location for each chapter. The reader does not have to read

each chapter in order. He can go directly to the information contained

in any particular chapter---and it should be understandable and useful

without having to read the preceding chapters.

The order of the chapters is according to the usual sequence

of events from placement through the problems of keeping enrollees

on the job. Then there are two chapters that deal with problems

that can come up at any time in the sequence---before, during and

after placement. The last chapter is a summary, followed by an

index which can be used to locate topics that appear in various

chapters.

C. THE DETAILED OUTLINE PRECEDING EACH CHAPTER:

At the beginning of each chapter is a detailed table of its

contents. This table provides brief descriptions of the material

covered in the four basic sections of the chapter together with

page locations of the sections and subsections.



OBJECTIVE 1

1 RESOURCES 1

(1) Basic Chapter Format: All chapters follow the same general

organizational format, with the following sequence of

sections:

PROBLEM #

1 STRATEGY 1

A general statement uf the problem is
presented along with examples from the actual
experience of manpower workers. (The number

assigned to the problem is the same as the
chapter number).

Discussion and examples of the major objec-
tive or alternative objectives in dealing
with the problem.

Accounts of the strategies and techniques
used to reach the objectives. The different

strategies are listed and discussed in
order of their frequency. Additional

comments and suggestions are supplied by
PITTearchers.

This section suggests structures and resources
that would be necessary or useful to line
staff and their supervisors and administrators
in carrying out these strategies.

(2) The Meaning of this Format:

The format is based on the principles of a problem-

sol vi ng approach: -

a. Define the problem.

b. Consider the range of alternative solutions or

ob 'ectives for dealing with the problem, and evaluate

them.

c. Choose a solution or objective (or list the priorities

among the potential objectives).

d. Consider the range of techniques or strategies that

might be used to achieve the objective and evaluate

them.

e. Select the strategy or series of actions to be used.

f. Identify the kinds of resources required to carry

out the strategy.

g. Do 4 t.

h. Evaluate the results.
13
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(3) Using the Actual Experiences of Employment Workers as
EXAMPLES of Problems, Objectives and Strategies:

To preserve authenti ci ty and rec.! i ty, most of the examples

presented throughout the Manual are based on the Fictual experience

of Jobs-Now coaches described in their own words. Direct

quotations from the written critical incidents are printed

in "zoapt" typeface (zimutated handw&Lting ) .

The coaches had been asked specifically not to concern them-

selves with such things as grammar or spelling. A greater

emphasis was placed on the free flow of their recollections

and feelings. We have made minimal gramatical and spelling

changes in the originals. Otherwise, they stand basically

as they were submitted to us, since we feel that technical

imperfections in the writing do not interfere with comuni-

cating the "feel" of working with enrollees in manpower agencies.

D. THE SUMMARIZING DIAGRAM AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE:

The diagrams along the top of the pages follow the chapter

format. The diagram on the first page of each chapter looks like this:

PROB

cription of
problems.

EXAMPLES

OBJECTIVE STRATEGY RESOURCES

The largest box in the diagram indicates the section of the chapter

that is being discussed on that page. The words under the box identify

the subsection being discussed on that page. Once a section has

14



been presented, a summary of the main points is put under the box.

Thus, at the end of each chapter, it is the last box (Resources)

which is largest, and all the boxes before it have key word summaries

under them.

The arrows represent the nature of operations in an agency.

An agency's resources make it possible to use certain strategies

in order to achieve particular ob'ectives to solve a problem.

Thus the arrows go from Resources backward through the problem-solving

steps to the Problem.

Each diagram therefore serves as a summary of the material

presented up to that point in the chapter. The reader can also use

the diagram as a "Locator" to help him see what point he has reached

in the sequence of sections and subsections within the chapter.

I 5



I PROBLEM #1:I

CHAPTER 1

ENROLLEE NEEDS A JOB OR TRAINING PLACEMENT

An enrollee wants and needs a job or training slot,
and has not yet been placed or referred.

EXAMPLES OF THIS PROBLEM 2

LOBJECTIVE:I Get the enrollee into a job or training slot.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE 4

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE 4

EVALUATING THE RISKS INVOLVED 9

WAYS OF REDUCING THE RISKS 11

t STRATEGY:1 Coaches used five general strategies.

1. SEARCH FOR A JOB OPENING OR TRAINING SLOT
THAT FITS THE ENROLLEE'S BILL 15

2. GET THE ENROLLEE TO ACCEPT AN AVAILABLE OPENING

THAT IS DIFFERENT FROM WHAT HE HAD IN MIND . 19

3. PREPARE THE ENROLLEE SO HE LOOKS GOOD

TO THE EMPLOYER 24

4. INTERVENE WITH THE EMPLOYER SO THAT HE WILL

ACCEPT THE ENROLLEE 31

5. GET BOTH THE ENROLLEE AND THE COMPANY TO
MAKE CHANGES FOR EACH OTHER 35

6. DROP THE ENROLLEE IF OTHER STRATEGIES FAIL. 37

1 RESOURCES:I Coaches need four kinds of resources.

1. AN EMPLOYER INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMA 41

2. ACCESS TO LEGAL EXPERTISE 43

3. JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP 44

4. EFFECTIVE TEAM STRUCTURE 45

16



PROBLEM #1:

Enrollee
needs a
job or
placement

EXAMPLES

I OBJECTIVE 1 4- [STRATEGY 1 RESOURCES

PROBLEM #1:1 A client or enrollee tells a coach that he wants or needs
a placement. In working with the enrollee and talking to him,
the worker may find that there are also other problems or
difficulties, or that the enrollee has particular needs or
desires about the kind of placement he is hoping for. EXAMPLES:

(a.) A veity d-istitaught and neAvous young man appkoached me
negandag emplayment. HoweveA, he stated emphatic.aay
that he, wanted 4 ome kind o6 titaining. In taking Leith
this ctient, Lt was appaiteitt that he also needed some
type oti psychiatizic couroe,ling. floweveA, the client
ceeatey indicated that he, did not wax, any type 0,6
pto6es4iona2 tir.eatnen,t.

(b) A young man. o6 1 7 came. to uz 6o. emptoyment, atthough
he stated he wan,ted to ne,twzn to schoot (evenings).
But he, did nee,d money to matntain kis keep because he,
had a couitt da,te. pe.ndisig.

(c) A young Lady came to me, seeking empeoymewt. She wait
21 yealts oi age tui.th two chi-editen and no hu4band, and
at timeet woutd take. to the. bottee, but he wa6 not an
aecoholic.

(d) A cLi.ent had itepeated unsuccessAut attempts at pinding
the n-Lght lob, a.nd he tacked conitdeiw.e kt himseti.

tel A dient had woirized as a maid ate ha ti.6e. Now zhe
was 42 yealts oed and wishe,d to change, to a 6acton.y.
She, had been -in (city) don. time. months and was
gneatty oveitwe,ight 6CA a ac,tony.

(6) Client was ite6vmed to seveit.at jobz but neva Izept his
appointne.nt6. He was always taAdy duAing the two week
cycle. I called client diming my monthey 6ot1ow-up
to see 4.4 he was empeoyed as yet. Merit stated that
he wait not ye,t empayed, but n.eatey needed one.



PROBLEM #1:

Enrollee
needs a
job or
pZacement

EXAMPLES

4- I OBJECTIVE i 4- ISTRATEGY 1 4- RESOURCES

(g) A Wend oli coach was in need oA umptoyment because oA
ineAAective management and husband's 6ata/ty uxus not

adequate.



I PROBLEM #1 1 +-

Enrollee

needs a
placement

OBJECTIVE:

Place enrollee
on a job or in
training

÷ STRATEGY

EVALUATI% THE OBJECTIVE

1 RESOURCES

! OBJECTIVE:I

EVALUATING

THE

OBJECTIVE

In these and similar cases, the coaches decided that

the most important thing was to get the client placed on a

job or in a trailling slot. The coach accepted the enrollee's

objective and worked on it (although sometimes, when the

enrollee did not follow through, the coach decided that he

didn't really want a job or training). In other words, the

worker gave higher priority to getting the enrollee placed

than to other problems such as obesity, pending court dates,

drinking, poor money management, etc.

Some examples showed that some enrollees who said they

wanted a job acted as if they didn't. When workers tried

to get the enrollee placed, and then the enrollee did not

show up for interviews, or rejected the possible placements,

the workers got the idea that the enrollee really did not

want a placement. EXAMPLES:

(a) An enAottee ptayed dumb by doing veAy poonly on tests,

40 that he woad not be ne6ekted. In that example,

the coach was able to talk the client into ttying
a job, once the coach got onto the client's game.

(b) One entotlee expteszed ve/ty negative attitudes about the

agency and the jobs to which she was telietted. She

thied to tatk othen en/me-lees into nejecting the jobs

too, by knocking the jobs to othen clients.

(c) The entottee catted the coach at home in the evenings
and at night, seeming to want to talk about getting a
job, but Aeatty in cadet to tny to devetop a sexual
nelationship with the coach; the enAottee neven, liottowed
thtough on any (16 the Ae6eloats the wotket made.



STRATEGY I;PROBLEM #1 1

Enrollee
needs a
placement

OBJECTIVE:

PZace enrollee
on a job or in
training

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE

I RESOURCES

When workers had this kind of experience, they sometimes

seemed to get angry at such enrollees, and decided that they

dtdn't want to work. Coaches said that these clients came on

as if they wanted jobs either because people at home were

putting pressure on them, or because they were program-hopping

(some coaches called them 'program pimps'), getting stipends

from one program after another when they needed cash.

Below are some other reasons why enrollees might appear and

act 'unmotivated' when they really do want a job.

FEAR VS. LACK OF MOTIVATION

Because they are afraid of a placement, enrollees

sometimes act as if they are "unmotivated." They program-hop

at least partly with the idea that they will find a job

placement that they will be comfortable in. Instead of

showing that they are afraid of a placement, they act angry

or independent, or say that they don't like this or that job

possibility, or just fail to show up for job interviews.

Some say that they can make more money and have more fun

and excitement hustling on the streets. But they know that

hustling is a dangerous and unsteady job; it looks more

attractive to them because regular work is so unattractive.

Part of that unattractiveness is that they expect to be

uncomfortable in a strange and possible hostile workplace,

and are afraid of messing up. The enrollee feels less of a

failure if he doesn't try at all, than if he tries and still

fails. For these reasons, a worker can be wrong when he

jumps to the conclusion that an enrollee is exploiting the

program and really doesn't want to work.

-5- 20



OBJECTIVE:

Place enrollee
on a job or in
training

4- I STRATEGY I 4-

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE

[ RESOURCES

LACK OF INCENTIVE VS. LACK OF "MOTIVATION"

It is frustrating for a worker to find out, after

trying to place a client, that he doesn't want to work (for

whatever reason). There is a risk of waiting to find out

until after the enrollee has turned down jobs, accepted one

and then failed to show up, or messed up on the job right

away. The risk is that:

(a) the enrollee gets himself into a situation where he
makes himself fail again, and

(b) the company becomes more distrustful of referrals
from the agency.

Before taking the risk, agencies think that it would be

better to test the enrollee's 'motivation" in advance. Some'

workers check the enrollee's record of lateness to the orienta-

tion program, or makes guesses from the way the client talks

about jobs he wants or has worked on. If he has quit jobs

in the past and gave the worker a weak reason, he might

doubt the enrollee's "motivation" for work. If the worker

then believed that the client was one of those who really

don't want a job, he decided not to place him, or referred

him to training instead of a job. When he did that, the

worker made a guess about the enrollee come true, by not

helping the enrollee achieve a job.

But enrollees sometimes look "unmotivated" even when

they are not fearful, when there is nothing to be motivated

toward, or when the jobs aren't worth it. They may quit

jobs that looked good to the agency because they couldn't

handle the hassling they experienced on the job (they might

give a different reason because they can't admit they let the

hassling get to them). Or, an enrollee might come late to

-6- 21



RESOURCES IPROBLEM #1 I

DIro l lee

needs a
placement

OBJECTIVE:

Place enrollee
on a job or in
training

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE

I STRATEGY

the program because he doesn't believe that what goes on

in the program will do him any good. In other words, the

enrollees may play it cool when they don't believe there is a

chance of getting into something worth being turned on about.

This makes the agency think he i s "unmoti vated. " The agency

won 't pl ace him and then hi s disbelief comes true and he can

justify his coming late. But lateness to the program does not

have to mean that he would also go to work late.

These two situations are examples of some general

psychological principles that apply to all people.

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES

(1) When someone is far from his goal (or thinks he is),

he can see the desirable parts of the goal more clearly
than the undesirable. Still he is not likely to be highly
motivated toward it because it seems so far away. That

is why he may act "unmotivated" even when he says he
wants a job. He thinks that getting one is too far in
the very uncertain and distant future.

(2) When he is far from the goal , he will get moti vated to

take only those steps that seem to him most likely to
move him closer to the goal . If he can't see the
relevance of some part of the program, he will not be
"motivated" to get involved in it.

(3) The closer he gets to the goal, the more he becomes aware
of its undesirable or fearful aspects. The thought of
a job makes his fear grow faster than the posi tive

interest. If the fear gets stronger than the interest,
his "motivation" can switch from being toward the goal to
going away from it and avoiding it. That is why some

enrollees are very positive about a job in the future,
but may not keep their appointments, start coming late or
be absent from the orientation program when they are
referred to a specific job. That means that the enrollee's

real desire for a job is becoming overwhelmed by fear.

-7- 22
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(4) It is better to reduce fear than try to increase the
posi ti ve "moti vat i on ."

(5) All these principles mean that the behavior of enrollees
is very much affected by the situations they are in,
and where they are in relation to their goals. Behavior
is easier to change by changing the situation rather
than by trying to change attitudes and personality.

SUMMARY

In summary, when an enrollee says that he wants or needs

a job, any one of the following could be the case:

(A) He wants a job and is ready to accept a placement.

(B) He wants a job but is afraid of a pl acement.

(C) He wants a job but acts unmotivated because the incentives
aren't there.

(0) He really does not want to work.
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As indicated above, there are risks in trying to place

an enrollee when he is afraid of a placement, or does not

want to work. But there are also risks in deciding that the

enrollee does not want to work, when it may be one of the

other cases described. The risk is that an enrollee who

really does want and need a job will be treated as if he

doesn ' t , and therefore wi 1 1 not get the ki nd of help from

the agency that he came for. He might just continue to drift

with his fear, and confirm a drifting way of life. Or he may

be put in the position of having to try to prove to the agency

that he wants a job, and get angry at the agency's delaying

tactics or efforts to "test" his motivation before sending

him out. The agency will have to compare the risks and

decide which is greater: the risk of increasing an employer's

mistrust by referring an enrollee who messes up on the referral;

or the risk of trying to screen enrollees in advance, making

wrong judgments, and thus not giving the service that the

enrollee who wants to work came for.

There is no general rule about how to evaluate the risks,

because there are so many different levels of how sure one

can be, and how damaging it would be to make a wrong decision.

Coaches usually took the enrollee's side and tried him out on

one or more placements before deciding that he didn't really

want to work. Job developers, on the other hand, were the

ones whose work got hurt. When an enrollee messed up on a

placement attempt, other enrollees suffered because job orders

were used up on enrollees who wasted them.
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If there isn't open discussion of the risks and a clear

decision, there can be argument and bad feeling among the

agency staff, especially if someone on the team feels that

he has to pay the price of a wTong decision made by others.

Since there cannot be any general rules for deciding,

coaches and other members of the team have to meet more or

less informally in order to discuss the evidence in the

problem cases. Everyone whose work is affected by it can

participate in the decision, take steps like those described

below to reduce the risks as much as possible, and make

compromises and trade-offs so that no one member of the team

feels that his job is always the one that is made harder.
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REDUCING
THE RISKS: Most enrollees who say they want a job do want a job,

so the team can accept the enrollees objective and go ahead

by using the strategies described in the rest of this chapter.

Most enrollees are not afraid of a new job, especially if

they have had a couple of jobs that lasted for more than a

few weeks. But when the team decides that an enrollee is

afraid, and the risks of trying him eut on some placements

are too high, there are some things that can be done to reduce

the risks.

FEAR OF PLACEMENT

When the enrollee seems to be avoiding placements, there

are two general principles that can be followed:

1, Try to set up a placement where the enrollee knows in
advance that he will be successful and that he won't be
uncomfortable or nervous. The agency worker can:

(a) Put the enrollee on a temporary job that he knows
will end on a certain date. This will prevent him

from feeling pressure to succeed. When the job is

over, he knows that it is not because he was fired.

Then make sure that he gets lots of positive feed-
back from both the agency staff and his supervisor
or foreman so that he thinks he can be successful.

(b) Place the enrollee in a job where a trusted friend
works, and get him to help the enrollee adjust.
The friend can also give him reassurance.

(c) Place two enrollees together and get them to help

each other.
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(d) Place the enrollee in a job where he will be working
close to others of the same racial/ethnic group as
himself, especially if he is uptight about being
surrounded by WASPs.

(e) Place the enrollee in a job where the immediate
work supervisor or foreman is of the same racial/
ethnic group as the enrollee.

(f) Don't give the enrollee the impression that his
placement is a 'test' to see if he can make it.
Let him know that there can be lots of reasons
if the job doesn't last.

(g) Give the enrollee a convincing promise (with
examples of other enrollees) that if he does
lose the job, another one can probably be
found for him.

2. Ease the enrollee into work situations through small doses
of experience. He will get used to new situations
gradually, and/or find out that they are not as frightening
as he thought.

(a) Place him on a temporary or short-term job, or
part-time job for a short while, as in (a) above.

(b) Give him some practice in successfully handling
the situations that make him nervous. See Role
Modeling and Role Playing for various ways of
doing this.*

*Role Modeling and Role Playing: A Manual for Vocational Development and
Emplorent Agencies, available from the Division of Utilization, Manpower
Administration, Washington, D.C. Also see Simulation and Imitation, by
Gordon,Bertcher, Hayes, Lawson, and Munsey, 5 self-instructional casette
audio-tapes and workbooks, available from Manpower Science Services, Inc.
Ann Arbor, Mi chi gan.
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(c) Get the employer to assign him to easy tasks at
first, with precise instructions on what to do.
Then give him feedback on his success.

(d) Refer him to jobs that don't require him to be
involved in situations that make him nervous.
For example, if he gets nervous at employment
interviews, (even after you have given him
practice), refer him to a job that doesn't
require any. Or, go with him to the interview
and handle the tough parts for him (if the
employer will let you).

LACK OF INCENTIVE

If you can't be sure whether the enrollee is unmotivated

to work, or is just not turned on by the situations you have

seen him in or the jobs that he thinks the agency will refer

him to, there are some things that can be done to reduce the

risk to the agency of hurting relations with a possible

employer. Again, there are at least two general principles

that can be followed:

1. Refer the enrollee to a "safe" employer--one who is less
likely to blame the agency or the disadvantaged if the
referral doesn't work out. Such "safe" employers are
also likely to be those whose jobs are low-level and low
in pay. So make a deal with the enrollee that if he
sticks it out on the job for a certain amount of time
(say one, two or three months), then you will do
everything you can to get him into a higher level job.

2. Make sure the enrollee knows he doesn't have to take a
referral he doesn't want. Then he won't act as if he
is accepting it and then not show up. Let him know you
will not get angry or disappointed if he doesn't accept
the placement, and that you will keep trying to get him
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a more satisfactory one. If he cannot or does not want
to even try the pl acement, then tell him that you wi 1 1
try to get him a different job. Also tell him that it
might be closer to his interests, but not be at a higher
level. However, if he stays on the job, you are in a
better position to get him a higher level job.
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1 STRATEGY #1: SEARCH FOR A JOB OR TRAINING SLOT THAT FITS ENROLLEE'S BILL 1

With this problem and objective in mind, the thing

that most workers do first is search for a job that

accommodates the enrollee. They look for jobs where the

employer is likely to accept the enrollee as he is. The

worker also tries to get a job without either him or the

enrollee having to go through a lot of changes. EXAMPLES:

(a) Anothek seat um open in X Company's Paining Schoot tiolL
TV tepaa. Thiz peAzon seemed to measuite up appeaitance
ta:ze and petsonatity wise to pazs the ztiAli inteitview
boatd at the company. Thew/bitten test waz given and
ctient pazzed. Coach p/LepalLed the ceient betiou intetview
with X's boatd. Coach tad ceient to be az keeaxed as
possibee while being intekvievednot to entek intetview
with 6ixed attitude, etc.

(b) I coax( not 6ind a job .6oA him on my team. So I didn't
stop at my team. I went to zome oti the othen teams
and asked 6olt a job dot him because I couedn't setvice
him. As a tezuet o check,ing with othen teamz, I 6ouad

him a job whelLe he iz pusentey ztitt emptoyed happity.

(c) I contacted Company A becauze iz one o the tiew

CORWAILe.A. which I seitvice that mitt hirte 17 yeat otd
matez with a comt date pending. Tatked with petzonnet
managm and expeained thiz ctient's pkobtem--age and
pending count date. Had had the young man tested at owl.
agency (clerical aptitude) which I atzo tetated peksonnee
in Company A. The client was hilted and woAked the/Le one
month pkim to hiz count date. The outcome oti hiz coutt
appeoutancesentenced to one month in the Houze o Cattection.
Tatked with hiz pa/Lentz az wet& az peAzonnet in Company A
and itwaz decided that the ctient woutd temain with
the company.
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(di 1 wws abee 6ind a. job that I tieLt tvaz zuLta.bte OA.

Um. 1 di.d thiz because he tacked con6idence bi
/lime-4. The cUent wo,dzed out 6ine on the job and began
6ed-Lng that he wais wotth 4ome,thAing.

(e) CUent needed a. job that woad pay coat and 4he coued
be home with the 4mateeit. chiLditen. Ctient waz
intaviewed and ki)ted az a. waxd c.teirk and wotked in
evening4.

(6) I waked with 4ome o6 the job devetopeks in ott.da to
Aztain a job so& h,i.m aAteit the bitty- day ja,12 4entenc.e
waA 4efwed. When he came out, he wass 4totted the next
day a6te1t the time 4eAved at $2.59/howt.
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rtrOWENTST1 1.1 PLACE NOW--

When an enrollee needed or wanted a job, and had other

problems such as those described in the examples, the first

objective was getting the enrollee placed. Sometimes the

placement was one that fit the enrollee's bill so that the

other things were no longer problems. Sometimes the place-

ment simply eliminated the other problems altogether

(financial problems, potential parole violations, family

problems solved when the enrollee could bring home some

money or had enough to support himself outside the family).

In these cases, follow-up checking to find out if the other

problems were taken care of may be all the coach needed to do.

And wish that most enrollees were that easy to help.

1.2 CURE LATER--

But in some cases, the other factors continued to be

problems that either got worse or prevented the enrollee

from keeping his job. For these enrollees, getting placed

was only the first step in getting the pressure off and

developing reasons to trust the employment worker and the

agency. It cannot be the last step if the enrollee is to

avoid another failure.

Therefore, employment workers need to divide their time.

Even though there are always new enrollees who need a first

placement, there are those already placed who need continued

attention if they are not to become enrollees again. When

someone becomes an enrollee again, he is often more difficult

to help because of the increased burden of failure. He has a
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more cynical outlook, and less hope or feeling about keeping

a job. In that case, not providing follow-up to an enrollee

who was placed, but whose problems continue, is as much a waste

as providing follow-up to enrollees who don't need it (because

their problems have been solved).
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The second most frequent kind of staff activity in
trying to get an enrollee placed was to get the enrollee or

client to change his requirements for a placement. This was

so that he would accept what was available. This usually was

done by talking with the enrollee, describing an available

opening and emphasizing its advantages. EXAMPLES:

(a) 1 zpoke with hen and exptained to hen. that Lt might be
hand get-Ung a 6actoty job beca.uze o hen weight and tack
oi expeAience. I had a. Maid SupeAvi6on posLtion opei'i
and they weAe a h,igh zuppot company (had agreed to
make special arrangements to hi re and retain disadvantaged
workers). She 4howed imteiceat and it wo Atioic.e az much

money a.6 4he had even. canned. She ac.c.epted and its now tkl
titaining dot the 4 upavizon. po4ition.

(b) Howeva, they had an opening lion. Janiton and I had a
client that needed a job but didn't want t o wonk a6 a
janiton, but wowed accept Lt. Thia aient wa4 given
the job opening.

(c.) He 4tated emphatic.ally that he wanted zome kind o6

tmining. A6tex exhauati.ng the di64e4ent ticaning
pkognam avai2abte th,i)s onganizat,Lon, Lt wats decided
by myoeei that tha young man needed a job beef:m6e 1
6eit that a tnaiyang pnognam o6 mote than a ew weeks

woad say bone him. Company A waz c.ontacted...The.
c.U.e.nt wa6 ki)ted and ac.conding to peitzonnet he haAs

pnoven to be a te-6pon4ibte Walken.
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(d) The zti.putati.on wa6 that he c.ut hLo ha,i)t. down /some aa
waz about give Oh aix, inchea ate a/wand. lie didn't want
-to az he cowedn't zee what -the teng.th og kido hai.)1, had to
do wi.th anything. I totd 1v4m son. the I2,ixd o 6 money he

woutd be making Lt zhoutd be wonth it to c.ut hLo hain
down aome, ptua he woad be wolthing ait.ound good and the
cuotomeAz woad pnoba.bty be,e,6. Long haiir, and good don't
zeem to go togethe.x. lie cut it down, got the job, and

doing 4we,te at thLs time and can now appneciate my won.d6
to him. The haiit. p.m back and he keepa -it at a A.ezpectabte

£eiuith.

(d) CUent took -die Wondexeic Teat and made okay 2 on the tat.
A6ten inteAviewing ctient I Azatized -that he c.outd have
done be.tteA. on -the teat. What tAanzpined waz that he
wanted to go gum pitogicam to pkogn.am v./mating -the impteazion
-that he waa mentatty tetanded. Ctient tam admitted that
he wa6 not /Lauded. (This seems to be what happened:

coach confronted client by tel ling him he was brighter
than he showed, told him he was "on" to the client's case,

and that he couldn't hop from program to program anymore

because he wouldn't get any more MDTA stipends for a long

time, and then.told the advantages of the job the coach

coul d refer him to). Ctient cti.d exc.eptionaLty welt.
Ctient now woniang in a machine 4hop tea/ming how to
/Lead btueplaytt6 and opeitate vala0U4 machinea.

-20- ro
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2.1 REPLACING A CLIENT IN FOLLOW-UP

When Strategy #1 is used, the enrollee is placed on a

job that fi ts his bi 1 1 , and other probl ems are taken care of ,

the coach can do minimum follow-up. But if he uses Strategy #2

there is another question about how much follow-up to do.

Sometimes an enrollee gets into a job that was not quite what

he wanted. But once he gets into i t and gets to like i t , he

begins to feel it has more advantages than he thought at first.

This is more likely to happen after some time on the job,

rather than right away. The advantages may not show up to the

enrollee until after the tense and confusing first few weeks.

When that happens, the enrollee doesn' t need further close

fol low-up.

However, it may be hard for the coach to find out if the

enrollee has come to like the job. Enrollees do not always

tell employment workers how they feel about a job if they

don't know or don't like what the worker might do. Enrollees

are more likely to so they like the job when they really

don't, rather than say they don't like it when they really do.

The worker who uses Strategy #2 would be safest to assume

the enrollee wants a job more like the kind he originally wanted.

If the agency finds him such a job, but the enrollee is satis-

fied with the one he is on, he will refuse to quit and there is

no halm done. In other words, the agency should keep on looking

for the kind of job the enrollee originally wanted, and be

willing to contact him and refer him to it when he does find one.
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Doing this has several advantages:

2rIt gets the enrollee a job he is more likely to stay on.

) It increases confidence in the employment worker and

the agency.
(3) Since it is easier to place someone who is currently

employed, the worker is more likely to make a successful

placement with a fussy employer if he refers an already

placed enrollee rather than a new one.

(4) The agency will be able to set up an entry job for a new

enrollee (provided the employer does not get upset at

the loss of the employee).

(5) If the enrollee has real proof that the agency makes

good on its promises, it is easier to get him to accept

a job that is different from what he originally wanted.

When a coach contacts a worker during follow-up to see

if he wants to switch to a job like what he originally wanted,

he should make sure the enrollee doesn't quit kis current job

until the new employer has really hired him. He should also

not endanger his current job by taking off during work hours

to go to a job interview. He can call in sick in order to

find time to apply for the better job. And if he does get a

better job, he might stay on the first job for a while, until

he is sure he likes the new job and can make it there. One

way to do this is to take whatever vacation or sick time he

has coming and use that time to start work on the new job. But

the coach should also makn sure that when that time is used up,

the enrollee notifies the former employer that he won't return.

If he just doesn't show up, the employer may become more

prejudiced against the disadvantaged and other referrals from
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the agency. Best of all would be for the enrollee to stay

on for a few days to coach a new referral from the agency into

the job he is leaving; some employers will be less upset, more

understanding of the situation, and more willing to accept

another referral from the agency.

Once the enrollee has been offered a better job, and likes

it enough to accept it, he should give his current employer

the opportunity to match the offer by a raise or promotion.

The enrollee might decide that he'd be better off getting a

raise and staying with a familiar employer. The employer

might figure that it is cheaper to give the raise than to

recruit, hire and train a replacement.

2.2 KEEPING TABS ON PLACED ENROLLEES

When an employment worker makes placements that require

this kind of careful and extensive follow-up, he has to keep

some kind of record so that he doesn't forget about an enrollee.

It can be very damaging to the worker and the agency's reputa-

tion in the community if he doesn't even try to do the follow-up

things he promised. And it is easy for successfully placed

enrollees to be forgotten when the worker is very busy or

has not had time to go through all his records to see if

anything was left hanging. The worker could mark a future

date on his calendar so that he is reminded that he has some

unfinished business to take care of.

-23-
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Esmirru-31-: PREPARE THE ENROLLEE SO THAT HE LOOKS GOOD TO THE EMPLOTER-1

Coaches used this strategy as often as they did #2,

although not necessarily with the same enrollees. In this

strategy, if the coach thought a potential employer was not

likely to accept the enrollee as he was, he prepared the

enrollee so that he came on well. EXAMPLES:

(a) Knowing my ctientwoutd be sckeened vety cto4ety by the

intekview bowui, I ptepaxed him. I made him awane

what to took out 04 white being questioned and the

kind oti di4po4ition he 4houtd di4ptay to interwiewek.

Ctient was accepted into the twining ptognam.

(b) I exptained to ctient what time he wa4 to itepoAt to

wo4k and what time I expected him to meet me to accompany

him to the job intekview. I waited on tkis ctient ok
thtee houx4 and he did not 4how up. The outcome wa4

that I tetephoned -the contact pawn in -the company and

set up anothe4 appointment. I did not wait thi4 time 6o4

the ctient to came intn the centek. I picked the etient

up at home, and it kesutted in the ctient being emptoyed

in the company.

(c) The ctient was intekested in ctenicat myth. She was

intekviewed at this pak.ticutak company and Wa6 hiked

the 4ame day. 5el5oke the intemiew I dAitted the ctiemt

with ctuticat aptitude tests and gave hek a Ow tips on

cteticat ptoceduke and shokt-cuts in typing. etient i4

pkesentty emptoyed at this company (10 monthh emptoyed).

She has Iteceived thtee 'wises since emptoyment and hek

empto yeA veity pteased klith heit and hek. tool& peit6onmance.
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(d) The coach with the help o6, -the client cAeated a 6a.t4e
woidz hi-stony.* The ceient had not had a job in the last
15 yeaAs. The c.oach had selected a bank to ne6a ceient
to. Bank inteAviewas need and want onty to see individuals
Pasonat In6olunati.on Rae. Not .too much checking is done
on PI Wes. Cliento being consideitc.d 6o4 jobs must show
Accent woAk histony on PI 6Zee an no considutation given.
Client was matune in yeaAis and the position avaitabte
needed a matuAz peAson. This ctient was gazed in a
deon-making position ofi decicUng whethe A. to discoAd
otd money on continue .to cAiccueate it. Client ean wohk
as much oveAtime a possibte; this she. take's advantage
o6.

(e) These two cti.ents weite keleased 6kom pttison to the DAug
Abutse Pkognam and wae given to this coach to job devetop
6olt. them. The two clients wae taken .to a job ne6mat.
The taztolLy o6 theze two ciientz, having a chug abuse
AccoAd, was not given to the emptoyeA. The emptoyeA
woad not have consideted Cu:icing these clients 416 this
knowtedge weAc known. Clients wute h-Oted by the company.
Because o6 the))t chug abuse histoky they weice to continua
taking 4hot6 daieq. TheiA. quitting time wa4 a hat6 howl.
be6oAe shots wae to be aiven. The ceients di.d not wale
too 6ak 6nom the univeuity (where the shots were being

given) and they had no pAobtem coainuing shots. The
AepoAt £Aom -the emptoyeA ta..tez that the ctients .4.1e)te
good emptoyees.

*Falsification is contrary to the policy of the U.S. Department of Labor. This

strategy can therefore not be used in publicly sponsored programs.
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I COMMENTS: 3.1 EUGGESTIONS VERSUS PRACTICE

In Strategy #3, the enrollee is prepared so that he
looks as good as possible to a potential employer. In many

cases, this preparation is done by giving the enrollee hints
or suggestions on how to act in the interview, or giving him
instruction on how to fill out an application or take an
employment test. Many enrollees can take suggestions, but

there are many who blow their cool. When actually in the

interview, they get so nervous they clam up and don't follow
through on the suggestions. Also, saw preparation is too
complicated. For example, instructions do not help very much

if they do not apply to the particular employer's application

form or interview style. And they don't help in getting better
scores on employment tests--especially aptitude, intelligence
and achievement tests.

Where instructions are not likely to help--either
because of the situation or because the enrollee freezes up or
can't follow them--it is helpful to give him full-scale rehearsals.

This is so that you can see how he actually performs, and then

coach him about improving his performance. See Role Modeling

and Role Playing for instructions on how to do this.
It takes a great amount of practice to increase scores

on most employment tests. Sometimes an enrollee gets low

scores on a test because he isn't familiar with tests like it,
and/or because he is nervous. Some practice helps with this

kinds of problem, especially if the practice is on the same
or similar tests to those the employer uses. But enrollees

who don't knowfilen-Tr-who have poor English are not likely to
be helped much by anything less than a great deal of extended

-26-
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practice. Just a few hours of practice will only make the

enrollee more nervous about his failure, more frustrated and

more bored by the program.

Practice and rehearsal take time and test practice takes

a great deal of it. The agency may decide that the time is

worth it because it increases the enrollee's own ability to

take care of himself. He will then be less dependent on the

agency in future job-hunting. But there are some circumstances

in which the agency does not have the time. EXAMPLES:

(a) The enrollee is in a rush to get a job, and can't

afford the time.

(b) The enrollee thinks that the practice is a put-off,

even after you have tried to show him that there

are some better ways to do things.

(c) The practice would simply take more time than it

would be worth. Too little practice would be like

none at all.

If the team has decided that one of these is the case, the

worker can switch to other strategies, such as the following:

(a) Intervene directly with the employer so that the

enrollee does not have to sell himself.

(b) Try to get the employer to use the agency's test

results instead of using his own. Then give the

enrollee specific practice on the agency's test
before he takes it "for keeps." When he takes it

for keeps be sure that the atmosphere is secure,
comfortable and relaxed.

(c) Try to get the employer to use a work try-out
instead of a test 3 r interview.

(d) Refer the enrollee to a different employe.. who does

not make demands that the enrollee cannot meet without

a lot of preparation.
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3.2 SHOULD THE TRUTH BE TOLD TO AN EMPLOYER?

Some of the strategies described in the examples

involved falsifying job histories or not telling the truth to

a potential employer about an enrollee's arug problem or

police record. In other examples, the agency used exactly the

opposite strategy: the whole story was told in an effort to

get sympathetic but realistic interest. Both strategies have

their advantages and risks, as far as this objective--getting

the client placed--is concerned. The objective would be

defeated in cases where an employer who knew the full story

would refuse to consider the enrollee. On the other side, if

the employer remains ignorant of the risks he is taking for his

organization and eventually learns the truth, his understanding

of the problems of the disadvantaged will be kept low and his

trust in the agency damaged. However, if the enrollee has

worked out well on the job learning the truth is not such a

disaster. Nevertheless, actual falsification of reports to

employers is contrary to public policy. The following discussion

is intended to present the reality complications which would be

entailed, if there were no moral or ethical considerations

involved. Adherence to the ethical principle of truthfulness

enables the worker to avoid such complications. However,

ethical considerations also imply that the agency may not give

personal or background information that it might have about an

enrollee to others--including employers--without the enrollee's

permission. There may be grounds for legal action against an

agency or worker who gives confidential information to un-

authorized persons, and if the information can be proved to be

damaging to the enrollee, there could be a damage suit.

-28- 4 3
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Some employers will continue to be angry at the agency

for not telling the truth, but others can be convinced that

the drug problem or arrest record wasn't important. When that

happens, the employment worker has a good chance of getting

the employer to change his hiring policies in general. He

will be more willing to accept other referrals with records

and it won't be necessary to keep the truth from him.

(A) COMPARING THE RISKS

How does the agency compare the risks of telling versus

not telling the truth? One factor has to do with how

well the agency knows the employer. If the employer

doesn't usually check the accuracy of the information on

the employment application, the coach and client may be

able to get away with it, provided the client can be

trusted not to do anything that would let the truth out.

Another factor has to do with the agency's guess about

how a particular employer would act if he did learn the

truth. Both of these considerations require extensive
knowledge of the particular employer.

Second best would be knowledge of the usual practices of

employers in that industry. For example, there are
certain legal rules governing banks that make them treat

applicants with police records differently from the way a

machine shop might handle it. If a worker is to obtain

this kind of knowledge about an employer, he needs two

things: (1) time to get out into the community, visit the
employer, talk to people wno know the employer and collect

information; and (2) a lot of contact with others in the

agency so that he knows who else in the agency had experience
with that employer, and what that experience was.

(B) THE TEAM HAS TO DECIDE

As with decisions about whether to refer an enrollee who

may not really want a job, a decision on the risks involved

in telling or not telling a potential employer about an

enrollee needs to be a team decision. There are others in

-29-
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the agency whose work might be hurt by a wrong decision

(for example, the employer relations representative, or

the job developer). They need to be involved in the

decisions, so that they will support it and help take the

steps needed to reduce the risks as much as possible.

The most important person to be included in the decision

is the enrollee, because he is the one who takes the

greatest risk: he has the most to win or lose.

(C) AVOIDING THE PROBLEM

In some cases, there is a way around the whole issue.

Some records can be expunged (erased) legally, and some

records, such as juvenile arrests, do not legally have to

be reported in some states. The worker will have to know

the legal rights of his clients according to the law in

his state, and the possibilities for getting a record

expunged or set aside, how to do it, how to get an

enrollee's driver's license back, etc. Of course, an

employment worker can't know everything about the law, so

it would be very helpful if the agency had a lawyer

available.

Still another alternative is to refer the enrollee to

a less fussy employer. Once the enrollee has worked out

well there, it is easier to upgrade him to a better job

with an employer who otherwise gets nervous about police

records

i
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STRATEGY #4: INTERVZNE WITH THE EMPLOYER SO THAT HE WILL ACCEPT THE ENROLLEE

Less often than the other strategies described, coaches
contacted the hiring authority in the company directly, in
order to get the company to change its usual policy at least
for a particular enrol lee . The coach di d thi s when he thought

that the company was not 1 ikely to accept the enrollee as he
was, and when for one reason or another he didn't think it would
be reasonable or effective to try to prepare the enrollee to
fit the company or the requirements of the jobs available.
EXAMPLES:

(a) ...and at. times wowed take to the bottte, bta she was
no t an atcohotic. 1 t was my intention to send this young
tady to Company E and 1 dcussed this with a co-wotkeit
who was vety negative about the idea, mainly because she
di.dn't want to take a chalice with this Cady who might
upset the appte caAt at tkis compa.ny. I catted Company E
a.nd was quite honest with pen,sonnct. Koweve.A, they wene
veny tauctant ab-ut 1tcxng thA's young tady. Wen
talking with petsonnet Aot neatly an howl, and stitessing
out hig1i suppont c.oncept and what it means to the ctient,
Me company agteed te tty thAA ctient ou.t on a ttiat basa
Iso ft a 4em weeks. The cti.ery, was hi,ted and has veny 6ew
ptoblems . She has teceived a ptomotion aAtvt iota month .

(b) Company A was contac_ted and the gentleman in put.sonnel. wa.s
given the Auli s coop teganding tkis paAti.cutan
The client tutus Iti,ted and accotding to petsonnet. he has
ptovem to be a Pr_espon,sible wotket. Reganding his emotional
ptoblem, 1 totd him when his moments o6 anxiety oveitc.ome
him, to cat and tak to me ot someone on my tem. Thus
OA (Wet s even me tnhs ) this has ptoven to be quite
s uccess Aut.
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(c) I1S phyticat examination at the company indicated ciient
had sugat in Iti.s mine. The ctient got uott aaying tha
wais not ttue. We had met dOCtOlt PLW1 the teat Ovelt on the
ctient and PteAutts Leyte negative. The client went back
to the company with the iteautt, but had the wftong "teactU.

The cei2nt uteated a iLstuxbance. I called the company
6o4 a dpo.sition on the Ltient. They would have hited
kiln had he not neated Audi a datuAbance. I toed the
company I wowed delivelt the covtect tabouttoty tau& i6
the ctie)vt woad be teconzideked. I totd the ctient to

coot it, that I woad get him hiited. The ctie.nt was hi)ted
and iz atilt Looting.
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4.1 USING HONESTY

Many coaches report that using honesty with the hiring

authori ty is successful , especially i f the employer realizes

that many whom he might hire off the street have the same

problems as thE enrollee being referred (except that the off-

street hi res don't tell him about it). Many employers expect

applicants referred from agencies that serve the disadvantaged

to have problems, and i f they don't hear about the problems,

they get suspicious of the agency and imagine that the problems

are worse than they are. If the employer has heard about "the

disadvantaged" and about all "their" problems, and if he knows

that your agency deals wi th such people, i t mi ght be better

to use honesty as the approach.

4.? OFFER AN INDUCEMENT

Talking the employer into a decision different from what

he might othenvise make is scrnetirres easier if the agency can

offer some inducement. Follow-up coaching is one such induce-

ment that some employers like, but theve are also some who don't

want follow-up and would see it as interfering with their affairs.

Tell ing the employer about other companies like his own with

whom you 4ave placed enrollees can also help if the other

companies aren't much bigger thin his. Otherwise, the employer

can say he can't afford to do the kinds of things that the big

ones do. It would be best to mention a company in the same

general class as his, and to put him in contact with the

personnel man there so he can learn about their experience

(if i t was a good one).
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4 . 3 WORK TRY-OUT

In companies whose union rules permit, the worker can

ask for a work try-out of the enrollee. But De sure that the

try-out is long enough so that the onrollee can get over his

initial tensioo and confusion to do his best work. There is no

point in asking for a work try-out in a company where union

rules and insurance requirements don't permit anyone to work

who is not a regular employee. But the worker can ask the

employer for his ideas about how the enrollee who can't take

tests or interviews can show the employer that he can do the

work.

4.4 KNOW THE EMPLOYER

There are great differences among employers in how far

they will go, which direction they will go in and which they

won't, and what it takes to get them to make an exception for

your enrollee. There is no substitute for knowing the employer,

his practices, what he has done in similar cases and what his

current situation is. Before intervening with on employer,

the worker should get in touch with others in the agency who

might have dealt with that employer before. Or else he should

try to reach enrollees who have already been placed there, for

a clearer picture and strategy suggestions.
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1 STRATEGY 05: GET BOTH ENROLLIE AND COMPANY To MAKE CHANGES FTR EACH OTHER

Once in a while coaches used a combination of both
changing the enrollee and 4,ntervenina .4itn the employer. In

this strategy, the coach conv4nced the enrollee to change by
saying the company ,..r.u1,1 vs him a :-)reak if he did. Then the

worker used the sa-he h1,-inq authority in
the company--that if it wruld ive t.he enrollee a break, the
worker would get the enrollee to 7eet company demands.

EXAMPLES:

(a) In tha 3 vc.;,, bad potice

witc. th.:ec Hc icels tiled 06 gei.na to

jail and ..k%I.17 f a fi:a di/ 01.7 but did +7Ct want 4-3

ice 7t7Ce 'id. ;7 bad ,5uch as ttionui tebbety,
.101L5hilZ3 rfr'r C tc iv.3_; to tat Vie
emricyct the t,';; L i icc CCI d ca oi

beina tle7,74,d a c;iaccc to AY.tk. Bete.
takina the ci-..:cnt th,7 ,ieb I ccntacted the emptoyet and
41qotmed hirl (-4 ,s 0,7,st eof.4 cc teccoid, and atsc

ta/ tittl C f" f at, (-1; ." C f 4JLt4 j tr. tett 0 6
past and need.% n.1 a c;iance w:_ovc i iins cC o5 be ing teady

to go sttaiqht ijd a He agh,eed to see my

aient. The 1.7xt fJi 7 41-I to te.atiz to the ctieni
and have kiln "off "-Lo o71:_ci4 --, about his tecold at the

t intetvie. and exoes eetings to the omptoyet,
to tet him btew tha;'. hc had a duite to wotk and ecoz.n an
hone,st cuiq. c aa'zed that it woutd be the
best thing to do, .7.atheh, than c,o in and 6itt out a
phoney appLication hi/ ttipng Ix' Lie about ha pazt. The

man alas hi&Led. S !,o good. But with tha man, I

keep a t.1./ cies(' .Letatonshir with him. Atso the emptoyeA.
I'm aiso i:_eepina my cawssed.
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(bl The inteuiewe4 teatty Liked the client and upon compUtion

oti the inteuiew hi4ed him. (This was in a company that

had never used the agency before. The coach had seen a

"Help Wanted" sign on the door, talked to the manager,

and then searched his files for a former client whose job

experience was close to what the company said it wanted).

Wet one day o6 wok* the company called and aaid they

woad have to ketease the ctient becauae he liataqied

hts apptication, aayng he had a ditivert's ticenae and coutd

dtive. I lashed ovet to the company and pteaded with them

not to ketea4e the dient, that I woutd have him &Living

i)1 a wtek. Which I did, and the cli.ent savaged the job.
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[ STRATEGY #6: DROPPING THE ENROLLEE 1

In a few cases, when one or another of these strategies

didn't work, the coaches sirPIV drorDed enrollees they couldn't

do anything about. Someti,e; t.hp coach dropped the enrol lec!

officially, by trarsferring h1r o sor",:one else or terminating

him from the program; soretimes the enrcllee was "dropped"

when the coach just st000ed nn hic case. Sometimes

this informal dropping was done 5y oroviding a minimum service

to the enrollee and then lettinc; him sink or swim on his own.

EXAMPLES:

(a) 1 tad hir tliat ccrue to took (for a job) Kot

him and i; hc h ri !47;/ rtebilur,!. to cat me at home en

the .ieb. 1 {3,7v%, hir bcfli tetccholic numbets (home and

office) . Tiw ctirott (-,7ftc 're at home_ at 4 A.M. apd that

Aceij Satu-,Jar/. taifzir.7 with the ctient it iciaA

6cund out tii n lid rot xJ.nt a irb at att but ontil

wanted to tar to .,74, (court i rig) I ttt,to6etted the client

to ane the`, u,ach iorts a te. My teasen Act thi-S RUA

that the client 'Lcaify xaote4 to wo_tk the mate coach

coact ptovide the_ smre sov4Ice that I coutd (since tee wete

OK the same tear , becau,se the mate coach coutd

handte this pe.zsor bettcA tian I. The ctient catted me

the next weefz kind I of4 hiir that he had a new coach that

woutd be o IS any secc that the client might need in

obtaining a job. The KOC COO ck tatked with the ctient
and Sound out al_le that the ctient did not teatty want to

wotk. The new coach 'LeSetted the client to seveAat

positions but th7. client neve*/ 'tepotted to any.
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(b) Wet taking with this 6enlate ctient, 1 6ound that she
had a vely egative attitude about out agency and its sta66
az a whote. She was ftetuctiva about taking afrly job that
was 066e/fled. I ploceeded to take he,gt into this paAticutan.
company Act an intetviele. Weil taking tai_th peksomict
,she still had an attitude . In on.deit to keep this thient

tor keepcing othets item tAking a job with Viis company,
tatked with heit t_41.3ht away about het intentions Wet

comptet!ing the (or entat on) cycte. The outcome was that
this ceient was ptaced at anotheA job and was tenated
on the tkitd day oi emptoyment because o6 tatdine,ss.

(c) This ctient was netIc t. tefieNted out. The two week cycte
was ovet, and we didn t c.om e u.p with any job to u.it het.
She aid he woutd tsty to 6i.nd a job on het own. She

went to Company G and was kited on het own as a tabotet
a-t $2. 56/hout.
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ITOPOENTS: 6.1 ENROLLEES CHANGE

Not every enrollee is going to be placed successfully.

Sometimes it is because the enrollee doesn't want a job;

sometimes it's because his special needs cannot be fit into

any job that the agency has available. And sometimes, it's

simply because there is no job available. But all of these

things can change in time. An enrollee who didn't really want

a job may change his mind, or get into a family situation

where he needs a reliable income. Problems may have taken

care of themselves. New or different jobs become availaule.

Workers often assume that what an enrollee is like when he's

in the program is what he'll be like in the future or in a

different situation. That is a wrong assumption. The coach

should stay in touch periodically with enrollees he could not

place. And he should g've them a chance to show different

attitudes or feelings.

6.2 THE LAST RESORT

If an enrollee is to be dropped, put into "holding" or

reserved for only occassional attempts to contact him, that

decision should be a conscious one, instead of just letting

the enrollee slide gradually out of attention. When it is

made, there is one moTe strategy the coach can try: he (or

the agency) can frankly tell the client that it cannot place

him now and that while he is waiting he can look for his own

job. Then the agency can put the enrollee into a job-finding

program in which he learns how to search and apply for jobs on

his own. See Job Seeking Skills* for instructions on how to

*Minneapolis Rehabilitation Center, 1900 Cnicago Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn. 55404
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conduct such a program effectively. If the agency cannot help

the enrollee, this program will leave him with something that

will help him to help himself.

SUMMARY

Obviously, the best strategy is to try to find a job

that fits the enrollee's bill. If the agency doesn't have

access to such jobs, intervening with employers who have the

right kind of jobs, but who are resistant to hiring the

enrollee, is a logical next step. If that isn't enough, then

it may be necessary to prepare the enrollee so that he looks

good to the employer. Finally, the strategy of trying to get

the enrollee to accept an available opening that is different

r..pm what he wanted can be used. When none of these work,

the enrollee can be given help in searching and applying for

jobs on his own.
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Firsams-n Carrying out these strategies requires that the agency

worker have certain resources available to him. Some o these

strategies require him to know in detail the hiring policies

and practices of particular emoloyers. He also needs to know

something about the law and legal rights. He needs free access

to job orders and to potential employers who may not yet have

job orders on file. He needs to be able to meet with hiring

authorities in companies. He needs a great deal of informal

contact with others in the agency so that joint decision-making

on the strategies to be used for a particular enrollee can be

carried out. He needs to keep records that will be useful in

reminding him to take care of unfinished ousiness. Finally,

while he needs the tire and freedom (and transportation) to

get out into the field, he also needs to be in the office so

that enrollees can tell him their desires for a placement and

can be prepared for placement.

Four kinds of resources are needed in particular: (1) an

intelligence system regarding employers; (2) access to legal

expertise; (3) a job search workshop; and (4) an effective

team structure.

LRESOURCE 01: AN EMPLOYER INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM

In agencies which regularly place enrollees with a

specific group of employers, the agency is likely to acquire

lots of information about the employers' hiring policies.

This is especially true if each coach regularly has his own

group of employers with whom he is in more or less continuous

contact (for example, Jobs-Now).
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In small communities with a limited number of major

employers, it helps to give workers opportunities for visiting

employers in the community, interviewing workers, foremen,

personnel officials, etc. However, in metropolitan areas where

major employers are spread over a large area and where there is

a good deal of individual job development, it isn't possible

for a single local office, or a single team, to know all the

information it could use.

It would be possible for some central administrative

agency in a metropolitan area, such as the CAMPS organization

or the mayor's manpower commissioner or the area employment

service organization, to operate an information bank in which

the names of employment service staff who have had contact

with any employer in the area are entered and stored. When a

worker in a local office needs information about a certain

employer, he could call in for the names of people in the city

who have had contact with that employer. He could get in

touch with them and use whatever information they had to guide

decision-making in the case. In addition, the information

could be pooled and reviewed peri, cally. This way the gaps

could be discovered.

Individuals could then be designated to collect the kind

of intelligence that is missing and that would be useful. In

this context, "intelligence" doesn't mean simply a list of

what the employer says his wishes and requirements are. The

most useful information is likely to be the kind that comes

from informal sources, such as the actual experience of employ-

ment workers who have had contact with the employer; the

experience of enrollees who were placed in the company; and the

views of the company in Vic! community.
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RESOURCE #2: ACCESS TO LEGAL EXPERTISE

Local offices would find it useful to be able to call

upon a legal expert for information and advice regarding

enrollees' rights. In a large metropolitan area, with a

number of manpower service agencies, some central authority

could provide services to local units. Most contacts between

a staff member and legal expert could be by telephone. It

might not be appropriate or possible to actually give legal

aid to the enrollee. The main function wnuld be as a resource

for information which the staff member could use to protect

his client. This would require in-service training of staff

so that they could intervene more effectively on the enrollee's

behalf when they go to a court hearing, have contact with his

parole officer or try to get :s driver's license back.
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I RESOURCE #3: JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP

Not every enrollee needs instruction on how to go about

finding and applying for jobs. Many have done this success-

fully before and thei r unemployment isn ' t because they can ' t

find and get jobs. Sometimes it's because they can't keep the

job, sometimes it's because of general economic conditions, and

sometimes it's because of other problems that put potential

employers out of reach--racism among employers, lack of

transportation, medical problems, etc.

But when the agency has been unsuccessful in locating a

job for a particular enrollee, it can hope to stretch its

success rate by increasing the enrollees' skills in getting

their own jobs. Unfortunately, much of the advice given to

enrol lees by agency personnel is ill-informed, unrealisti c , and

just plain wrong. Further, some enrollees may have a great

deal of difficulty in using advice--in turning a suggestion

into an action they can take and feel comfortable with.

Brief job search workshops, conducted periodically (i.e.,

whenever the agency has 10 or 12 enrollees it can't place and

who could use such help), such as those developed by the San

Francisco Adult Opportunity Center, or the Minneapolis Vocational

Rehabilitation Center,* would be useful. In both of these

programs, members of the group pool their knowledge and their

own experience, provide each other with encouragement and

emotional support, and get.involved in actually carrying out

job search operations. This helps keep the information and

advice relevant and realistic.

*Reports of these projects may be obtained from the Division of Utilization,

Manpower Administration, Washington, D.C.
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1 RESOURCE #4: EFFECTIVE TEAM STRUCTURE 1

A most crucial resource for employment workers is a team

structure that makes it easy and rewarding to exchange informa-

tion and share in the decision-making process. This is particu-
larly important in cases of dispute. There are many times when

a strategy which works toward an objective held by a coach

may interfere with an objective held by the job developer (for
example, to retain the confidence of an employer) or by an

adninistrator (for example, to serve more enrollees, or preserve
the agency's image with influential people). There are bound

to be trade-offs and compromises in individual cases. Since

each case is different, rules cannot be written to cover all
the possibilities; there would be so many rules that each

one would hardly be used.
For example, the choice of strategy depends on considera-

tion of how much an employer can be convinced to change his

usual practices, what the nature of the available job orders are,

etc. It is essential that the decision-making process doesn't

make the enrollee a pawn in power struggles among team members.

Decisions should be made cooperatively, so that all members

of the team who are affected will understand the relationship

of their part to the other parts. This means that decisions

have to be made on the basis of the particular situation,
rather than on the basis of the rank or status of the people

advocating one side or another. In other words, effective

service to enrollees requires equality of power in the team,

and frequent exchanges of views about particular enrollees.

When the decision about a case is more difficult, these
contacts have to move from informal discussions around the
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office toward a full-scale conference. Here, information and

ideas can be systematically pooled and a decision made by

consensus.
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which the team had thought was a good one.
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!OBJECTIVES:1 Although the overall objective is to get the enrollee
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PROBLEM #2 : The enrol lee has turned up his nose at a job referral , whi ch

the team had thought was a good one , or at least the most

appropri ate of the jobs avail able, considering the enrol 1 ee' s

qual fi cations. EXAMPLES:

(a.) Th,<Z young man waz unhappy with -the. peacement. He. was

te6e)fted to Steee sok. the MA pkogtam. H. waz
ciiimatiis6ied with the pay.

(b) A 4ernate cti_ent wais intmiewed and I eet she met ate
the quaLqications licit a cenicat opening exc.ept that
she. wais ext)Lemay shy. She had not paitticipated gitoup
cUo cue4ion4 and had made. no 6nnclis a,t Jobs -Now. . I n
-the intekview she e.xpte)ssed an inabiti,ty -to communica,te
with othet pe.opee, eApeciaely new acquaintance's, and
6eaited new isLtuati.onz. She bnightene.d up heating about
the. job. It wais wotking az a 6i.gwt.e. ctetk and Ah.e.

enjoyed math. An appointment wais made. 6ot. hek and I totd
heA. I wowed go utith het ore. the. inteAview the otl.owin4
monk,ing. She. did not show up until that a6teimoon and
Accid 4he. changed heft. mind abowt the job and Ahe woutd Lae
a ,P:tctoty since he,'t mothut wotke.d az an cos embeek. She
621--t she waz not good enough to wokk in an oice and
though ovaquaLgie.d. 6actoity wwth, Lt wats a. mote
com6ottabee, setti.rig bec.ause heiT. motheit toed h.e)t. /so !

(c) ThiA patticutak cLi,ent te.61.4/ e d ate kind's o empeoyment.
woued tcdze. him on an intaview and he. would turn eveity-

thing down. On. he. wowed ac.c.ept a. job but wowed not take.
the. physical.

(d) I waz tnying to peace a. client 17 ye.akz oti age who ne.e.de.d
empeoyment bac.:Zy to h.eep wi-th czmLy bLe 4. 17 ye.at-oeths
ate. exttemety di66-1..cutt to peace. in cniptoyment a,t a. decent
wage.. Fottuna,tety I had 6ound a. posi.ti.on in a. supekrnatket

$2.50/hout. and I wais /suite he. wowed be ve)t.y happy to
iteceive thLs chance. to woth. Whe.n I conitonted him with
-the. job o6Ke1t, he. to my zwtptii.se. tutned it down.
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(e.) I had to ptace. a cei.en't into emptoyment on a sataity that
she distae.d which was $1.70 pa howi. The Azazon tiot
.t.h. Lo was becaus e. that was the onty avaLeabte posZtion 4 he
quaLi.ed OA and she was in bad need .94 a job because
he)z_ home had been bombed destAoying eveitythi.ng they had,
and ki,e-Ung thitee chitdken.
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Although two objectives can be stated, the overall

objective was to get the enrollee a job. Objective A, the

most common, was to try to get thE enrollee to keep his first

referral. But sometimes the coach found it necessary to use

Objective B, which was to find a different placement that

fit the enrollee's bill more closely.

Perhaps the agency should not try to make enrollees take

jobs they don't want (especially when the job is low paying and

uninteresting). On the other hand, the enrollees come to the

agency for jobs and these are the jobs most often available.

So the agency has to decide whether Objective A or Objective B

is more consistent with the enrollee's objectives. The worker

can talk to the enrollee to find out his reasons for turning

down a referral. This can help in making a decision about which

objective is more appropriate.

REASONS FOR REFUSING A REFERRAL

There can be two kinds of reasons for turning down a job

referral. One can be called economic and depends on the number

of benefits to be gained from a particular job. The enrollee

may decide the job isn't worth his labor because of the pay

and working conditions or because he doesn't like the kind of

work involved.
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The other reason can be called psychological. That is,

the enrollee may have many feelings that get involved in a job

choice. For example, the young woman who wanted to reject a

figure clerk job in favor of working in a factory may have been

responding to a huge swamp of complicated pressures. She may

have been anxious about being where she felt she didn't belong

(that is, fear of being an "uppity nigger"). She may have

feared she didn't have the ability to do the work. Or her

mother might have influenced her decision for several reasons.

She might have wanted to protect her daughter from disappoint-

ment and hurt by encouraging her to take a factory job where

she wouldn't risk failure and racism. At the same time, she

might also have resented or envied her daughter's chance to do

more high class (white-collar) work than she does, challenging

her prestige and power in the family. Her mother might also

have been afraid that she would lose the enrollee's affection

if the enrollee began to move around in the white-collar world.

SOME REASONS ARE GIVEN MORE CONSIDERATION THAN OTHERS

Both the economic and psychological reasons are usually

present when an enrollee decides about a job, although how

important each is varies from one enrollee to another. However,

manpower agency workers usually do not consider the psychological

factors to be as important as the economic ones.

This happens for many reasons:

-the psychological factors are personal and emotional,
so enrollees don't talk about them as easily as they

talk about the economic ones.
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The agency "atmosphere" makes it seem more legitimate,

mature.or "objective" to decide to take or reject a

job for economic reasons rather than psychological ones.

It takes a fair amount of prying and sensitivity to

bring out the psychological feelings involved;

manpower agency workers are not always equipped to do

this, do not have the time, and often do not like to

get too personal with enrollees.

Nevertheless, the enrollee's personal feelings and relation-

ships--whether with his family or friends--influence his decisions.

So will the image of the job, its "status," the dangers of

failure if it is challenging, the lack of self-fulfillment if

it is not, the exposure to racism, and the anxiety of learning

the ropes in a new work place, the loss of freedom to control

one's time, etc.

But most agencies and enrollees try to act as if accepting

a job referral was strictly an economic decision, even in Jobs-Now

where sensitivity training and discussions of feelings were

stressed.

HOW MANPOWER AGENCIES DECIDE WHAT THE "REAL" REASONS ARE

A major problem in evaluating the objective is to figure

out whether the referral is rejected for economic or psychological

reasons. Since the economic reasons seem more "legitimate,"

enrollees usually justify their rejection on the grounds of pay,

working conditions or job interest, even when the psychological

factors are more important.
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Of course, the atmosphere in the agency that makes the

economic factors seem more legitimate does not stop enrollees

from having personal reactions to the job referrals, or from

acting on the basis of their feelings. Despite this atmosphere,

they will still reject job referrals (sometimes, as in one of

the examples, by simply not showing up for the job interview)

for personal or psychological reasons. The main effect of

this atmosphere is to prevent the enrollees from saying

honestly what is on their minds. In other words, the atmosphere

makes i t more difficult for employment workers to do their job.

Coaching is even more difficult when enrollees do not

want the agency to get into personal affairs. Many feel it is

none of the agency's business, and they are offended by the

implication that they can't take care of their own minds and

their family and friendship relations by themselves. Because

they want the agency to get th,Tn a good job, they may not

directly tell the worker to stick his nose out of their affairs,

so they may simply play dumb or be "non-verbal" or put the

worker off the track by giving him a minor or even a fake

emotional issue to deal with, to give the impression of

cooperating. When enrollees run these games, it means they

feel game-playing is necessary to achieve their own objectives

as customers of the agency.

Experience and research suggest that manpower agencies make

decisions according to the following pattern:

-If the enrol lee's economi c objections are reasonable, and

if the agency has access to job orders that both come

closer to the enrollee's wishes and also seem reasonable.
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then the agency accepts the referral rejection and
switches to an objective of getting him a different
one.

-But if the enrollee's objections do not seem reasonable
or he rejects the 2nd and 3rd referrals, then the agency
assumes there are psychological reasons for the rejection.

Once the agency suspects that psychological hangups are behind

the enrollee's rejection of the referral, the enrollee is

usually given intensive counseling with the coach or a counselor.

The objective of counseling is to work through the hangups so the

enrollee will accept the referral. In other words the agency

keeps its original objective of getting the enrollee to accept

the referral and the psychological factors are usually not

considered a "legitimate" basis for rejection. The agency

tries to change the enrollee' s feelings rather than change the

referral.

COUNSELING TO MAINTAIN THE SYSTEM

A major problem is how it is decided whether an enrollee's

objections are reasonable or whether his job requirements are

appropriate. This is where many prejudices and biases about

"appropriate" work can influence what the agency does.

For example, a young woman who told one manpower agency

that she wanted to work on an automobile assembly-line was

immediately referred to counseling because her preference was

"inappropriate," (even though sex discrimination is illegal',

there is no reason why some kinds of work cannot be done bY

women and the woman seemed strong enough for the job). The
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agency made its decision on the basis of social stereotypes

(which operate against women and minorities) even though it

had available ,;lots at the auto plant.

In that case, the function of counseling was to try to

make the enrollee conform to the social stereotype. That is,

counseling served as a buffer between the enrollee's desires

and the refusal of the agency to accept or respord to her

desires. Counseling protected the status quo by defining the

problem as a psychological one in the enrollee rather than in

the agency which had stereotyped ideas about the kinds of service

it was willing to provide. When counseling is used this way,

it is called "mystification" of the client.

THE EFFECT OF COACHES' STATUS ON "PSYCHOLOGIZING" THE CLIENT

It is easy to protect the agency by defining the problem

as psychological. It puts the burden back on the enrollee and

allows the agency to believe that its objectives are better

for the enrol lee than his or her own objectives . Thi s is the

same process that keeps blacks in menial and low-status jobs

when the agency concludes that a black enrollee's aspirations

are "inappropri ate."

Many coaches suspect that thei r agencies maintain cultural

stereotypes (here racist ones) even if it isn't intended.

Because of this, they have conflicts and tensions about working

in these agencies. When minority coaches are blamed for "over-

identifying" with enrollees, it is often precisely because they

believe that the agency's idea of what is an "appropriate" job
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referral is really a factor that maintains racism in employment.

The coach's positionat the bottom of the ladder as a black

or chi cano non-professionalmakes him even more suspicious.

He bel i eves that the only way the agency can prove that it is

not racist is to upgrade his job in the hierarchy. This adds

a social/political dimension to the obvious personal benefits

the coach would get from upgrading.

Research indicates that coaches are often asked to "take

over" enrollees with hangups because professional counselors

prefer to concentrate on vocational matters. Thus, coaches

tend to get deeply involved, 3s part of their job, in situations

which magnify those conflicts about whether psychologizing the

enrol 1 ee is really a cool -out mechanism (i .e. , mysti fi cation).

And because they find themselves dealing with enrollees'

personal affairs, the coaches feel justified in thinking that

their positions in the agency should be upgraded to match the

level of skill and sensitivity required for dealing with

matters so delicate that even professional counselors don't

handl e them.

PSYCHOLOGIZING KEEPS THE AGENCY WORKING FOR THE ENROLLEE

Since psychological problems almost always exist

(people do have feelings about their work and life in general)

the agency can always find some "psychologiral" problem in the

enrollee which they use to explain his rejection of a referral

or placement. When the worker finds "psychological factors" it

often seems easier and more legitimate to help the enrollee with
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his personal problems than to get him the kind of job he wants.

However, if certai n other factors are noticed by the agency

or worker, they may be more wi 1 1 ing to find a sui tabl e referral

rather than sol ve the personal problems. These factors are as

follows:

1. If the agency cannot change the enrol lee ' s feel ings

about the referral ;

2. the feel i ngs seem reasonabl e;

3. these feel ings get sympathy and understandi ng from

the worker or agency.

Shy, nervous or fri ghtened enrol lees are more 1 i kely to get

sympathy than those whose anxi ety is hi dden behind a mask of

masculini ty or street hardness . Sometimes when they are dealing

with "tough" enrol lees , workers try to "break down" their

defenses (often dangerous for the enrollees) as if it were not

legitimate to get them jobs unti 1 they admitted thei r weaknesses.

When the agency cannot fi nd psychological reasons for

turning down a referral because the enrol lee refuses to make

his hangups publ ic, or because probi ng is unsuccessful , the

agency often concl udes that he i s simply being immature or

unreasonabl e--or that he real ly doesn ' t want to work.

SUMMARY

When the worker cannot expl ain an enrollee s rejection

for economi c reasons he tries to find a psychol ogi cal one. If

he finds such a basis , he tries to change the feel ings because

they are not considered "1 egi timate" reasons for try ng to get

the enrol 1 ee a di fferent referral . And if he cannot fi nd such
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a basis, he then concludes the enrollee doesn't want to work--

and that gets the agency off the hook by putting the blame

back on the enrollee. At that point, the agency s:ops trying

to work with the enrollee, or refers him to work experience

training, such as NYC or Mainstream.

In oth2r words, one value of getting the enrollee to talk

about his feelings is that it helps to maintain the agency's

motivation to work for him. Many enrollees know this and an

experienced one often secretly tells those less experienced

that it's better to talk about personal problems because the

counselor will then be more likely to get them job referrals.

That's wheo the enrollee is likely to run the game of giving

the counselor a phony problem to work on. If the enrollee

does not cooperate in this way, the agency's motivation fails,

and is likely to conclude that the enrollee is unmotivated.

HOW TO FIND OUT WHICH OBJECTIVE IS RIGHT

Sometimes, the psychologizing of the enrollee works--

he accepts the referral that he previously rejected. Is he

doing that to get the worker off his back, has he really

resolved his hangup, or has he simply become convinced that

his stated desires for a better job were "wTong?" That is, how

can the agency tell if its objective was right, or whether

counseling was only a way of manipulating the enrollee into

accepting a referral he really didn't want? There are several

clues that can be used, though none of them is foolproof:
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The objective was probably wrong if:

-the enrollee doesn't stay on the job for very long,

especially if he quits (or arranges to get fired)
before he has another job lined up.

- the enrollee avoids further contact with the worker
because it makes him feel bad about himself, or
emotionally stirred up, when he discusses his feelings

with the worker.

- the enrollee sticks on the job, but in spite of his
initial dislike for it, and becomes a passive, accepting,
unambitious plodder, resigned to a work life that has

no self-fulfillment in it.

-the enrollee expresses cynical or negative attitudes
about the agency in the community, feels that the
agency promised more than it delivered, or that the
agency is part of a system designed to keep the

disadvantaged down in jobs that whites don't take.

Unfortunately, all of these clues come too late, after the

damage has been done. Nevertheless, follow-up can be done so

that the agency can evaluate its own record and find out if

it has "psychologized" the problems too often, and "mystified"

enrol 1 ees .

There are some clues the agency can use before it is too

late, but they are "weak" clues that cannot be used without

lots of good judgment:

- if the enrollee is vague about what he wants in a job,

says that he'll take anything, would accept a job ming
as little as $2.50/hour, but then rejects referrals

because of low pay or because he doesn't like the work

then it may be a matter of psychological conflict.
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- If the enrollee seems to get lass and less involved in

the agency program, avoids discJssions about jobs and

working, begins to come late or skip, or fails to keep

placement appointments, it may be that he 'la's personal

or family problems.

- If the enrollee participated in selecting the referral

from the list of jobs available, without pressure tc

select the one the agency thought best, and he then

rejected it when the time came for the employment

interview, there may be psychological problems involved.

- If the enrollee turns down a job referral in favor of

ano.:her one that is not as good according to his own

criteria, thcn there may be psychslgoical hangups.

But keep in mind that agency workers, as white-collar

people, tend to place more value on the social status

of a job than some enrollees do. A worker who tries to

talk an enrollee into taking a jcb as a bank clerk

instead of a higher paying job as an assembler in a

factory may be imposing his own values on the enrollee,

which lead him to interpret the enrollee's preference as

evidence of psychological or personal problems.

But if the enrollee rejects a job referral for specific

reasons, has a reasonable alternative that he would

prefer, or has a stable job history that is consistent

with his preference, tl:an his rejection of the referral

may not be a psychological hangup.
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Finally, the agency could take the position that

psychological reasons for rejecting a referral are just as

legitimate as economic ones. If they are legitimate, then

they dor't have to be changed in order for the agency to

try to do its placement work. The agency can change its

objective to that of finding a different referral that fits

the enroflee's bill. That makes it unnecessary to probe

for psychological problems, to risk humiliating the enrollee,

to run the danger of using psychology to cool-out the enrollee,

and of making the enrollee feel that his rejection of a

neferral shows that there is something wrong with him.

That puts it up to the enrollee. If the agency simply

cannot find a job that the enrollee wanti, then he can decide

whether or not he wants to use counaeling to work on changing

his feelings about the jobs that are available.
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E STRATEGY ONE-TO-ONE COUNSELING

Coaches usually talked a lot with enrollees about their

rejection of the referral. In Jobs-Now these counseling

sessions aimed at: (1) exploring the enrollee's reasons; and

sometimes (2) persuading the enrollee that his reasons were

wrong. EXAMPLES:

(a) /n a one-to-one he fiat that it woutd be stow upgtading

in a stea mite and he wanted to go to a company that

paid mote and had deatings in the cat induotty and 6astert

upgtading.

(b) We spent some time tatking about a vakiety o6 subjects

be6ou she 6ett comtiottabte enough to discuss the

6igute ceetk position...

(c) UnpAtunatety the young man had teceived 6at4e inOtmation

&tom his 6ettow clients about the abundance o6 jobs that

wete avaitabte 6ot young peopte his age and with no wotk

expenience. When I con6tonted him with the job o66et, he

to my sutptise tutned it down. I asked him why and he

totd me because o6 what he had heand. Immediatety I

began tkying to in6otm him that this was 6aZ4e inptmation,

but it was evident that he had mote co4idence in the

othet ctLents than in myse4.
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Time is crucial when a job order is being held for an

enrollee. Workers are reluctant to pass up the job order

before they've found out why the enrollee rejected it and

had a chance to change his mind. Therefore, in several

cases of rejections, the first thing the coaches did, even

before the counseling, was to call the employer and try to

postpone the date for the enrollee's job interview. Of

course, if the enrollee has rejected the referral by not

showing up fo): an appointed interview, the coach has the

added problem of trying to apologize to the employer while

still getting him to hold th c? job open for the enrollee.

If the enrollee has rejected the referral by directly rejecting

a job offer from the employer, then it is too late to do

anything about it.

Thus the easiest job for the worker is to get a simple

postponement of the job intervirw, and that means that enrollees

should be encouraged to reject the referral before the inter-

view if they are going to reject it at all. That doesn't mean

that if he doesn't reject the referral, he must take the job

later. The actual interview (or in some cases the first day on

the job) may reveal some things about the job that neither the

worker not the enrollee had suspected. So the enrollee

should still feel free to reject it later. Nevertheless, it's

better to give him as much opportunity as possible to reject the

referral before going to the interview.
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1.2 TRYING TO PLEASE THE COACH

One of the things that keeps some enrollees from

rejecting a job referral is that thiy don't hint to displease

the coach. It is easier to reject someone when he isn't around

because you don't want him to feel bad, and you don't want him

to dislike you. That makes an enrollee pretend to accept the

referral and then reject it later when he is away from the

worker, by not showing up for the interview, turning down the

job offer from the employer, or accepting the job and then not

showing up for work [although other chapters of this Manual

show that when an enrollee does not come to work on the first

day it does not necessarily mean he doesn't want the job!].

In any case, it makes the worker's job easier if the

enrollee rejects the job in his presence so that he has a

chance to do the counseling. But that means that he should not

act as if the rejection of the referral is a rejection of

himself or the agency. Unfortunately, many manpower workers

get quite upset when an enrollee turns down their efforts.

That's why they often dig their heels in and tny to convince

the enrollee to take the job and interpret his rejection as

evidence of psychological problems. If enrollees suspect this,

they will no': reject the referrals until they are away from

the worker.
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1.3 A REFERRAL IS NOT A PERSONAL GIFT FROM THE WORKER

One way to avoid this kind of problem is to avoid

giving enrollees the impression that the job referral is a

personal favor. If the enrollee thinks of it as a 'favor,' he

may try to hide his rejection from the worker.

But that doesn't mean that the worker should act as if it

is just a part of his job and that he has no personal interest

in the enrollee. The worker should try to show that his job

of getting referrals for people gives him the pleasure of

being able to get this one for this enrollee. This shows

personal interest, puts the job in a positive light, but still

lets the enrollee know that it is the worker's job--rather than

a personal favor--that led him to get the referral.

The worker can reinforce this impression by telling the

enrollee that if he doesn't want the job, it is OK to reject

the referral. This helps demonstrate the worker's personal

and real interest in the enrollee.

In other words, the worker can save himself SOME: trouble

if he doesn't act ego-involved in the particular job referral,

but shows his interest in the process of getting the enrollee

a job.

1.4 EVERY REFERRAL DOES NOT HAVE TO RESULT IN A PLACEMENT

An agency should not measure performance by the number

of successful referrals made by each worker. This puts pressure

on the worker and in turn puts pressure on the enrollee to

accept the referral. If the worker's supervisor does not penalize

him for unsuccessful referrals, then the worker can encourage

enrollees to reject referrals they don't like.
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It woul d also be better if the worker felt free to
pass on the job order to another worker in the agency.
Then the staff would be less jealous and secretive about
job orders and the agency would still be able to maintain
its record of placements.
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When coaches used this strategy, they stressed the

advantages of the job that the enrollee wanted to reject.

Less frequently, they also talked about the disadvantages of

the joS that the enrollee preferred (if he had a particular

job in mind as an alternative). Sometimes this persuasion

implied threats. EXAMPLES:

(a.) Though I had a 6actony posLaon, I tatized about the
6actong 4ituat.i.on, pointing out- attthe negative copects
hut. motheA. neveir. mentioned, and we diAcu44ed the pozitivez
o6 -the o66ice zituation. I toed he,r. to -think it ove)r.
and tet me know heir. de.ei.sion -the next day, wae awane
that she wowed dizcuiss Lt w-i.th heir. mothe.A. The. oteowing
day zhe waz eait-e.y to say 4he had dizcuzsed it with heit.
mothu& and had decided to think oir. heAzt.e6 and take the.
oaice job, -though hen. motheA. objected. She waz hined
and liars been veity e66ective on -the job on camoz tvo yecous.

(b) I e.xpiained -to -the cLi.e.nt zhe had -to ac.c.ept the job
bec.ause o6 what had happened -to hut home. Azoo I expeained
to heA. that 4he c.oued 40011 make az muc.h a,s $3.00/howt
because hut. job waz doing piece woith. In about 6o wt. monthz
my dient had bn.ough,t heA. zatany up to $2.64/houir. bwt she
had to take. a Zeave o6 abzenc.e Octobe)r. becawse zhe
seven montlu pitegnant. She ,i)s due. to netuAn to heir. job
zome time in Maitch. My dient ended Wang an6. maintaining
heA. job and waz Liked veAy mu.ch by heA. supavizok.

(c) So I got him one mote job inteiwiew and tet him know thi4
waA the ve)Ly Zast tune. He zenzed 1 was not kidding and 1
haven't had anotheA. pubtem with him.
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rcomma-n-i 2.1 ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE

In Chapter One, some reasons were presented for

emphasizing the positive aspects and avoiding negative ones

when discussing different placements. Unpleasant and

threatening ideas make people uncomfortable and anxious.

Therefore, it's dangerous sometimes for the worker to emphasize

the negative aspects of the job the enrollee prefers, because

this might drive the enrollee away. Worse yet, the worker might

not be able to convince the enrollee to accept the referral

he wants to reject. But he might convince him not to go

after the job he wants and as a result he rejects both kinds

of jobs!

2.2 GIVE THE ENROLLEE TIME--IF HE CAN AFFORD IT

In one of the examples, the coach gave the enrollee

a day to think over her decision. That is a wise move and has

at least two advantages: (1) it lets enrollees know that the

decision is their own and that the worker is willing to accept

it whether or not he personally favored one particular alterna-

tive. (2) Secondly, it means the enrollees have a chance to

make their own choice. At first, it was the worker's decision,

but that kind of decision doesn't stick until the enrollee

makes it his own. Time also gives the enrollee a chanca to

check out the worker's arguments with others, and to test them

to see if they stand up. This way the enrollee comes to agree

with the worker because the arguments are good ones, not because

of the worker's personal i ty and salesmanship.
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But if the enrollee can't afford to lose time before

starting to work, don't force him to delay his decisions

by giving him an appointment on another day. He might see

that as a put-off--a threat that if he doesn't agree right

away, he will be faced with a series of appointments, spaced

too far apart, before he is given another job referral.

2.3 SOME UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

A. Did the enrollee really "think for herself" or

did she just switch from accepting her mother's opinions to

accepting the coach's? Did the coach end up by coming between

the enrollee and her mother and interfering with their affectionate

relationship? We'll never know.

B. If the enrollee sticks it out on the job, does that

mean that the coach was right in getting him to accept the

referral? Maybe yes, maybe no. Suppose that for some reason

the enrollee took a job he didn't want or like. It sometimes

happens that he changes his attitudes toward the job because

of a psychological mechanism called "post-decision certainty"

(also explained as "dissonance reduction").

Post-decision certainty refers to the fact that after a

person has made up his mind, no matter how close the balance

of positive and negative elements, he tends to become more

sure that he was right in his decision. He forgets about the

negative elements and convinces himself that the positive

elements were right. And other things turn up on the job that

make it unexpectedly satisfying, such as a particularly good

supervisor or a friendship with a co-worker.
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Dissonance reduction means that when people's attitudes

don't match their actions, they tend to change their attitudes.

So if someone does accept a job toward which he had negative

attitudes, he tends to change those attitudes into positive

ones so that they are consistent with the fact that he took

the job.

Both mechanisms operate most strongly when the enrollee

feels that it was his own decision, rather than one imposed on

him by others or by circumstances. The poi:It is that an

enrollee who later says he likes the job is not always saying

that the worker was right in talking him into it. He might

have felt the same way about any job he had decided to take.

2.4 THE WORKER HAS TO ACT EVEN THOUGH HE DOESN'T HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS

With the present state of knowledge about jobs and human

behavior, it is impossible to get clear answers to questions

like these, but still the worker has to do something one way

or the other. One way to guide his decisions is to be clear

about the priorities among the agency's objectives--and the

enrollee's.

If the objective is to get an enrollee on a job, then as

far as this objective is concerned it doesn't matter whether

the job is the best one for the enrollee, or satisfying to him,

as long as he stays there (and many people do stick with jobs

that are not satisfying).

But if the objective includes giving the enrollee a

satisfying or career-oriented job, that is a different story.

And if another objective of the agency is to get a reputation

in the community for meeting the needs of enrollees as tim
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define them, that adds another consideration. The worker and

his team can make decisions and take actions once they are

clear with themselves and with their enrollees about how

important the various objectives are.

A periodic review of past cases could be used to analyze

the decisions that were made by the team and to look at

alternative decisions that might have been made. This can

help keep the staff thinking about alternatives so that they

don't get in a rut. This doesn't have to be done with every

case, but cases that have something in common (for example, a

group of cases where the problem fits Problem #1 in this Manual)

could be discussed at one meeting, cases which fit Problem #2

at another, and so forth. The whole staff or team could explore

the alternatives, discuss whether different strategies might

have been more effective, raise embarrassing questions and

decide on priorities among objectives and strategies.

Without reviews of objectives and strategies like these,

the coach is often put into an impossible position by his job:

he has to act in the absence of sufficient knowledge, he is

expected to be effective, and yet because it is assumed that

as a coach he can do things that others in the agency cannot

do because of their race, professionalism, or lack of connection

with the enrollees and their community, he and others in the

agency feel that there is little they can teach the coach that

will help him to be effective. The coach is aware that his

performance is being evaluated, but the criteria are unclear,

both to him and to his supervisors, because there has been no

explicit statement of objectives, and 110 consensus on strategies.
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Since answers to questions like those above are lacking,

the coach needs some consensus from his colleagues and supervisors

that tells him he is evaluating his effectiveness according to

the same criteria and the same objectives that they are.

Without this, there can be no adequate evaluation. And when there

is no evaluation, the coach cannot get the kind of feedback he

needs to grow and develop on the job. It is the enrollee

who suffers from that, in the long run.
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1 STRATEGY #3: PROVE SINCERITY AND COMMITMENT

In the interview and by other special efforts, coaches

tried to prove their sincerity and make the enrollee believe

they had the enrollee's best interests in mind. This strategy

covers efforts to close the "credibility gap" between the

agency and the enrollee. EXAMPLES:

(a) ...but it was evident that he had mote con6idence in the

othek ctients than in my4et6. When I saw I coutdn't

convince him I inniediatety catted the managek and moved

the intetview up a coup& o6 days. This woutd give me

time to 'move to my ctient that Lt atmost impassibte

to 6ind good ok meaning6ut emptoyment 6ox an individuat

his age. I gave him the camptete job tist and asked him

to choose six posit-ions that he might tike to occupy.

Age& the choices wete made ! immediatety got on the

phone and set up thkee 0,6 the inteAview6 Lok the next day

and thtee liok the day a6tek. I knew that he would be

tutned down on att diX positions, but the point was to

la/Love to him that I had done my vexy best to secute the

type o6 position he pte6etked. When he was 4e6u6ed

emptoyment at all 4ix intekviews he began to keatize that

I had been comptetety honest with him. At this point he

decided to go on tie okiginat intekview. The nesutt was

he was hiked at the supeAmmtket and id now woAking and

going to zdtool a the evenings.

(b) I knew that my client had to have suaicient ctothing in

oAdek to go back and Okth to wokk. So I decided to have

6ta66 donate whateveA clothing and money they coutd 6at

my ctient and hen 6amity. I exp&ined to my ctient she

had to accept the job because o6 what had happened to hek

home.

(c) We spent some ,Ume tatking about a vakiety o6 subjects

be6oke she Sett compktabte enough to discuss the 6igute

cterck position.
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3.1 WHO IS OBLIGATED TO WHOM?

The purpose of this technique is to close the credibility

gap. It is an effort to show that the agency really is

thinking of the enrollee s best interests. But a show of

commitment can also have the opposite effect. Some enrollees

may feel obligated to the coach or agency because of "all they

have done for him," and then take a job because they would feel

guilty rejecting it. In other words, showing commitment can be

a way of manipulating the enrollee psychologically so that he

does what the agency wants him to do.

In the Comments on Strategy #1, it was stressed that one

danger of this technique is that the enrollee might agree

with the worker and then fail to follow through on the referral.

Using guilt works the same way. ,-

If using guilt works and it gets the enrollee a job (if that

is the main objective), then it is OK. But it might not work

or it might make the enrollee feel miserable, either because he

doesn't like the work he's doing or because he feels that he's

being ungrateful if he refuses the referral. Guilt, and the

feelings of worthlessness that go along with it can increase

the need to escape through alcohol, pills and smack.

KT3
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1 STRATEGY #4: CHANGE THE REFERRAL 1

In some cases, coaches changed the job referral3 for the

enrollee. Sometimes this was done because the enrollee

convinced the coach that he had legitimate reasons for rejecting

the referral. EXAMPLE:

(a) In a one-to-one he Olt that it woued be 4tow upgkading

in a steel mitt and he wanted to go to a company that
paid mote and had deatings in the cak induztty and &Astek

upgnading. I te6etted him to . Wotking on the

assembey tine then he wowed beriflat ptomotion depending

on attendance and ptoductivity. In making my decision

on thi4 I wa6 tkying to get what he wanted--pay and

upgtading. He is stite employed 6ot and is continuing

schoot.

Sometimes it was done because the coach wanted to give the

enrollee another chance after he turned down a job which was

therefore no longer available. EXAMPLE:

(b) I woutd take him on an intekview and he wowed tukn
evetything down. He woued accept a job but wowed not

take the physitat. Agek taking and tatking to this
ceient he stite ke6u4ed to coopetate. I 6inatLy gave

up on him but decided to tty again. So I got him one

mote job intetview and tet him know this was the veky

east tone. He sensed I was not kidding and I haven't

had anothet ptobeem with him.

Sometimes the coach got the enrollee other referrals to show

him that the one he wanted to reject was the best thing

available for him. EXAMPLE:

-75- 90
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(c) I gave him the comptete job Zist and asked him to choose

six positions that he might tike to occupy...I knew that

he woad be tanned down on att Aix positions, but the

paint was to ptove to him that I had done my vety but

to zecurte the type oi position he pkeietted...

And finally, the referral could be "changed" by getting

the employer to change the aspect of the job that the enrollee

didn't like, so that the enrollee would accept the referral.

EXAMPLE:

(d) I contacted Company D and I exptained the keting oi

the oeient. He Olt that he was not hiked tiok that

patticutan job, and teatty quid that this woutd be a

petmanent position iat him. (After having been hired as

an accounting clerk, the client had found that he was

being given just a series of odd jobs; the client had

complained to the coach and said that he wanted to

refuse the job). I atso exptessed that I 6ett that th,is

individuat woutd be an wet to the company. The ctient

did AetuAn to Company D, and has now been theke tiok 5

months.
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I COMMENTS: 4.1 WORKERS NEED ACCESS TO JOB ORDERS

Obviously, this strategy depends on having other job

orders available. Manpower agencies usually do not control

their access to job orders, and they often are prohibited from

developing their own and making them available within the

agency. The tightness of control over orders has increased

with the computer-based job banks, which is the exact opposite

of what was intended. This scarcity of orders forces the

workers to try to make thei r cl ients accept the original

referral.

Manpower agencies also have no control over the state of

the local economy. When the economy is down, it tends to

hurt those who are at the end of the job line--the young,

the disadvantaged and the minorities. But there is a tendency

for agencies to use the state of the economy as an excuse

for ineffective efforts.

For example, when inner city unemplorent went up by only

a few percentage points, some agencies explained a 90%

drop in their job orders as the fault of the economy, rather

than as a fail ure of job development or job finding efforts.

Nevertheless, manpower agencies are directly affected

by the local economy and measuring effectiveness by the number

of placements forces them to shoehorn their enrollees into

any available position.

Under such circumstances, it is important for agencies to

make it clear that the enrollee could be placed if there were

more jobs open. Agencies sometimes give the impression that

continued unemployment is the enrollee's fault because they

want to "motivate" the enrollee to take part in the agency's
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program, and because they are reluctant to admit they don't

have job orders. Since, historically, getting job orders

has been the main function of manpower agencies, few are

ready to admit it when they are not successful.

Also, today there is the growing belief that the drop in

job orders is a result of manpower agencies' efforts to

concentrate on services to the disadvantaged. Thus the agency's

inability to get orders is blamed on the enrollees! When

employers avoid manpower agencies because the enrollees referred

to them are "disadvantaged," this can be the fault of the

ineffecti veness of the agency' s work wi th its enrol lees , as

well as a lack of effectiveness in job development.

If more on-the-job coaching ware done, it is possible

that employers would be more wil ling to place job orders with

the agency. In other words, the agency should blame its own

efforts--in job development and in working with enrollees--

rather than blame the characteristics of the enrollee population.

The agency can do something about the former.

4.2 COORDINATE THE AGENCY'S MESSAGES TO THE ENROLLEE

One of the things that confuses enrollees is that they

sometimes get different messages from different sections of

the agency. When he is being recruited to the agency, or

getting talked into participating in the orientation or pre-

vocational training program, he is led to believe that if he

participates and cooperates, he will be rewarded with a job.

This implies that the agency has enough job ordees.

But later, when he is sent to the placement department,

he is likely to be told that jobs are scarce, and there's not

much the.agency can do except help him get a low-wage job.

-78-
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When the enrollee gets these messages, he may decide that

both are right. That is, he may think the agency does have

access to jobs but that it will not refer him to good ones--

that the agency is holding out on him. This suspicion can

lead him to reject referrals because he thinks the agency

has better ones it is "saving" for more favored enrollees or

for staff's relatives.

Or, he thinks both are rightthat there are decent jobs

but he can't get one of them--because he is a personal failure

and doesn't have what it takes. In that case, he blames himself

entirely for a failure that is at least partly a fai 1 ure of the

economy; the agency has mystified the true situation.

It seems the best way to avoid these wrong impressions is

to be completely honest with the enrollee all along the way

about both the numbers and types of jobs the agency can refer

him to. However, since the staff in various sections of the

agency process have different needs and perspectives (job

developers whose main function is to get job orders are more

impressed with how difficult that is than are orientation

leaders who try to give incentives for active participation),

each member is still likely to give a different story to the

enrollee, even if he tries to be honest and realistic. To

prevent this, agency staffs of the various components should

meet together periodically so they can get their heads straight

and then give the enrollees a clear consistent picture.
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4.3 DON'T LET THE ENROLLEE BAIL OUT WITHOUT A RIP-CORD

If the agency sends the client on job interviews that

will reject him (just to prove to the enrollee that the original

referral was the best he could hope for), there is a danger

that these failures can be emotionally very damaging to the

enrollee, and can lead him to stop trying to find employment.

It can give the enrollee the impression that job hunting is a

waste of time, and cause him to become dependent on the agency.

One way to prevent this is to let him know in advance

that the original job referral is waiting for him, so that he

still has a chance for success after failing on all the jobs

that he picked. And then it is important to go over the

failures with him to help him select prospective jobs more

wisely and more appropriately in the future, so that he can

still do his own job hunting, if he has to.
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L RESOURCES:j The strategies in this chapter fall heavily in the area

of counseling, which involves a great deal of interpersonal

sensitivity, judgment, and self-awareness combined with a

clear idea of what it is that is to be accomplished by the

counseling. Ordinarily, conseling is seen as a private

relationship and unrelated to organizational structure.

Nevertheless, as the discussions in this chapter suggest,

there are many organizational factors that influence what goes

on in counseling. Its objectives, the ability to sense what is

going on with the enrollee, and to act on that sensitivity are

all influenced by organizational factors, such as agency objectives,

status hierarchy, agency resources, distance between workers in

various sections of the agency, etc.

This chapter suggests five organizational resources

that can contribute to these counseling strategies. A system

for providing (1) feedback, supervision and appropriate evaluation

is one resource for helping staff improve their judgments and

decisions. (2) Organizational consensus on both objectives and

on coordinatation of messages to enrollees is another resource.

Workers need (3) access to job orders in sufficient range and

variety so they are under less pressure to get enrollees to

accept the first job referral. Enrollees need (4) access to some

kind of grievance machinery which can impartially evaluate their

suspicions that they are not being referred to better jobs.

Finally, (5) the status of minority coaches and other minority

staff can affect counseling-rel ated decisions.
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1 RESOURCE #1: FEEDBACK SUPERVISION AND EVALUATION 1

A system of regularly scheduled case reviews, bused on

follow-up information and records of decisions and strategies

used with enrollees having similar problems is a useful resource.

This can be a way of continuously monitoring the kinds of

decisions and judgments described in this chapter. Such

reviews can serve a number of purposes:

a. they can provide the staff with the support of their
colleagues and with consensus on strategies to be used.

b. they can agree on objectives and modifications of
priorities among objectives as time and circumstances
change. Then this will prevent inconsistencies
between strategies and objectives from developing to
such an extent that it takes a morale crisis to get
the agency to realign policies.

c. The staff can be made conscious of decisions they make
automatically lnd of the range of alternative techniques
that can be used.

d. Coaches can have a basis for evaluating their performance
in relation to the standards and ideas of others in
the agency.

e. Supervision which would help staff work better rather
than enforce rules and punish violations could be
provided by such periodic case reviews.

If simply the number of placements has been a criterion of

effectiveness, then a different way of evaluating effectiveness

needs to be developed because this pressures the worker to make

enrollees take any available jobs. One way of evaluating would
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be to match the evaluation criteria with the objectives of each

individual case. Effectiveness could be measured by noting how

often the worker achieved the particular objectives chosen for

the various enrollees in his caseload.

If this method is used, the staff are free to use strategies

more appropriate to the enrollees' needs. It also reduces the

pressures of organizational constraints on how objectives are

established. In the long run that means more individualized

service to enrollees within a system which can monitor staff

performance.
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RESDURCE #2: OGANIZATIONAL CONSENSUS

There is no way agency rules can coordinate the messages

implicitly given by various staff members (scarcity vs. rtundance

of job orders; counseling will be helpful vs. you have to see

the counselor because that is the rule in the agency, etc.).

These rules would have to be so specific that the agency

might as well use tape recorders and give up trying to respond

to individual enrollee situations. If rules are insufficient

to achieve such coordination, then the alternative is to get

it through face-to-face staff interaction around the issues

where coordination is needed.

Thus it would be helpful to have staff meetings in which

people working in different roles and divisions of the agency

get together to talk about areas of overlap and contact between

them. And if the various views of staff members are to be

publicly expressed so that conflicting perceptions and dis-

agreements can be resolved, then these meetings will have to

be informal and led by someone who can achieve consensus rather

than simply impose authority. Otherwise, conflicting views

will go underground and only be hinted at rather than resolved.

Such meetings are very likely to discuss the objectives

of the organization as a whole. This would give individual

staff members a chance to see whether the objectives they work

on with individual clients matches the objectives and priorities

of the total agency. This naturally leads to self-assessment

of the agency's effectiveness in achieving its objectives.
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RESOURCE #3: ACCESS TO JOB ORDERS I

Obviously, manpower agencies need to have job orders.

Less obviously, workers need access to those orders so they

can respond with an alternative when an enrollee rejects an

initial referral. There is a lot of conflicting opinion

(none of which has much factual basis other than isolated

examples) about the supposed "danger" of losing job orders

because of too many contacts between agency personnel and

the employer. Employers complain more about the slowness of

manpower agencies than they do about having too many people

referring enrollees for the same job. Other evidence shows if

there are more contacts between several different people in

the agency and the employer, the employer will be more likely

to use the agency to hire the disadvantaged. In addition, there

is a danger of damaging an enrollee by hoarding job orders or

restricting workers' access to potential placements.

Wheir less job placements are available because of a slow-

down in the economy, the agency could re-evaluate its placement

objectives. For example, the agency could change its objective

to unbiasing the employment in the community. That is, the

effectiveness of the manpower program in the community could be

measured not by the number of placements, but by the extent to

which the agency has been able to spread the existing unemploy-

ment more evenly between whites and minority groups or between

males and females.
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Thus the overall measure of effectiveness would be the

periodic statistics on the rate of unemployment by various

population subgroups: blacks, chicanos, orientals, Puerto

Ricans, youth, older workers, veterans, males, females, etc.

That would make it clear that the objective of manpower

service delivery systems is not employment per se, but equal

opportunity to be employed. Total amount of employment is

really out of the hands of local service delivery agencies

anyway. It is much more a matter of economics at the regional,

state, and national levels and there is not much the agency

can do about that.
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I RESOURCE #4: GRIEVANCE MACHINERY FOR ENROLLEES (

Although coaches have traditionally been seen as advocates

of enrollees, some of the examples indicate that coaches have

certain limits on the extent to which they will take the

enrollee's side. They are part of the agency system, and want

to be positively evaluated. They don't want to spend excessive

amounts of time with demanding enrollees or "problem cases"--

remember the example in which the coach wrote "He hasn't been

a problem to me since." In fact, they can often be a part of

the enrollee's problem--instead of the solution. This means

that if an enrollee is to be protected from being steamrolled

by a coach (or anyone in the agency), he needs to know there

is somewhere he can take his case.

Such a grievance procedure needs to be routine and not

like going before the Supreme Court. Local managers often

settle grievances, but that is not an adequate mechanism.

Enrollees see them as defenders of the agency (and they do tend

to defend the agency while also trying to get the enrollees off

their backs). Managers are seen as too important to deal with

small matters (and too unavailable without a lot of effort).

And enrollees are not informed that they have the right to use

the manager in grievance disputes.

Finally, having the top authority handle grievances makes

staff members scared. And when they are scared of their enrollees,

they become very conservative in what they do.
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It might therefore be more effective for the agency to

compose a grievance board of workers from various sections of

the agency with alternates so that no enrollee has to try to

prove his case to someone about whom he is complaining. The

credibility of the board would be increased if an effort were

made to round up one or two current enrollees to participate

in the discussion and decision-making. The board could make

periodic reports to the manager and the total staff about the

complaints which appear most often. To make sure the informa-

tion is confidential, the enrollee names or the names of staff

members complained about would not be reported. Then action

can be taken to reduce such problems across the board. Most

important, all enrollees should be told in advance that they

can make complaints to the grievance board.
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[ RESOURCE #5: THE STATUS OF MINORITIES AND COACHES IN THE AGENCY

In the section on "Evaluating the Objectives," the

coaches' views of their own positions in the agency (and of

the positions of other minorities in the status hierarchy)

and the role of "psychologizing" the enrollee to maintain

cultural stereotypes was described. It was pointed out that

indigenous coaches are often sensitive to the gap between the

difficulty of the tasks assigned to them and their low position

in the agency. This gap makes them especially sensitive to

signs that counseling and psychologizing the enrol lee may be

cool-out mechanisms to keep minorities disadvantaged.

This attitude influences and confuses the judgments that

have to be made about whether to pursue Objective A or B. The

main point is that since such judgments are difficult to make,

other factors (such as the position of minorities in the agency

hierarchy) can enter the picture and influence the decision.

These factors should not be affecting decisions. Decisions

about enrollee objectives should be made on the basis of the

enrollee's position, not the coach's. Therefore, attention has

to be paid to the way in which interpersonal and power factors

in the agency organization distort decision-making about enrollees.

Clearly, this problem can be avoided if the agency is

obviously not racist and makes sure that coaches have the status

and income appropriate to the complexity of their jobs, and that

minority staff members are not concentrated in the low status-

low pay positions.
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P OBInFTEMIffn A company is resistant to hiring enrollees, or is not

trying very hard to retain the people it did hire. Sometimes

this seemed to be a matter of company policy. In other cases

it was because of the attitudes of a few crucial people, such

as foremen or personnel interviewers. EXAMPLES:

(a) A hap wanted ad waz plac.e.d in a papet by a. company that
had been apprwached so4. job opening6 and 4uppo6edey
didn.'t have any.

(b) At one o6 the tiactonAlez that paiutici,pate)s with Jobz-Now

theAe Imo an inteAvieweli. who 6at that my pozZtion wa4
above kl,66 and he itezented that, zo con6equent2y he haed
none o6 the people / zent Um.

(c) X company peaced one o 6 the.i)r. empeoyees in a new peAzonnel

pozi,aon CL6 an intexvieweit OA all jobz-Now client6. Thi.6

new inteltvieweit had zome idea a,6 to what Job4-Now was about
beca.u.6e. he had been wokking along wi,th the company in
neea,ting to Jobz-Now. Many 06 the dients we te6eNced to
the company weAe not being hi)Led, the teazon.6 being the

6ett they didn't want to wolck because o6 the
Lack oti intae6t, theLt appea&ance, on. attitude6
&yang -the inteltview.

(d) I wz6 inteAvie.wing -two c.Uent6 6°fl po.64.tLon4 cU apptentic.e.6

60k a building Pude. Lt wa.6 on a FAiday and a deadeine.
/ nealized that the union involved did not want to hiite
Mack peopte, bu,t / wanted to get these too client6 in the
ptogitam becauze they had a gneat deal going 6° tt. them and

thi,6 wa.6 what they wanted. 6e.cautse Lt wa.s the weekend and

a deadline, .the union ociat6 $244umed they could mizpeace
-the tut 4cone4, on. zomeone in the o664ce de2ibeutety
miaplaced them. And by doing tka, the aients mite not
able to tegizteA. that week and thea name4 wene ciwaed
o66 the t.i.46t.
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(e) Upon being notiliied by the ctiento o a vety pooh. neeation-

4hip between ?Sive dityl,t6 and /supavi)soto in a pakticutat

company, I contacted the pet/sonnet managa. The pousonnet
managet inlionmed me that he um awate oti the exiAting
pubZem and hadn't contacted me becau,se he wa's ttying to
Zet the 4itvation wotk it6etli out. I exptained to him that
I had been invaved in them 4ituation4 belione and that
they uouatty got much woltze than betten. Then he admitted
to me that he teatiy didn't know what ac,tion to take to
cottect the 4ituati,on. He couldn't atiptd to Zo4e the
4upmmizou who had been with the company sot yeau and
he didn't want to teeeatse the iiive ctitas.
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I OBJECTIVE: GET THE COMPANY TO HIRE AND RETAIN MINORITY ENROLLEES I

The most irmiediate objective in these situations was to

resolve the specific impasse. For example, agency staff

tried to get the company to hire the particular enrollee the

agency referred, or to retain the particular enrollees already

hired. Most often, there was an effort to work it out in a way

that would prevent the problem from coming up again with the

same employer.

But some strategies that work for the ininediate objective

could work against a longer range solution. For example, in

one case the employer used a phony excuse to avoid hiring some

black applicants. When the worker discovered the phoniness

of the excuse and had evidence, the company had to hire the

parti cu 1 ar appl i cants. But that strategy isn ' t 1 i kely to

make the company receptive to the agency in the future.

By and large, the problems in these cases had to do with

race and ethnicity_ of enrol lees--not with their behavior. In

only 25% of the cases was there anything in the enrollees'

job behavior that employers could object to (usually lateness

and stealing). That is why these problems are different from

those grouped into Chapter 4, where some of the strategies

involve getting employers to do same things differently so

that enrollees could keep their jobs. In that chapter,

employers fired (or wanted to fire) enrollees because of some

unacceptable behaviors of the enrollees (although prejudice

was sometimes involved in the employers' responses to the

enrollees' behaviors). The objective in Chapter 4 is to keep

the enrollee on the job; but in the cases here the objective

-93-
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is to get the company to hire and retain enrollees. That is,

in this chapter the focus is on employers rather than on

enrollees because the coaches defined the situations as

problems in the behavior of employers rather than in the

behavior of enrollees.

Because most of tie problems here had to do with prejudice

against enrollees, there wasn't much the agency could do to

change its enrollees so that they would be more acceptable to

the company. Therefore the objective involved getting the

company to change its feelings about the enrollees. And even

in the 25% of the cases where there were things in enrollees'

behavior that made problems for the employers, the attempt

was to get the employer to accept new or changed policies

that were more favorable to tie disadvantaged.

In going from the immediate objective to a (longer range

objective, workers subtly slid over from a specific case to a

general principle. hey would get the employer to hire a

particular applicant (when the employer had never hired a

black before) or change a particular supervisor's attitudes,

and then follow that up to make it a permanent or general habit.

In other words, they used the "foot in the door" technique,

where getting the foot in was the immediate objective, and

getting all the way in was the longer range objective.

This meant that "frontal assaults" had to be avoided.

Instead of attacking an interviewer for his prejudice, situations

were arranged so that he'd get the idea that there were ways of

doing things that were differeit and better than the way he was

doing them. That is, conflict was usually avoided, and "growth

experiences" for the employer were encouraged.

-94- 11)9
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In this strategy an attempt was made to get the problem

people in the company committed to the agency's program. Some

of the principles of sensitivity training were used to make

the company personnel more sympathetic. For example, the

amnpany was helped to understand how the agency's enrollees

saw the problems that the company had been making. EXAMPLES:

(a) I asked the intekvimen to vi6Lt Jobs-Now so he coutd 4ee
u4 in action and tatk to 4ome o4 the ctients in MA p4ogkam
in a gimp setting. Duiving the touic I took him to visit

CTI (Chicago Training Institute, a division of Jobs-Now
devoted to training manpower workers in Jobs-Now's techniques)

and exptained to him mopeets o4 human icetations (e.g.,

how the guy in peuonnet identi6ie6 with ki.6 company and
therte6o4e sometimes cannot utate to the peoptc he i4
intekviewing). I did this because I didn't wart to a,ttack
the intekviewet because he woutd then become handek to
4etate to. I thougivt by him vaaing the wpm and
tatking with the ctients he woutd undeutand that tack a4

inteicest (zo he peitcaved) didn't mean the peAson wasn't
inteitested &t wohking. A4teit the touit ci the pitogn.am the

inteAvieweit began to hi/Le atmost eve4yone he intekviewed

44om Jobs-Now. AA a Aesutt o4 this some oti the etients he
hited who didn't seem tike they we/Le intemsted in the job

wohked out 6ine and those mito had pooh appeiltanee, aktelt
getting the job weA.e abte to keep theiA clothes clean and

appewtance impkoved.
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(b) I exptained to him that in oult. oAAice we had a pkogum to
cleat wi.th these kinds o ptobtems in a company exizting
between supavisou and ctients. We conducted 4 ea4itivit4
sessions designed dot white supetvisou who zeemed to have
a gteat deat o diaicutty cleating with auk ctientete. The
peAzonnet managet was vety happy to heat this and agtzea
to /Lelia supctvizom having di66icutty adjuzting to the
new pitogItam in the company. He even agteed to attend the
sessions himzetA. The akAangementz wete made and they
attended the sessions. Wet the swims the zupeAvizaz
and petsonnet managet licet az though they had a much
bkoadet undeutanding ciA the btack wokkeA and ka 6ecting4
and needz. They agkeed that they had devetoped a diAAment
attitude towand the btack man in geneime and they Aett
conAident they cowed go back to the job and deat with the
zituationz in a much mote eAtiective way. The iiinat owttome
waz ketention oA att ctientz and a much zmootheit ketaion-
zhip between the two conAticting etementz.
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[ COMMENTS: 1.1 ON THE AGENCY'S TURF

There are some advantages in getting company personnel

to relate to the agency's objectives in the agency office:

a) The discomfort they experience in entering the ghetto

world increases willingness to help enrollees get out

of that world.

b) Agency personnel are more confident of themselves and

so impress company personnel with their own competence
when they are on their own turf. If the agency

personnel are the same race/ethnicity as the enrollees,

the more positive view will generalize to include

enrollees.

c) Seeing all the activity will impress company personnel

with the agency's hard work and commitment.

d) The visit usually has some social elements to it (lunch

with agency staff, informal conversations with enrollees)

which can help the company see the agency and its

enrollees as human beings rather than just "salesmen"

or "employees."

e) Many people like to feel that they are connected with

"where the action is." There is a certain glamor and

excitement in °Ong associated with organizations that

are part of The Movement. Company people will therefore

get some kicks out of getting familiar with the agency,

its staff, and clients and as a result may try to keep

up the relationships (at a distance) by being more

cooperative.

However, there are also some dangers:

a) If the company personnel see only a mostly empty offic.,

signs that there is little use ever made of the office

space or a scattering of a few sleepy enrollees, they will

have their suspicions of "government boondoggle" confirmed.
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b) If the staff seems huge, but busy shuffling paper rather
than working directly with enrollees, company people
could come away with a poor impression of the agency.
A certain amount of office hubbub, with clients
actively involved, creates the best impression.

c) If agency staff or enrollees use the visit to release
some of their pent-up anger and resentment, so that

company personnel feel that they've been attacked,

they will defend themselves and justify their racist
behavior (at least to themselves) by emphasizing the
"deficiencies" of the agency's enrollees, and so become
even more resistant.

1.2 INSENSITIVE SENSITIVITY

Amateurish "sensitivity training" is almost always ineffective.

There is very little evidence that even very good sensitivity

training has much payoff in reaching the objectives described

in this chapter. In general it seems that if sensitivity sessions

are focussed more on a clear set of goals (e.g., how supervisors

can be more effective in relating to disadvantaged enrollees),

they will be more effective. If they are only motivated by vague

and general notions such as making the participants admit guilt

or become more loving people or emphasizing the spontaneous

warmth of the minority group against the coldness, defensiveness,

and lonely isolated fearfulness of WASP culture, they will not

be as successful.
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Sensitivity training works against the objectives when

people feel forced (or embarrassed) into participating, and/or

when "sensitivity" is used to try to fool the participants into

accepting an objective of the sessions that they would not

accept if the objective were clearly identified. Sensitivity

does not grow in an atmosphere of distrust of participants or

of those sponsoring the sessions.

1.3 G.
.

ET COMPANY AND AGENCY PEOPLE PERSONNALY INVOLVED

is a great advantage in providing opportunities for

company, enrollees, and agency personnel to interact with each

other informally about the agency's program. When a company

representative visits the agency, the manpower worker can show

him around, engage him in conversation, and gradually invite

one or two others--staff and enrollees--to join the conversa-

tion, letting the small group shift in membership throughout

the visit. The main contact person can function as both host

and group leader and prevent bad scenes by heading off an

enrollee's or a staff member's efforts to use the conversation

to grind his own axe.

This kind of informal visit can be more effective than a

formal presentation of the agency program to groups of visitors.

They usually see formal presentations as government propaganda,

become suspicious at once, and take everything they hear with a

grain of salt. On the other hand, important points are easy to

forget or overlook in informal visits, and the agency may never
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notice that it didn't communicate some important idea to the

visitor. It would therefore be well for the host to make up a

list of points he wants to cover during the visit, and then

check them off as they come up in the informal give and take.

1.4 WHO SHOULD SERVE AS HOST

Too often, visits to the agency by important people

(anyone who controls some resources that the agency needs, such

as money or job orders is an important person) are hosted and

dominated entirely by the agency manager% He is usually the

person in the agency with the least direct knowledge of the

agency's enrollees, and their problems and desires. He usually

has the least contact with enrollees and least knowledge of

what actually goes on between enrollees and staff, and between

enrollees and employers. He will try to impress the visitor

with things managers care about such as numbers of enrdllees,

staff size, budget, efficiency, physical facilities, his need

for more staff, space, etc.

But these are not the things which will get the visitor

to hire and retain more disadvantaged enrollees. Of course, the

visitor should meet the manager and get some attention from him

(so he feels that his visit is important to the agency) but it

would be better if he spent most of his time with line workers

and enrollees. Then he can get interested and involved in the

agency's objectives, instead of being shown the agency's life

as a public institution or orgaization. The more time the
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visitor spends in the manager's office, the less likely the
objective will be achieved (unless things are so dead outside

the manager's office that it would be better that the visitor
not see what is going on).
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STRATEGY 02: ARRANGE A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE PlR THE EMPLOYER

The agency tries to make sure that once it has a foot in
the door, the employer will be receptive to further hiring and

retention programs. This is done either by carefully selecting
the first enrollee to be placed in a company, or by extra coaching

attention to the enrol lees placed there. EXAMPLES:

(a) Most e4 the cLielit,, when t3t ,ttvitilig into this paa,..tieutait
MA3 pteg/am cc uae taldy di dn ' t shoe up at aft
that day Kok loo k becaltsc theu ovetept. ks a /e.sutt they
atmost fost thejt jobs. I began to cal t: the clients evety
mo/ning 30 that th ey wouill get to tootk on time wttü th e y
had te ce i.ve d a clic ck , so thelf CO wed pcktchaze an a.tvun do ck .
This way thou ice:to tirnoi wctk and the company began
to 3et aiwtheiz imr-Lessi on 0,A the clients and difin' t

nate them K.Lom ;`he job. The clients got to toolk on time
and thi.s e c...z the o tli c. °I;ettp6 o GUe nts toh en t

,statting on the jc.b. A3 a 'zi..suLt the company votuntected
tf; call_ some cc the et,i ent3 in the molning too.

(6) When intetvieJoing the dients Kok. thLs pakticutak company
I woutd exofain the di.qetent kinds meAchandize peopte
notmaily tho company a.na the many ways the
company's secuk.itt: *vat-t)7,ent had to catch them in the act
o6 stealing metchandise. I thought this might dizcoukage
them K tom steaLina. FWV7 04 Theis e clients s tote any thing
aktek, and made the. company willing to take a chance toi-th
clients (Oho had pofice tecokds ot stealing.

(c) A stitong appeai and patient waLting Kot an intekview tiok the
pukpose conveying to f he supeAvi.colt the pakticutar, abte
oK the quatiKied cilient I had apptying 6ok the pesition adva-
tised in the paper,.. AKtek appeal t..;a-s gtanted, the pkoducima

o6 thc citt waz then necesumy and accomplished, ctient waz
inteiu)iewed, .seteened and tested. AAte.A. pazsing ail phasa o6

the intetview the clievt cows /etuctantly hiAed and went on to
a comendahte job Ko't the company, theiteby paving the way o
anethel hikee (ctient) iz the somewhat hostile company.
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COMENTS: I 2.1 OPENING THE DOOR WIDER

This strategy is a good one for following up on the first

strategy of getting the potential enployer involved in the

agency's program. If the first is a foot in the door, this is

getting the door opened wider. But it depends on getting the

first breakon getting the employer to agree to accept the

first enrollee. Then the agency can go all out to make that

first experience a success. Once a pattern of success has

been produced, the agency can de-escalate its efforts gradually.

But getting the first break is still a problem. All we

know from the examples is that it takes persistence and patience.

There is probably a great deal more to be known about ways of

getting companies to take that. first step. A project which

would focus on the techniques and strategies used by job

developers would be a worthwhile one, if it could produce sets

of strategies to get around employer resistances. Meanwhile,

job developers in the agency could construct their own Manual

of techniques based on their own experience and the successful

and unsuccessful strategies they have used.

2.2 CREAMING

Manpower agencies are very sensitive about creaming, i.e.,

providing the best services to those who are least disadvantaged.

But this strategy only uses creaming to refer the best enrollee

to the first placement in a company. Once the employer is hooked

on the agency as a source of referrals, it is not creaming if

later the agency follows up a success with more typical disadvan-

taged enrollees. It's the follow-through that makes the difference.
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2.3 GET THE EMPLOYER TO TAKE OVER

Once the employer has gotten used to the agency and its

enrollees, he sometimes Lan be convinced to take responsibility

for some of the preventive coaching activities that helped make

the program successful. In one of the examples above, the

employer volunteered to call enrollees and wake them up, once

he found out that lateness and absence could he cot down that

way.

Similarly, other parts of the agency's post-placement

suppertive service program could be spun-off to employers

(experience suggests that such activities are more effective

when done by the company than when done by agencies not connected

with the company). Employers could run their own orientation,

supportive services, follow-up coaching, and supervisory training

programs once their value and methods had been demonstrated by

the agency. And once the agency has spun-off these activities

it can direct its energies to other employers.

2.4 THE PIONEER'S BURDEN

Another reason for 'creaming' for the first placement in

a company is that being first places a large birden on the

enrollee. If the agency has had little or no previous experience

with the company, there is little it can do to coach this enrollee

about what to expect or look out foron the job. If he knows that

he is a test case, that the employer's eye is going to be on him,

and that his performance can determine whether more disadvantaged

workers will be hired, he must be able to bear this kind of burden

and strain. In one way, such a burden on the enrollee is unfair.
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But it is also an opportunity for him to feel that he's making

an important contribution and may help him do his best.

But with all that, the agency should be reasonably sure that

he can support the burden, respond well to the opportunity and

get along without the preparation and forewarnings that later

enrollees can receive.

Again, follow-up is required so that the experiences of

the first enrollee in the company can be used with other

enrollees. Careful follow-up contacts with the pioneer can

be very useful in helping him cope with the extra burden, and

in getting his experience fed back to the agency for future use.
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[ STRATEGY GET THE COMPANY TO CHANGE ITS PEOPLE I

There is a go-for-broke strategy available if it's impossible

to break through the resistance of company personnel. This

is to get a higher authority in the company to crack down.

EXAMPLE:

(a) So I teent to the diAecteot o4 pots onnet and tad kin about
Me type o ICA ,stanc I was up again!. t and hote un jus t
Sat t was to the enutlee,s and to me and tohat r stood

Weit, wtii eons ttnt pte)s s cite ber2 put on hip he
sou tced to 1.esign.
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3.1 WHEN TO "GO FOR BROKE"

This is a dangerous strategy because if it doesn't work,

the agency will lose all possibility of working with the company

again. It is therefore a "last resort" strategy. Even then,

it is more likely to work when the resistant individual in the

company is low on the totem pole, does not have support from

co-workers, and higher-ups want their company to cooperate with

the agency.

3.2 GET COMMITMENT FROM TOP MANAGEMENT

If he wants to use this strategy, the agency worker must

know that higher-ups in the company are in support of the

agency's obiectives. This is what makes it important to get

commitment from the top. If such a commitment had been passed

down the line, the interviewer who finally was forced to resign

might not have been so resistant in the first place.

3.3 IN CASE OF FAILURE

If this strategy fails, the manpower worker who tried it

lost; his ability to work with the company. But that doesn't

mean that the company is lost to the agency. The ccmpany can

be reassigned to a different agency staff member, whose first

step might be to try to convince the company that the failed

strategy was "unofficial" ard was an error of the previous

worker. In other words, try to draw a distinction between

the worker who used the strategy and the agency, so that

another worker can try to save the situation.
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But it should be clearly understood inside the agency that

this tactic is ca;led for by the itgency's objective, and is not

simply a back-biting competition lmong agency staff. This is

a high-risk strategy, expected to fail, and the staff member

who uses it shouldn't take it personally if another worker has

to criticize him (when he deals with the company) in order to

retrieve the situation.
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1 STRATEGY 04: BECOME LEGALISTIC 1

When all else has failed and the placement is important

enough to fight for, the agency can use the law to get a

company to offer a placement despite the company's racist

intent. In order to do this, the agency has to take care of

the legal evidence well enough so that the company cannot

weasel out. EXAMPLE:

(a) Beccuse it was a weekend and a deadtine, the union o6tl4ciatA
assumed they could misptace the test SCOte.6, OA someone ir
the oce detibeAateig maptaced them... But I had
zetozed the too apptications wi/h the date, and had tatked
the test ctetk into witnessing that taking the test. So

the two wvte abte to tetake the test, and passing it, they
wete tegistned the Ottowing week. And now they ate

successiutty in the (apprenticeship) p&ogtam, doing vety
weft.
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4.1 THE LAST RESORT

This is clearly a last resort strategy, because the agency

worker is unlikely to ever have a decent working relationship

with an employer he's had to bludgeon with a threat of legal

action. And the company will probably grab the first opportunity

to bounce the Enrollees placed there. So it will take constant

vigilahce in follow-up as well as thick-skinned enroll,-.es.

Nevertheless, if the pay-off can be the breaking down of barriers

in an entire industry, it is worth it. And because it is a last

resort doesn't mean that it should never be tried. There is a

great deal of illegal discrimination going on, and manpower

agencies do not use the law as often as they could (and should,

if they are to be advocates for their enrollees).

4.2 MINIMIZE THE RISKS

Manpower agencies are in a delicate position because they

have two constituencies: employers and enrollees. They need

good will and acceptance from both in order to operate, yet

these two can also conflict with each other. If the agency

advocates too strongly for its enrollees, it gains credibility

in the client community, but loses its ability to get placements

for its enrollees. More frequently, agencies go too far in the

other direction and rely heavily on their near monopoly of man-

power services to keep the enrollees coming. This happens even

when enrollees mistrust the agency because of its history of

doing more to protect employers than serving disadvantaged enrollees.
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But bringing legal suit against an employer for illegal

discrimination can make employers very reluctant to expose

themselves to attack by having relationships with manpower

agencies. And even if a particular employer has not been

threatened with legal action, his knowledge that others have

been threatened may make him reluctant to let the agency have

contact with him. The word spreads through the business

community, and racism has been so much the rule in the past

that even the well-intentioned employer may feel vulnerable.

So a manpower agency usually wants to avoid legal action

and the worker is well-advised to avoid threats it the agency

is not going to back him up. An implied threat, however, is

less dangerous and may be effective enough. Just presenting

the employer with proof, as in the example, can be sufficient

to imply a threat of legal action.

There is the least risk of all if the agency can arrange

for someone else to take the legal action (e.g., a civil rights

group, or an equal opportunity enforcement agency or even the

enrollee himself) with the agency's own role kept minimal or

at least not publicized in the employer community.

4.3 TURN THE THREAT TO GOOD ACCOUNT

If employers in the community are nervous about being

exposed to legal action for disc,..imination in employment,

the agency could take the position that a high degree of

cooperation with the agency's program and objectives might be

an effective way for employers to be able to avoid legal action

and prove their lack of racism. This isn't blackmail; it's true.
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4.4 KNOW THE LAW

In order to use this strategy at appropriate times, the

agency Jaff will need to know just what the law is regarding

evidence of discriminaticn in employment. This law changes as

new court cises coma up and new principles established. There

is also a developing body of principles that state and local

enforcement agencies use in establishing evidence. Agency

staff will need to keep up on these things if they are going

to get the kind of evidence that will convince an employer

that there's a potcntial case against him if he continues to

he Vesistant. Keeping the staff up to date on the legal

issues is a task for in-service training.
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I RESOURCES:I There are four kinds of "support systems" which agency

managers can develop to enable staff to use the strategies in

this chapter. If workers are going to try to get uncooperative

or resistant employers to develop greater enthusiasm for the

agency's objectives by getting them involved in the agency

proaram, there needs to be (1) planning for employer involvement

with staff and enrollees.

Getting such involvement is part of a footin-the-door

strategy. It doesn't make sense unless there is (2) follow-up

in developing the employer's program and participation. Thus,

a system for making sure that such follow-up is done by the

agency staff is needed.

These strategies are all based on at least some minimal

level of contact and cooperation from the potential employer.

He has to open the door at least enough to get a foot in.

Agency staff could be helped by having at hand a set of (3)

techniques for dealing with typical employer resistances that

come up during this early stage of employer relations. The

agency could get those staff who are in contact with employers

as part of their job to develop a set of strategies based on

their experiences, perhaps similar to this Manual.

Finally, agency staff can function more effectively as

client advocates if they know more about anti-discrimination

law, enforcement practices, and mechanisms for gaining compliance.

A continuous program of (4) in-service training in equal opportunitt

law is needed.
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1 RESOURCE #1: PLANNING FOR EMPLOYER INVOLVEMENT 1

In order to profit from the visit of an employer to the

agency (and to avoid the potential dangers) management should

see to it that the staff becomes familiar with the general

pattern and reasons for these visits. It would probably be

wise to experiment first with "safe" employers and get feedbact:

from them, before using this approach with an important

potenti al empl oyer

In addition to visits to the agency, there are other ways

in which employers can be co-opted into developing a corrniitment

to the agency program. One way is to follow up on an agency

visit by asking the employer to make some visits to other

potential employers. He can accompany a job developer on his

rounds. Later the employer could be asked to arrange contacts

for job development with other employers he knows.

Agencies sometimes invite employers to talk to enrollees

in orientation and assessment programs. This can be a valuable

experience for both enrollee and employer, but often the objec-

tives of such a visit conflict with those described in this

chapter. The employers an agency invites to visit in order to

get them involved are likely tc be those who have not been

cooperative. They are probably ignorant or naive about black

people, if not outright hostile. If such a visit is also used

as part of the orientation program in order to kill two birds

with one stone, the orientation program and the enrollees in it

could be damaged. It is unfair to enrollees to subject them to
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an employer who may do little more than arouse their antagonisms,
resentment, and feelings of despair about ever making it in
the world of employment. It also defeats the objectives of
orientation and assessment.

The agency should select the employers it wants to parti-
cipate in the orientation program in terms of the objectives
of such participation. The criteria for such selection are
likely to be quite different from those used in deciding to
invite an uncooperative employer to visit the agency for
informal contacts with staff and a few enrollees.
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1 RESOURCE #2: EMPLOYER FOLLOW-UP 1

Most agency follow-up is built around enrollee progress

after placement. But the strategies in this chapter are

directed at developing the employer's program from resistance

and racism toward cooperation in hiring and retaining the

disadvantaged. These strategies call for a graded series of

employer experiences going from foot-in-the-door to an agency

visit, to placement of a highly qualified "pioneer" enrollee,

to a de-escalation of services and enrollee preparation as

the employer takes over more and more of these functions.

Employer progress along this path should be charted, just as

enrollee progress is monitored. That means employer follow-up,

case conferences about employer relations strategies, and a

system for being sure that timely next steps are put on the

calendar of the staff member responsible for carrying out the

strategy.
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I RESOURCE #3: EMPLOYER RELATIONS AND JOB DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES I

An excellent resource document on job development and

employer relations is Job Development for the Hard-to-Employ,

by Louis A. Ferman (available from the Manpower Administration).

This book, however, describes broad battle plans but doesn't

describe detailed strategies which could handle specific

employer resistances and problems.

Yet the experience on which to base a manual of techniques

and strategies does exist within manpower agencies. What is

needed is for manpower workers to organize and put together

their experiences with various strategies into a form like

this Manual. Then it could be used by new staff, the techniques

could be studied and their use could be more carefully planned.

Getting the agency staff to put together such a manual would

also serve as an excellent in-service training experience,

because it would lead staff members to become more self-conscious

and critical about the things they do with employers.
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RESO R E R INING IN EQU L OPPORTUNITY LAW

The final resource which agency management can organize to
help staff use the strategies ()Alined in this chapter is a
training program on equal opportunity law. Representatives of

watch-dog agencies and compliance enforcement groups could

periodical ly bring the staff up-to-date on where the teeth of
the law are, and the kinds of evidence used and accepted by

enforcement agencies. Such a training program should be
accompanied by the development of agency policy regarding the

extent and nature of its participation in activities designed

to achieve equal opprotunity for the disadvantaged and
minorities. Incidentally, calling on representatives of
enforcement agencies is a good way of developing the kinds of
links which would enable the manpower agency to contribute to
enforcement while keeping a low profile in the employer
community.
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CHAPTER 4

ENROLLEE HAS BEEN FIRED OR LAID OFF

(PROBLEM #10 An enrollee has been fired or laid off or the company
wants to fire the enrollee.

EXAMPLES OF THIS PROBLEM 120

1OBJECTIVE:( Keep the enrollee on the job.

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE 123

[STRATEGY:I There were four strategies coaches used to achieve the
above objective.

1. CHECK OUT NATURE OF PROBLEM 126

2. NEGOTIATE WITH THE COMPANY 134

3. NEGOTIATE WITH THE ENROLLEE 139

4. MAKE A PLAN AND CARRY IT OUT 141

RESOURCES: Five resources would be useful in dealing with this
problem.

1. RACIAL/ETHNIC STAFF MIXTURE

2. FLEXIBLE ORIENTATION

3. ACCESS TO EMPLOYERS

4. ACCESS TO SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

5. ADEQUATE RECORDS
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PROBLEM 4: An enrollee has been fired or laid off or the company

wants to fire the client. Despite agreements to consult with

the agency before an enrollee is let go, in 80% of the cases,

the enrollee had already been fired before the coach found out

there was trouble. However, in about half the cases, the coach

at least found out about the situation directly from the company

(especially if the enrollee was in a company training program

such as a NAB-JOBS program). EXAMPLES:

(a) Thiz ctient waz veky tatkative and ptay6ut dating the
tkaining pakt oti the wpm. The company was huitant
about ptacing this ctient into permanent emptoyment
becauze they 6ett he woutdn't worth out on the job. They

atzo Ott mozt o6 hiz ptaying =land in the pkognam waz
a kezutt o6 him being veny young, and they wete consideAing

not hining any mote young (17 yeak otd) ctientz.

(b) Pekzonnet at one o6 the oit companiez invotved with Jobs-
Now 6ett that one o6 my a-Lentz was not intekezted in
wanking in their'. company, becauze he wars being veky with-
dtawn in the ttaining zectionz o6 temediat ctazzez, and
they wanted to terminate kiln. But I Ott that they shoutd

not JuiLna,t hin on that neazon.

(C.) I keceived a catt 6nom a depaktment zupekvizon concaning

th,iz pakticutak ctient. The zupekvizon comptained that
the ctient waz daydkeaming on the job and i6 I coutdn't
get the ctient zhape up they woutd have to tet the

ctient go. The zupekvizok and 1 agneed that I shoutd
tatk with the ctient beione he took any deiinite action
on Aeteasing the ctient.

(d) A zupekviAok. wanted me to core in and zee him. The ctient

was 6iked becauze zhe dkezzed tao gashy and the men on
the job paid make attention tv hek than theik wank.
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(e) Actuaty, this was a misundetstanding. The client, az ate

so many clients, was not 6amitian with the evetyday code

o6 ethics by which the wanking class is govetned. Due to

a death in his 6amity, client ptoceeded without hesit:ation

to 6oZtow his own intuLti.on by teaving town Aot the Aunetat.

He had made no e66ont to in6onm mysetA on the company at

which he wonked o6 his depattute. Welt, by the time I

Zeanned o6 this, he had been 6ined. I cowedn't do anything

unta he came back, because I wasn't sute he was coming

back.

(6) Company caeled to tett me that one o6 my ceients had 6eLe

out on the job. They thought he had erLitepsy (and

touninated his emptoyment).

(g) Thete was a question on the apptication about attest tecotds

and both ctients stated no Ptevious setious attest tecotds.

The apptications wete checked, they wete intetviewed and

hined. AAtert thtee days o6 wont-zing I teceived a cat 6nom

pemonnet. Attest tecotds had been neveaeed on both ctients.

One was a convicted mutdetet and the othen a convicted

tapat. Peksonnet in the meantime notiiied the ceients that

they woued be dismissed 6on iatsi6ication o6 the apptication.

In only about one quarter of the cases did the coach find out

about the problem directly from the enrollee. EXAMPLES:

(hi Thio client had baby-sitting ptobtems. She had used a

baby sitte)t at one time, but the sittet had pubtems.

Then she ttied a day cate centek without bus setvice, and

had diAAicutty taking the chitd. Het Zast tesott was

(cIA coutse) neeatives, who ate aways mote demanding.

Ait this was a pnobt.em with het job and hen supenvisot

had thteatened sevetat times o6 hen dismissat. She was

tempotatity Zaid o66 to tty and atteviate the pnoblem.

She phoned me and had asked me to hap.
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(i) Ctient eatted tinom home and told me he had been 6iAed
beeau4e he and hiis 6okeman had a mizunduustanding.
He zaid the Oteman wanted him to mop the goon aAound hL
machine...he 4aid he didn't want to do it becau4e he
wa4n't a janiton.

(j) The client wais wotking. He leg town, went back to the
company 6oA h.Lo job--he didn't have it. The client
called the coach to exptain the ea4e (later it turned out
to be a death in the family).
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In all of these cases, including those where the enrollee

had already been fired, the coach's ultimate objective was to

keep the enrollee on the job. Often this involved shorter-term

objectives, such as finding out why the firing took place. Once

this was known, he then tried to eliminate the problem.

Coaches had varying views about who was to blame. In a

few cases, they saw the employer as being in the wrong. In

others, they blamed the enrollee. But in most cases, they

understood the logic of both positions. Despite this, the

coach took the role of enrollee advocate, no matter who was at

"fault." Even when the worker felt the enrollee was clearly

responsible for messing up on the job, he took the position

that the company was taking advantage of the situation:

ThL6 wa6 /matey no one'-o cr.td_t but the ce.i.ent'.. Thi6
6eLeow had a 6a,Otty de.ce.nt job bu,t h,i..6 6/aenda jw6t outweighed
ht.6 job. Aga wotk one. day, the inev-itabie. happe.ned.
tUA 6itienctts wut.e. buzted, and he juzt happened to 'be with
then. Wete, the tap wa,sn't too heavy, bwt he had been on
the job Put tong enough to btow a good iteeott.d. He waz

cowt6e. But...he got o66 zhott (and) it gave
me. a chance to tan to him about h,i,6 job. Tha waked
owt Aavokabty. The. ne.xt ptobtem wa.6 to peNuade
emptoyets to teconzideit him. (Ueft, "i had to -ota)tt at the
top and wotk down. It'z /tough wotking with witite 6otlez
who at the te.a6t inci.dent mite gtadey damaz a btotheit.
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CAUSES OF FIRING

In half the cases, enrollees were fired because their

behavior on the job was considered inappropriate, uncooperative

or in some way objectionable. In only one case was the actual

qaulity of the enrollee's work at issue.

In 20% of the cases, the firing wads a consequence of

legal problems. In one of these, the clients had not reported

previous convictions on their work applications. In the others,

the enrollees were arrested and jailed while employed (see also

Chapter 6). About 25% of the cases involved lateness and

absenteeism. One of these was a baby-sitting problem. Two

were situations in which the enrollees simply left town to

attend funerals of relatives without calling in to explain.

And in one case, the enrollee lived alone and often overlsept

without hearing the alarm clock.

In short, almost all the examples concern issues other

than inability to perform the work. Each situation is different,

so it's very difficult to expect that all, or even a significant

nuinber of enrollees, will have similar problems. EXAMPLES:

(a) In one caze, the ceient ketiu.sed to mop up mound h,i.z
mach-Lne, inte)1.0.eang the tioiteman'z ondeir. az degtading.
It tuitned out that the Aoteman thou.ght the oZe zpae coca
dangenowsty aippay Lot the woidavr., and that att macki.ne
opeitatonA zu.ppoze.d aux up mound the,iit machinez
az a. zatie,ty measuite. The 6cotemot alzo said that the cti.ent
had a "good undvu,tanding oti the mach,Lnez" and Was theite6ote
a good wonizeic.
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(b) One cdeient had what 4eemed to be an epi/e.ptic attack,
which atm. tanned out to be a ke)suet o having taken
the otong medication don. a headache.

(c) A titainee in a company ptogn.am 4eemed uni.ntenuted in
the nemediaP claueo and bolted, bec.au4e he waz too
bnight Son. the temediALLon.

(d) A young tn.ainee ptayed anou.nd &thing tnai.ning, and
di.dn't 4 eem matune and 6vtiow4 enough to the company.

(e) A seienti/s tazhy dne-64ing di.stnacted men on the job.

(d) A emate ciient made many mi4takez in hen wokk, became
od anxiety ovek 1caini.iLy pitobtems and vizion diddicutty
whAich /she cowed not aond to com.ect wi.th gia.64e3.

(g) Money dizappeaned dnom peopee'4 dakz, and the dient
waz dined becauze od 4wspicion, atthou.gh thene waz no
evidence to /suggeist that /she had /stot.en.

(h) A unionized company p.eaced two ee,Lento in nated job4
wLthout having ,iius pozted them. The un.i.on c.omptained,
and n.equined that the two be iited.

(i) Anothen dient wokked ztowe.y, not tunvang out az much
woklz ais expected, at.though the milk he di.d wa4 o6 good
quati.ty. The company though,t he waz daydneaming. The

pn.obtem waz that h,i)s wi6e and chi,ed u'eke both ite, and
he didn't have enough money to pay don, medLcae cane, az
he had not yet keceived h2i. iicot pay dItom the company.
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In dealing with this problem coaches always used more than

one strategy. Unlike earlier chapters, the strategies that

follow are listed both by how often they were u.:ed and the order

in which they were used.

I STRATEGY #1: CHECK OUT THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM I

When a coach heard about a firing, the first step was

to check it out to see what was going on. If the notification

came from the company, the coach most often checked it out with

the enrollee. EXAMPLES:

(a) I ulent to the ctient's house to 6ind owt why he hadn't

been to wsitk. He sa-i.d that he had been aiftested and he

dbin't want to tett the peopee in putzonna.

(b) Wat, by the time I teaAned o6 this, he had been 6ined.

/ coutdn't do anything untit he came back, becauze I

wasn't suite he was coming back. But he did. He oho

apotogized to me dot not tetting anyone, and said he

wanted to ketuAn to wokk but knew he had been 6i/ted.

(c) The supekvisok had exptained to me that thene was nothing

wnong with the quatity o his wokk, onty the quantay, but

he agkeed that I coutd tatk with the cii.ent be6ote any

de6inite action auz taken. I wanged 6olt an appointment

with the ctient the vuty same day. The ctient knew nothing

ot the existing possibitity that he waz pkobabty going to

be keteased. I exptained to the ctient that acco4cUng to

the 6eedback that I had neceived, evenyone was pteased

with the quality o6 hiz wokk but he just wasn't doing the

amount o6 wick he shoutd and that it seemed that he ttied

to skate by az much az possibte. The ctient explained to

-126- j 4 1
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me t(zat he had 6ome 6arnity pubtemh. He exptainei that
hio wi6e and c.hitd wem veAy LU and he hadn't been wanking

Long enough to nece,ive hL (,AAzt check and didn't have the

money to hend them to the doctoit. He wa6 4 0 woviied about

the hituation that he teatey cowedn't tzeep hits mind on hi6

wolt.k. He didn' t tete hiis 4upeAv,i6olt becauze he waz a.

white man and he. thought he woutdn't undutztand.

(d) I made avtangementz to vihi;" the cUent on the job.
Vwcing my vi6.it 6he intioluned me why zhe wa6 making

miztakeh conztant,ey and how bhe wa6 a6n.a,id to netate heit
peichonat 6amity pitobtem to he& white zupeAvihoA. She

at6o in6otured me that he waz having dcaty with ha
viision and that 6he needed gt.ws4e,6 but was unabte to

a 6o it.d the expenze.

Sometimes when notified by the company, the coach checked his

own knowledge of the enrollee, and usually backed that up by

checking the agency's records. EXAMPLES:

k) So by my having c.ompiled data on him invotving the amount

o6 tuttlio n on vaitiows job 4ituation). I came back to

my ()Wee to get thiA in6okmation to plume to them that he.

waz capable o6 peit6oluning any RIO lth ta412, butt ?oohed a.

challenge. (The company had compeained that the client wa6
withditawn and uyanteituted in the nemediat dam e,6 &ming

titaining).

(b) 7 wen,t to owl. It.e.coh.d6 to check hifs medicat. 6otum6; theit.e

wene no indiact.tion4 o6 epieephy. / wen,t Iva home. to

tatk with him. 4044 that he had taken home pita hih
motheA had given to him. His motheit totd me the docton

had pm,suribed -them 6o)t. hem. headache.: , The ALM weite.

too btitang On him. Thiz wah the onty way I wad ge,t
to the ttuth.
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(c) They catted me and I immediately went out to talk with
peksonnet about the 6atsi6ication o6 the atkest AecoAd
to tky and satvage the ctients' jobs. A6tek I discussed

theik kecokds, the kepatt 6kom theik pkobation ()Week
which was gavonabte, and theiA pen6okmance at Jobs-Now,

peksonnet ,eet the ctients keep theik jobs on a tkiat

basis.

(d; They atso liett most o6 his pfang mound in the pkognam
was a )Lesutt o khn being veky young and weAe cowideA,Lng
not hiting any moke young (17 yeak oed) ctients. I tad
the company thAzt yes, this ctient did tatk and ptay too
much, but taking was a patt o6 his ehatacte4 and that I
didn't think this wowed keep him 6kom pek6okming on the

job.

In only one case, the coach didn't go further than checking

the complaint out with the company itself:

(e) T went ove& and taked to the peksonnet managek. I

totd him that since he had not seen the ctient take any
money 60 Iteatty you ake not supposed to 6ike someone on
suspicion. The owtcorne was that the ctient was kehiked

and is stilt emptoyed 02 that company.

When the coach was told by the enrollee, he sometimes checked

it out with the company before taking any steps to solve the

problem:

(6) I catted the company and tatked to the 6olteman. The /mason

I went dinectty to the 10/Leman instead o6 thmough peksonnet
was to estabtish a wonkabte tetationship with him because

he would have peksonat contact with the ctient eveky day.
He totd me the keason why he asked the ctient to mop the
gook was that it was veky dangekous because o6 oit and
sckap metat. He said when he totd the ctLent, the ce.i.ent
said he didn't wamt to do it because he said he wasn't a

janitok. I asked him i6 I coutd get the ctient to undek-
stand this, woad be OK i6 the ctieivt came back. He

said yes, because the ctient had a veky good undeutanding
o machines. The onty thing wkong was that he needed a

change in cataude.
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However, in most cases like this, the coach checked up

with the company during the process of trying to get the

enrollee's job back. These negotiations are presented as

Strategy #2 (below).
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I COMMENTS: I 1.1 STICK TO THE OBJECTIVE

In some cases, the enro7lees' employment difficulties were

affected by racial prejudi ce among the employers. The company

may not have been as quick to fire someone they suspected of

steal ingwi thout any evi denceif he were whi te. A competent

enrol lee may not have been automatical ly put into a remedi al

program if he were white or didn't come from a program for the

"disadvantaged." A foreman may not have assumed that an

enrollee who was upset by family problems was lazy, if he thought

of the enrollee as a responsible family man with problems like

his own. The enrollee who was ordered to mop up around his

machine might ;lave been more cooperative if the order had been

given in u different tone--a tone that did not imply he "needed

a charge in attitude."

These are ;ome of the ways new workers in a company,

especially if they are black, continue to be the last hired and

the first fired. They are always "new men" in the shop. As

such, they are usually treated with more suspicion and less

understanding than long-term employees. These are some of the

subtle ways in which the functions of employment situations

maintain poverty and disadvantagement among minority groups.

But the ,ignificant thing is that the coaches who deal.: with

these situations nevertheless stuck to the objecti,fe of keeping

the enrollee on the job. And that meant they either withheld

judgment about employer racism, or chose to help the enrollee

keep the job instead of trying to change racist attitudes in

S01112 employers. The coaches reasoned that even if a particular

employer had prejudicial attitudes, they might not prevent tne

enrol 1 ee fr um getting hi s job back.

-130-
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1.2 REDUCE RACE ANXIETIES IN ENROLLEES

Another problem described in the incidents came from

racial anxieties in some enrollees. For example, there were

several cases in which enrollees said that they couldn't tell

their foremen about the personal problems that were bugging

them because they felt that the foremen, being white, would not

understand. As it turned out, the foremen were more understanding

of problems caused by personal worries than of those they felt

were due to laziness or stupidity. If the enrollee had felt

free to explain his special sensitivity about being treated like

a janitor, the foreman wouldn't have been so quick to think of

him as having a bad attitude. Thus in some cases, the failure

of communication between worker and foreman resulted from false

expectations on both sides.

This kind of anxiety is fairly common. Psychological research

has shown that many minority group people become inhibited when

they deal with people they see as more powerful, having higher

statarbr as potential enforcers of "keeping the niggers in their

place." Under such circumstances, many clam up. But they are

much more likely to clam up around topics that are personal.

This means that the worker can't assume that because an enrollea

raps well in the agency he will also be able to deal with a fore-

man about personal issues.

The worker can check out whether the client responds differ-

ently to whites and blacks in the agency. For example, the coach

should notice whether the enrollee responds more easily to him

(because he is black) than to a white counselor or job developer.
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If he does, that is a clue that he might be inhibited in dealing

with a foreman. And this can result in poor communication

which can endanger his job.

An alternative way to check it out is through role-playing

practice with the enrollees during orientation. The worker

can find out how they would respond to someone in the role of

supervisor, and then help them handle these kinds of everyday

interactions. However, it would be a mistake to make all

enrollees go through this kind of training, because only a

minority are likely to have problems like this. It would be

a waste of time, a put down and boring for those who don't

need it.

Once the worker has determined that a particular enrollee

gets anxious when dealing with foremen, he can:

1. Place the enrollee in a job where his supervisor is

the same race or ethnicity as the enrollee.

2. Keep close tabs on the enrollee after placement so
that he can talk with the man for him, or at least

lend support if the enrollee has to talk about a

problem to his supervisor.

3. Give the enrollee practice in advance, through role-

playing and simulation.*

The least effective method is for the coach or agency to talk

to the enrollee about "attitudes." It is the enrollee's behavior

in crucial situations that is important. If the enrollee can

handle these situations, the attitudes will take care of

themselves.

*See references on page 12 for instructional materials on role-

playing and simulation.
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1.3 GET SUPERVISORS AND EMPLOYERS TO CHANGE

An enrollee's anxieties about talking to foremen come

from several sources. They come from the whole history of

minority groups vs. members of the dominant society. They

come from the individual's past experiences. And they come

from clues he picks up that lead him to expect someone to act

in a racist way. In a sense, it's like "making the victim pay"

to put all the burden of change and adjustment on the enrollee,

especially when foremen are in a much better position to change.

The agency could try to help supervisors respond to minority

employees so that adequate communication and accurate perceptions

of each other are possible. The same kinds of techniques used

with the enrollees--role-playing, simulation, rehearsals of

common situations--are applicable to supervisors as well. Coaches

might be involved in such a program, but it is more likely that

programs of this sort will be handled by other sections of the

agency. Some strategies for changing employers that coaches

might use are presented in Chapter 5, but that chapter does

not present a comprehensive set of employer relations techniques.

Nevertheless, although the center of the coaching role is to

deal with individual enrollees, such efforts are only half the

job of the agency.
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STRATEGY #2: NEGOTIATE WITH THE COMPANY

Once the coach had a sense of what was going on, his

next step was to negotiate with companies. These were of

two types. In the more common kind, the coach spoke (or

advocated) for the enrollee directly with the company.

EXAMPLES:

(a) I tetated thiz inOtmation (obtained from the client and

his mother to indicate that he did not have epilepsy, but

had simply taken the wrong pills) to the company and they

weke willing to take him back.

(b) So by my having compiled data on him invotving the amount

6tuztnation on vakious job situations (that he had been

abte to hand(e in the past), they att agteed that he waz

verty comp)Lehending o6 any wotk zituation. And they decided

that he shoutd be taken out o the kemediat ctasses and

ptaced in a moke chattenging tkaining section. AA a ne4utt,

he gtaduated titom the ctass and was ptaced on a meaningliut

job, wheke he is pkesentty wotking.

(c) They called me and I immediately went out to tat/a with

pen,connet about the 6ats4ication o the aiftest tecotd to

tty to zatvage the ctientz' jobz. Wet I discussed theit
kecoubs and tepokts 6tom theik ptobation oi6icek, which

RUA Ovotabte, and theik patio/mance at Jobz-Now, peksonnet

tet the c,Uenx)s keep theiA jobz on a tkiat baziz. It

zhoutd be mentioned that it was pointed out to peksonnee

that the ctients weke not btought to the company az ex-

convicts but az conzcieraiouz wokkeu. They succes46utty

passed the ptobation petiod, which waz 30 dayz, and

devetoped into modet emptayeez. One man haz now been

pkomoted and the othet, litom expekience teceived at this

pakticutak company, changed to anothet company at the same

tazk at a much highen pay tevet. Both ate zatiztiied

emptoyees and doing wett.
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(d) I went oveA and taeked to -the pexsonnet manage/I.. I
toZd him that since he had not seen the cLient take any
money, 6 0 neatly you ane not supposed to iiiAe zomeone.
on suspicion. The outcome was that the ce.Alent was
itehined and id Vi2 empto yed at that company.

(e) A mee,ting by me, the union, and the toe/tzarina manageit.
bnough,t back the two client)s (who had been laid off because
they had been placed in jobs without posting, in violation
of the union contract) and they weAe peac.ed as iuteunon
menibeAs and theix time (in gib:de) was stite eiiective.

(6) That's when I had to come out o6 my "h su.ppo;lt" bag
ate the way to -the Vice-Pit.ezident, because no one dm
woad Zaten. He was ,tathe,z. nice abowt the whote thing,
and wtote a a-Um. $06 ne.6eiutat to the manageA oi emptoy-
ment lisok me. And thuz the company gave both my4e2 6 and

the caent that a-etiolate ze.cond chance. EveAything twtned
out pitetty weet. The 6ettow stite woitking theite (az
6an az I know). And I have.n't hewed any zuteanu, inom
the company yet.

In the second kind of negotiation, the coach set the stage

for the enrollee to communicate directly with the company.

Usually the coach was there as his ally. EXAMPLES:

(a) Cti.ent wa6 emptoyed but was tvuninated bec.a.u.6e oi
absentzoizm. I viAited the company and had a. conieAence
with the tine 6oneman and pasonnee managa. The ctient
exptained why he was absent so much: he Lived by iviinseei,
-them was no one them to wake him up in the moAning, he
didn't hean. the dock and oveitztept. The company gave

anotheA chance.

(b) The ctient was woAking. He teit town, and when he went
back to the company 6son hzs job, he. didn't have it. The

ctie.nt cateed the coach to explain the case. Coach and
job deve,eopeA went to Ae company with the c24..ent, and
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had a con.ieitence witk the peitisonnee managa and Line
supeAvisoA. Aitem_ the conieit.ence the client told the
peilsonna managa that he had a. death. in his ianyily and
had ,4:o go out ai town. Welt. a waiting peizi.od, he. was

Aeinsta,ted.

(c.) fie didn't telt his supeit.vi)son. because he was a whZte man
and he thought he couldn't undoustand. I explained to
the ce-Lent that he was be,i.ng uniteasonable about -the whole
thing. At -this point I took h,iin di)tectly to -the zupetwi-on.
and the. thit.ee o6 us discussed the existing pAobZem. The.

supeAvisok undekstood nigh,t away, and amanged 6011. -the
client to ge,t an. advance on h,i)s check and exptained to -the
client that he was veAy scority about the whale situation
and Lç he had only come to kin eattiex th.e pkobeem cowed
have been Long since diminated. The client thanfzed
both and agkeed to accept the help omed and I zaw what
waz a vexy poolt. teeettLowsivip develop into a veity good one.
Since then the client haz not iaieed to ptetsent hih
plzobtem6 hio zupeAvizok.

(d) I went to the eli.e.nt's hawse to 4nd out why he hadn't
been to wo&k. fie. 4aid that he had been aNcezted and he
didn' t want -to tele the peAzonnee peopte. So I tad /von
to cat and talk wi,th his ioteman and tete him why he.

was o66. He. c.afted and h,iis 6monan told hiin to come in
the next day.
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2.1 ENROLLEE ADVOCACY

Coaches act as advocates for their enrollees in these

negotiations even when they feel it is the enrollee's fault.
It is easier for the worker to go directly to the employer and

negotiate for the client. However, in the long run it is more

effective for the worker to set up the situation so that the

enrollee can advocate for himself. When the coach acted, the

crisis was avoided and that was the main objective of the

negotiations. However, it is important for the worker to

include the enrollee in the negotiations so that the objective

of getting the enrollee to negotiate on his own behalf can be

achieved.

Even if the enrollee is just there and does not participate,

the coach's handling of the si tuation can serve as a model for

the client. And the enrollee is more likely to accept the

worker as a relevant model for himself and confide in him if

the worker is of the same race or ethnic group.

2.2 WHO TO NEGOTIATE WITH

In the examples, coaches sometimes intervened by going to

the foreman, the personnel department and sometimes even higher

in the company. While there is no firm rule--a lot depends on

who the coach has had relationships with in the past--there are

some general rules that can apply:

a. Negotiate with the supervisor when the problem can be
solved by an administrative decision which the super-
visor is allowed to make.
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b. Go to a higher authority (usually personnel) if the

solution involves a change in company policy (or at

least a temporary suspension of the policy).

c. Start at the lowest level and keep going to higher

levels until you get a positive response.

d. No matter how high up you have to escalate, keep

involving the enrollee's foreman, because he's the

one who has to deal with the situation once a

decision has been obtained.

e. In negotiating, start with a presentation of the facts.

Often that is enough. If more is needed, use logical

argument. Save emotional appeal as a last resort and

don't use it too often or you'll wear out your welcome.

Emotional appeals make people feel guilty and it's

easier to avoid a coach who makes you feel guilty than

to reduce the guilt by keeping the enrollee on tne

job or taking him back after he's been fired.
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STRATEGY #3: NEGOTIATE WITH THE ENROLLEE

If the problem was caused by the behavior of the enrollee,

the coach had to negotiate with him and get him to change.

Often, it catne down to making a deal. If the company agreed

to take the enrollee back or keep him, the enrollee agreed

to act differently. EXAMPLES:

(a) Ctient was Oted because she &teased too gashy and the.

men on the job paid mo/e. attention to he A. than the,ift. wank.

She wa o eon. two weeks and both the eli.e.nt and mysetii

talked about the chess. SupeAvison. gave keit. anathen

chance. She hats been woithing well with no &Less ph.obtems

at all.

(b) I toid the company that yes this ceie.nt did taih and play
too much, but taking was paxt oi his cha/tae,teA and that
I didn't think this woutd keep him Vtom peMoAming on the
job with a tittle c.ounzaing and that with counseling
puthaps he wouldn't peay atound on the job. So I used

the cowizeting method on an adutt-to-adat teve2 and we

talked about being too talkati.ve and ptay6u2 on the job.
This was done because I didn't want the client to tose
his job Ott Sot the company to stop taxing young clients.
Thiz cti..ent ti6 4tiit employed at th,is company and has

had two pitomoti.ons and neva any comptaints that he
taths too much Oh peays aitowid

(c) I went to the client's house to talk wi,th him. I taed
Um that his Aonenan wasn't asking him to do anything

that he didn't ask o6 the othekwolitzeitz_and that he was

may thinking o h12 sgety. I to.ed kini that he meg
had to mop a Aix tioot aiLea. He 6ina1ey gave in and

agAzed. I tatd him to Itepont wokk the next day.

Now he has been with the. company dok 4ix mont
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I COMMENTS: 3.1 TAKING THE EMPLOYER'S SIDE

In each 0 these examples, the coach found himself

taking the side of the employer in getting one enrollee

not to dress so flashy, getting another to do less playing

around and a thiro to mop up around his machine. There is

a danger here that the enrollee will see the coach as being

on the employer's side. That danger is even greater if the

coach is white middle-class.

However, there are some things the coach can point out

to avoid giving the impression that he is siding with the

company:

a. He can point out that he has also negotiated with

the company and gotten them to do something for

the enrollee (i.e., keep him on the job), so he

shows that he is clearly on the enrollee's side.

b. He can point out that he is dealing with a reality

situation and is telling the enrollee the least he

has to do to keep the job. He isn't making decisions

about right and wrong, or saying how an employee

should act towards his employers.

Besides these methods, many coaches can alsu use symbolic

actions to identify themselves with the enrolleessuch as

ghetto slang, using the rhetoric of The Movement, special

in-group handshakes, etc.
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r STRATEGY #4: MAKE A PLAN AND CARRY IT OUT I

In some cases, negotiation was not enough. Some kinds

of problem-solving actions had to be taken and the enrollee

couldn't take them alone. In these cases, the coach developed

some plan to solve the problem and sometimes was the person

who had to carry it out. EXAMPLES:

(a) The chlent exptaixed why he was absent so much: he Lixed
by him4e.e6 and no one was thene to wain h,i_m up in the
manning. He didn' t hea)t the clock and ovem.eept. The.

e.ompany gave him anothen chance, we coued get him to
wonk 6on -two weeks . The coach was asked to call eveity
day and ge.t him up.

(b) Weil I didn't know too much about such pliob.eems (baby-
sitting 6on the child oti an emptoyed ctient) and 4,tat

don'.t. But 1 Vtied to avtange the situa,tion the onty
way I coutd. I -talked hot emptoyeA into kiAing a 6emate
6niend a6 hem on anothe& shig, who c26 0 had a clad.
By -them woitking two sepa)tate shigs they knew each othe)t.
weil and coued take cane. a6 each othen's chitd.
wolthed beautitivay 6oit. a white, but he )r.. buddy began

having pnobtems (ALIA .the peopte on the second
pkejuclice. So they both deci.ded to quit and stay home.
to take c.aite a6 the,in chadnen.

(c) She aLso intioiuned me that she was having diWcuity
with heA. vision and that she needed gasses but was
unab.ee a66and the expense...The supeAvison and I
avtanged hen to see an optome,Viizt and be 6i2ted
6on gicoSeA.
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I RESOURCES: ..I In order to carry out these strategies the worker must

be able to do certain things. He must be in close touch with

employers and enrollees so that he can deal with problems

before it's too late. He needs to be able to meet with employers

at all levels in the company and needs information about

enrollees to use as back-up in negotiations. He needs to be

someone enrollees feel free to confide in. He needs help in

getting appropriate supportive servi ces for his clients. And

finally, his work would be easier if some of the common problems

discussed in this chapter could be preventedor at least

anticipated. Agency staffing patterns and the design of the

agency's orientation and assessment program can help in

dealing with some anticipated problems. These needs are

described below as five kinds of resources: (1) racial/ethnic

staff mixture; (2) flexible orientation; (3) access to employers;

(4) access to supportive services; and (5) adequate records.

[ RESOURCE #1: RACIAL/ETHNIC STAFF MIXTURE I

In several of the incidents, communication got lost between

white supervisors and black workers. The fact that the coach

was black enabled clients to tell him things they hadn't told

their supervisors. The fact that the coach officially represented

the agency enabled him to deal with the company directly. It's

clear that black enrollees who are likely to be inhibited in

talking to white supervisors need a black worker, and the same

is probably true of other racial/ethnic minority groups.
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But in order for the agency to be able to predict that an

enrollee may have difficulties with white authorities, it needs

to be able to observe the enrollee interacting with whites

before he is sent to a placement. This is especially true when

the rhetoric of "coping with Charley" makes enrollees put on a

frort of self-confidence in their rapping with other blacks or

their black coaches. Thus, the agency needs to have some whites

on the staff and some situations in which the enrollees must

interact with them.

One problem with this should be mentioned. When whites

and blacks discuss their interactions with the same enrollee,

they should not feel as if they were competing to prove which

of them can "really"communicate or understand. The result of

such competition is likely to be a false impression of the

enrollee and his problems. The white staff members may try to

pretend that an enrollee doesn't have any problems relating to

them, when in .Fact he does have difficulty saying personal

things to whites. This can lead to false expectations about the

problems the enrollee will have on the job. This means that

the white in this particular strategy, should be an example of

whites in general--not a white that a normally inhibited black

could deal with in the agency setting.

An absence of competition between staff blacks and whites

would require a structure in which differences in status were

not based on differences in race. In other words, the advan-

tages of having black coaches would be lost if it meant that

all the whites in the organization had higher status than the
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coaches. The advantages can also be lost if the staff cdnnot

feel free to openly discuss such questions as the impact of

race on a particular client.
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1 RESOURCE #2: FLEXIBLE ORIENTATION 1

Once the agency can anticipate a particular enrollee may

have difficulty in dealing with supervisors, it needs to be

in a position to do something about it. However, only a minority

of the enrollees will have such difficulties. It would be

wasteful and damaging to put all enrollees into the same bag

just because they are labelled "disadvantaged." It would also

be a mistake to put such problem enrollees in long-term work

adjustment or work-training programs simply because th0 might

have problems with their supervisors.

The problem can be handled more easily through such things

as practice role-playing or small group discussions where

enrollees can practice saying certain "sensit!ve" things to

whites in real situations. For example, an enrollee can try

to register a complaint with a white supervisor in a local

department store and then bring his experience back to the

group for discussion.

But the orientation and assessment program has to be

flexible enough so that all enrollees are not put into the

same lock-step program. Once the needs of the enrollees have

been identified, it should be possible to split them off into

special sets of activities (such as those suggested above) to

deal with the specific problems directly.
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I RESOURCE #3: ACCESS TO EMPLOYERS I

Clearly, the coach must have the freedom to meet and

negotiate with employers. If the agency has rules which

prohibit or limit such contacts, the implementation of

these strategies becomes more difficult. This can happen

in agencies which require specific advance permission for

each employer contact.

On the other hand, the coach who acts as a totally

free agent in dealing with employers is likely sooner or later

to step on the toes of job developers whose objectives include

maintaining good relationships with companies. Thus, there

needs to be coordination--and a shared basis of trust--between

coaches and job developers.

One mechanism for resolving disputes between coaches and

job developers could be an impartial arbitrator accepted by

both parties. Another could be a collegial team structure

with occasional joint activities in which each could learn

something of the other's problems and activities. Both of

these can help build a foundation of common objectives and

trust between the coaches and job developers.
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The particular problems some enrollees experience on a

job are quite varied: there are family problems, money

problems, baby-sitting problems, legal, medical , optometric

and transportation problems. Many manpower agencies have

relations with groups in the community which can provide

help. But simply telling enrollees of the availability of

such help is usually not enough. Many enrollees don't think

they will need this kind of help, and don't pay attention to

lists of possible resources. Even those who do have such

problems may not admit it because they're afraid it would

hurt their chances for getting a job.

For example, if an agency has a policy of not accepting

applicants with court cases pending (a policy which functions

for the agency as a way of indicating the need to get legal

aid to the applicant at once) , the applicant may conceal the

fact in order to get admitted to the agency's program.

Employed clients are in a difficult position. They

endanger their jobs and lose needed pay if they take the day

off to sit in the waiting room of some public institution or

the supportive services unit at the agency.

The coach is the person in the agency who is most likely

to notice a client's need for special help, especially if the

need arises after he has been placed on a job. But the needs

for supportive services require a great deal of expertise to

find effective solutions. This means that agencies should

have a staff specialist, because coaches have enough to do

and can't be expected to be experts on community resources.
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This specialist could serve as a resource to the coach

and as a facilitator of referrals and other arrangements

for the enrollees. In this arrangement, the supportive

service expert could specialize in "collecting" resources

and in making them available to coaches to use on a case-by-case

basis. The coach would take the responsibility for seeing

that this help got to the enrollee.

-148-1 ri3
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Manpower agencies are long on records but short on

useful information about enrollees. What would be useful

to know about an enrol lee placed on a job is often not

recorded. Yet the examples show that knowledge about a

particular enrollee is quite useful to workers. It is

di ffi cul t to specify in advance just what i tem of i nfor-

mati onor what impression of the enrollee--will be needed

later. In most cases, there is no later need at all.

Therefore, it would not be wise to collect huge amounts of

personal information from every enrollee "just in case."

An agency can find some compromise between too much

and too little information by studying the post-placement

problems its enrollees have actually encountered. It

could then use its own experience to decide what to record

about its enrollees. For example, lateness to work and

absence because of health problems are fairly frequent post-

placement problems. Thus, it would be useful for the agency

to have a record of the enrollee's health status or his

attendance record in orientation or on his most recent job.

If the record is good, it can strengthen the agency's position

in negotiating with an employer if the problem does arise.

And if the record is a poor one, the agency can take special

care and try to prevent a repetition of the problem.

One reason why such records don't exist is that no

systematic effort is made to check matters that are not

required for official forms. If an enrollee mentions

something on his own, it may be included in a note in his

-149- 164
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folder. If he doesn't bring it up, the topic may not be

covered. Once an agency knows the type of information it

would need for later problem-solving, it needs to develop

a systematic way of making sure that the information is

obtained and recorded. A check-sheet summarizing the

categories of information recorded in the file could be one

way. However, it's not always good to try to get that kind

of information from enrollees before placement. They are

likely to think the questioning concerns their eligibility

for the agency's program or as bearing on the kind of job

they will be referred to.

Thus, many enrollees use two different strategies:

they make themselves look bad to the intake staff so they can

qaulify for service as "disadvantaged." Then, once in the

program, they try to make themselves look good so they will

be referred to the better jobs or training programs.

Questioning the enrollee about some aspects of his past

performance on jobs (i.e., his record of lateness or absence)

is therefore likely to receive biased answers if done before

job referral.

This happens despite the interviewer's attempts to

convince the enrollee that the information is being collected

for his own good and will not be used against him. This kind

of information should therefore be obtained from the client

after he has gotten a job. This still leaves enough time to

warn the coach of potential post-placement problems.

In short, systematically get the kind of information that

is actually going to be used, but get it only at the point

where it will be used, and when it is least subject to bias.

-150-
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CHAPTER 5

ENROLLEE QUITTING THE JOB

, PROBLEM #2: This chapter deals with enrollees who want to or have
already quit their jobs.

EXAMPLES OF THIS PROBLEM

[OBJECTIVES:1 Three objectives were seen to apply to this problem.
The first was to get the enrollee to stay on his job.
If this did not work, he was placed on a different
job or sent back to school or placed in a training
program. If enrollees were placed as a group, the
third objective was to prevent others from following
a dissatisfied enrollee's lead.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVES

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVES

152

156

157

; STRATEGY:1 There were six strategies coaches used to achieve the
above objectives:

1. HELP HIM ACHIEVE INCENTIVES 162

2. SHOW THE DISADVANTAGES OF QUITTING 165

3. ENCOURAGE THE ENROLLEE TO HANG ON UNTIL HE HAS
SOMETHING BETTER 169

4. HELP HIM WITH HIS PERSONAL PROBLEMS 171

5. REFER THE ENROLLEE TO A DIFFERENT JOB 173

6. TAKE THE ENROLLEE OUT OF THE JOB MARKET 174

RESOURCES: Six resources would be useful in dealing with this problem:

1. LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS WITH EMPLOYERS 178

2, TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN JOB DESCRIPTION AND
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 179

3. RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE ENROLLEES' FAMILIES 180

4. FLEXIBILITY IN WORKING WITH ENROLLEES 182

5. CRITERIA FOR JUDGING THE SUCCESS OF COACHING 183

6. SUITABLE SCHOOLS FOR DROP-OUTS AND ADULTS 185
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1 PROBLEM #-57-1 An enrollee who has been placed wants to or has already

quit his job. In about one-third of the cases, the coach

found out that the client was dissatisfied only after he

had already quit. EXAMPLES:

(a) HeAe a client that had good potentiat. She waz

ki,Aed at one o4 my companiez and quit soon a6tetwaAdz,

becauAe Ahe Aa,id Ahe warA inteAuted in going to zchod.
Onty I had doubtA aboufi,t.

(b) Ctient catted me up and totd me Ahe had quLt heA job.

She had woAked 6oA zix monthz and Ahe had not Aeceived

a Aa,ize az zhewaz totd.

(c) Two ctientz c.ateed me and totd me that they had quit

theiA job. They wotked 10h thAee monthz and had not
Aeceived the Itai6e the ctientz had been totd about.

Some enrollees would quit by being late or simply not

showing up for work. Here too, in about one-third of the

cases, the coach didn't find out the enrollee was dissatisfied

until the employer called and told him that the enrollee was

being late or not coming to work. EXAMPLES:

(d) I took a ctient on a job that haz a ttaining pAogAam that

paid veAy tow wagez duAing the ttaini.ng peitiod, which

woutd expand overt a peAiod oi 3 monthz. The aient
agteed to accept the job but aiteA a iiAzt paycheck
he became dZsguAted with the pay and the job, and being

diz4ati.46ied, hiA attendance AecoAd became veAy bad.
He atzo zhowed up tate atmozt daily. I waz catted by

hiz tioneman.

-152-1 67
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(e) Company catted and toed me that my ctient had been
abzent two day's and hadn't catted in.

(6) Ctientwaz hiud by one 06 my companiez az a figuke
ctekk. The next day the penzonnet depattment caned
me to 'say that the ctient had not nepoitted to woiuk..

I cateed the ctient that evening and zhe 'said zhe
waz 'sick that day but wowed Aepont to wania the next
day. The ctient nepo&ted to woAk the next day but
woo tate. Two weekz tatek I wuz catted by the penzonnet
depaittment who zaid that the ctient had quit. I catted
M at home and hen mothe4 zaid zhe waz at wokk. I then
teg a mezzage tio& the client to ca.& me. etient

caeled me that evening and zaid that ,she had not quit
and wa t<L wmking theke. I had a tong tatk with
the client to zee why theke NVA zo much conliuzion.

(g) AliteA being emptoyed on a job 6ok about two month4 a
ctient began to have conzatent abzencel. and takdinezz
which eventuatty ted to tack o4 inteAmt 6ak the job.
Atitek tatking with the ctient 1 6ind that working
wazn't hiz thing--he wanted to go back to ,schoot.

Sometimes, the enrollee didn't take any action about

quitting his job, but told someonea member of his family,

his employer or the coachthat he was dissatisfied with

his job. EXAMPLES:

(h) Ctient A waz emptoyed at one o6 my companiez az an
entAy-tevet timinee. He had been emptoyed about
eight monthz. DuAing thiis time he had been Wen
me to get him anothet job becauze he waz not pteazed
with the zataity on the job. I kept tetting him
to 'stay on the. job becau/se it waz a nice job and

had chance 6o pnomotions. Ctient A didn't 4ee
thingz my way and pemizted in bugging me about a
di66ekent job.
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(i) One o my ai.ents had been on a job with a company
6oit eteven montks without a naize. He then bnought
hL c.aze to the iady that hiiied hini. The. put/sonnet
eady then covztacted me because 4he cowed not communi-
c.ate with the ctient on th,i)s a,sue.

(j) I waz c.atted a,t my home by my client'z aunt. She
inScouned me that he waz thinhing oS quitting hi)s job
6oit. no neazon a,t ate. She wais woitiaed about th26
became he Zs the type that wite get into ,t/toubte
with the potice iS not emptoyed.

(k) A aient oS mine waz p.eac.ed on a job and was doing
4ine 60A. thitee weeizz, but ,suddeney decided tha,t he
coued make money hatting on the 4tAeet thkough
iteegai mean 4. I contacted hiz zupeitvizoit and he
inSonmed me that the ceient wo a voty good wokkee.k
bu,t he wws 41:Aid that they might to)se him bec.auze
they welLe unabte to give him a 'wise )salaity untie
ageit the Simt ninety day4.

In a few cases, it was hard to tell whether the enrollee
was fired or quitjust as it is hard to tell sometimes
whether someone is a school drop-out or a 'push-out.'
EXAMPI ES :

(el I had a ceient who ju/st wowed not fzeep a job, and waz
aLway4 coming back Son anotheA. The ptobtem wais ta.ck,
oi iceisponbitity. I continued to Sind him job 4-tot
job became I fznetx he wiz a good tad, but he didn't
have anyone behind, kim. AiteA vLe,2tLng hiz home and
tathing to his 6cility, I knew why. Ha paitent6 juzt
cad not crair.e.. I atso Sound out he waz expecting a
c.hLed.
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( m ) The. ctient waz .Lviuo1.ue.d in a. gang. He. had clitoppe.d
out o6 4choot and didn't have. a job. I got him at
t.e.a)st 3 cti.6 vt.ent job's which h.e. did no,t 'stay on.
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I OBJECTIVE A:

1 OBJECTIVE B: I

OBJECTIVE C: 1

The most common objective coaches had for dealing with

this problem was to keep the enrollee on his job. This

objective applied when the enrollee had specific complaints

about the job and was threatening to (or already had) quit.

Coaches also worked toward this objective when the enrollee

was thought to be 'flighty' and irresponsible.

The second most common objective was to get the enrollee

a different placement or send him back to school. Most

often the enrollee was placeo in school or a training program,

but sometimes he was placed on another job. This objective

was used mostly for enrollees who had simply stopped going

to work (although they didn't have specific complaints about

the job), or for those who seemed flighty or immature.

The third objective was not used oftenonly when an

enrollee was placed as part of a group. Then the coach

tried to prevent others from following the dissatisfied

enrollee's lead.
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THE

OBJECTIVE

A. KEEP THE ENROLLEE ON THE JOB

Most of the time, the complaints were about low

pay or the unfulfilled promise of a raise. Most enrollees

want a good paying job. Therefore, job turnover is a

large and important issue because they are continually

trying to get better salaries. The lower the pay, the higher

the rate of turnover will be. Since most of the placements

were on low-wage jobs, a major coaching task was to get

them to stay on them. This was practically the entire purpose

of follow-up.

Sometimes the worker was able to get jobs back even

after the enrollee had quit, because the employer would

rather take back a familiar employee than go to the trouble

of hiring someone he doesn't know as well. But some employers

may tell the worker they won't take the enrollee back. If the

worker tells the employer he knows what the problem is, has

talked it over with the enrollee, and that it can be solved

by the promise of a raise for good performance, the employer

may be willing to take another chance.

If the coach talks to the enrollee first, it helps

prove to him that the coach is willing to go to bat for him.

It therefore increases the enrollee's confidence in the

coach (even if the employer doesn't give in). But the coach

should not promise more than he can deliver. The best he

can do is promise to try.
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B. GET THE ENROLLEE A DIFFERENT PLACEMENT

There were certain situations where the worker had to

place the client elsewhere, rather than counsel him to stay

at his present job.

GET HIM A DIFFERENT JOB

When it is clearly more than just a matter of money

and the employer won't make adjustments, or when the enrollee

raises his standards for satisfying work, the worker should

try to get him another placement.

Once an enrollee has a steady income, he can be more

particular about the kind of work he wants. This usually

happens with younger enrollees who have a need to develop

a work identity--a sense of status, worth and self-fulfillment--

through their jobs.

The coach might think he can prevent quitting by trying

to satisfy the enrollee's vocational interests in the first

place. But this doesn't usually work with disadvantaged

enrollees, who are broke and will take any kind of job.

As one enrollee put it, "I've chopped cotton, pulled stumps,

driven trucks, driven tractors, and worked in white folks'

houses. Now you tell me what kinds of jobs you got, and

I'll tell you what I'm interested in."

In other words, for most enrollees, the first place-

ment will be for bread. Often that means more cJaching will

be needed later to get the enrollee a job that can become

a career.
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EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE

PUT HIM IN SCHOOL OR A TRAINING PROGRAM

When the enrollee's dissatisfaction was non-specific
and his behavior suggested he was "immature" or "irresponsible,"
the coach tried to place him in school or a training program.

These enrollees often expressed their dissatisfaction
by lateness and unexplained absences from work. They tended

to be younger people who were not used to working regularly

and not ready to accept an adult role with work responsibilities.
But they have usually been burned by school and have also

enjoyed the independence of adulthood--and some cash in the
pocket--and find it difficult to be a student again.

In light of this, the objective is only realistic when
there is a school in the community which can accommodate
the life-styles and desires of these young adults.

It is almost a reflex to recommend returning to school .
It is just as much a reflex for critics to reject school as
meaningless and irrelevant. Both groups don't take into
account another purpose of school. School can give people
time and experiences to find out where their heads are at.
It's a place where you can experiment and test yourself in
different roles and situations. Later, these experiences
might help in finding a suitable work role.

Therefore, some people need to be out of the job market
for a while, not only to acquire more job skills, but to
help them develop an identity they can live and work with
for the rest of their lives.
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C. PREVENT THE SPREAD OF DISSATISFACTION

This was used when a group of enrollees was placed

together. The importance of this objective depended on

how dissatisfied the client was, how obvious he was about it,

and on how nervous the coach was about the harm he might do

the others in the group. EXAMPLE:

A ctient, young and .WEezponsibt.e, had just been hi)ted
into a new pnogtam a-t one o the bank6 and he was among
the 64:A6t gltoup o6 peop.ee going into this piLognam. On

the ve,ty pot day he was absent. I was eateed by the
di..necton. o6 ticaining and asked what he. showed do. I
iteptied by telling him to tuuninate the young man,
becau6 e I 6at he waz jeopcadizing the outeook on the
who.ee gkoup and 6uttae devetopments wi,thivi that company.

He waz teAminated and az a &mutt oi h,Lo te)unina,tion
the otheAs in the gnoup teaUzed that the pitogtam was
not to be abused.

In this example, the objective of preserving an opportunity

for a group of people had higher priority than keeping one

enrollee on the job. This is a painful choice for a coach

to make, and it can also work the wrong way. If the others

in the group found out the coach got a man fired, they might

avoid being honest with him about their problems and complaints.

On the other hand, both objectives can be achieved--

preserving the opportunity for the group and keeping the absent

client on a job--by other methods. For example, the worker

can call the group together and discuss absence and the need

to make the bank program a success. If necessary, the absent

enrollee can be terminated with the promise that the agency

will find him another job. Then he and the group will see the
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seriousness of the problem. The enrollee will be placed
and the worker won't be put into the position of a punishing

boss. Of course, doing all that takes time, and it might
not even be possible for the worker to meet with others as

a group. So workers still have to make difficult choices.
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When an enrollee was dissatisfied because he had not

received a raise that he was promised, the coach talked

with the supervisor or personnel (sometimes with the

enrollee present) to find out why the enrollee had not

gotten the raise. Then he made a deal with the enrollee to

shape up, and used the promise of a raise as the incentive.

EXAMPLES:

(a) I had hen meet me at the company (Wet she had atAeady

qui-t heA job) and we talkedwith the supeAvizok. He

said she did not obtain heA 'wise because o6 het
attendance. Cli.ent wilt back to woAk and she woAked

1619A the next two months without being absent. She was

given hex Aaise. She has much bettet attendance and
no pxobiems emound attendance.

(b) The peAsonnee lady told me that only until the etient
pAoved to be eigicient would she get a ptomotion
a Aaise, and that a kaise would most Ukety come about

soon. The client was pAomoted to a biate.x paying job

and eveAything's OK now.

(c) I contacted his 4upeAvi6ox and he intiotuned me that the

ctient am a veAy good woAkeit but he was alptaid they
might lose him because they weAe unable to give him a
taiae in sataity mmat qteA the iiiut ninety days. The

supeAvisok wa4 hoping that I could change the etient's
mind. I aAAanged OA the ctient and my4Se2 6 to have a

meaing on his job. At this time the aient told me
-that he had afteady given his notice 06 Atsignation.
At thi.4 point I 'malty began to Aap to him in the
language he unde A tood.

-162- 1 7.7
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I COMMENTS: I 1.1 MAKE INCENTIVES CLEAR AND CONNECTED WITH THE ENROLLEE'S
PERFORMANCE

The problem often resulted from sloppiness in coaching

at the time the placement was made. It was not made clear

to the enrollee then what to expect as far as salary and

raises were concerned. Often coaches left it to the employer

to lay out the conditions of employment. But sometimes this

was in a language the enrollee couldn't understand. And

sometimes if the enrollee was nervous and uptight about

getting the job, he couldn't keep everything that was said

in his head. This even happened when the coach explained

everything right after the interview. So after he has been

on the job for a few days and is less nervous, the coach

should go over the same information with him.

In all fairness, many employers don't make it clear

what the enrollee can expect because they don't have clear

ideas themselves of the criteria they use in giving raises.

Complete job coaching would include working with the employer

to help him clarify his own policies.

The most important thing, however, is to tell the

enrollee that the raise depends on his performance. Then

he knows that he can control whether or not he gets the raise.

Getting straight about this is particularly important for

minority enrollees who expect employers to be prejudiced.

Some of them use this prejudice as an excuse. One way to

avoid jumping to conclusions about prejudice is to clearly

state the conditions for raises and promotions when the

enrollee is hired.
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1.2 USING THE COACH'S POSITION

Often the employers said they hadn't given raises

because the enrollees didn't perform up to standard. You

can expect most employers to say that, even when they really

are just trying to hold off giving raises for as long as

possible. But sometimes, after the coach talked to the

employer, the employer gave the raise even when there wasn't

any change in the enrollee's performance. What it took was

the coach's interest in the case. It let the employer know

that others were looking out for the enrollee and cared about

what happened to him.

If the employer is concerned about his reputation, or

about his relationship with the coach and the agency, he will

agree to the raise. There is no reason to accuse the employer

of exploitation. The coach should accept the employer's

explanation, and then pay close attention to other enrollees

placed with the employer to be sure that the "oversight" is

not repeated. And he should make sure that his enrollees

don't think it was their fault that they hadn't gotten the

raise when it was clearly a case of attempted exploitation

rather than poor job performance.
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I STRATEGY #2: SHOW THE DISADVANTAGES OF QUITTING I

Even when the enrollee is dissatisfied with his pay,

he can be convinced to stay on his job if he gets a clear

picture of the alternatives. EXAMPLES:

(a) I toed him that he and I both knew i6 he ketukned to
his oed way 06 ti6e that he woad end up Aight back in
the ctink again, and at teaat he woad be abte to stay
out 06 jait i6 he continued to wokk. He woad have a
kegutak sataky coming in, he coati get ctedit, etc. I

tkied to make him awake 06 att the bene6itz he cocked
enjoy with kegutak emptoyment and I aaked him to think

about that aw6ue jait cett and to pteaae teconaidet the

whote thing. I think he had 60Agotten that thete wete
mom_ negative pointz than pozitive ones in the ti6e he

had just te6t. Weft he heakd me kap about the dakk

scene he teatty began to thimk it ova. Alitet wt sat

theke and ketived those dank days 06 the past ti6e
togethek, he Looked at me and said, "You know,baby, I'd

be ckazy to apace back to that. I think I'PL ztick it

out a tittte tongek and maybe I might juat adjust alitet

att. I wondek i6 they'et 60kget my kesignation?" I

toed him I'm sate they Wet, Let me take carte o that

6ok you, now apace on back to the gig.

(b) Ctient A did not zee things my way and petaiated in

bugging me about a di66etent job. I contacted one 06

the job devetopas and toed him 06 A'4 pkobtem and
asked him i6 he cocked tatk to him about a tAaining
ptogtam that he was active in. Latek that week, the

job devetopet, my6et6 and ceient A had tunch togethet

to tatk about poaaibte entity in the ttaining ptogtam.

The job devetopek exptained the bene6it6 06 the pkogkam

and quati6ication6. I then tatked to ctient A to weigh

the advantagez az wet/ az the disadvantages 06 Leaving

hia ptesent job. Ctient A weighed the advantagez and

disadvantages. He is now woAking at the same job without
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even onc.e azking me about anotheA job. Instead he ti6
taking abo tAt aaki.ng icot a pkomotion in kis pice6ent
job. The outcome o6 this inade.nt to me Ls that thi6
made the cLient tafze a good toofz a.t hid!. pkedent job
and tity t- move up theice.

(c) I went owt to the company to 4ee the ctient. We had
a tong tatk. The. m06.t e66ec,tive way 1 tiocutd in cleating
wZth this cf.ient wa6 to tie to him, exampte, "Say
man, do you. fznow -that we aite having a tot o6 titoubte
getting peopte job's? You know what I think--Job4-Now
£6 going out o6 buzine64. I've been &inking about
getting a job keke myae26. The ta4t cycte a..t Jo64-Ncw
veiuj 6ew peopte got job4. Thing4 aite keatty tooking
bad. Chnistmaz L6 coming up 400n, don't know what I'm
going to do. I'tt pkobabty Lase my woman--you tutow I
won't have any bkead to give hek., don't think 1'1.2 be
abte to buy a new vine (suit). So why don't you just
quit? Give 4ome othedk c,at a chance. Things axe keatty
tight out theke baby. What wa.6 the outcome? My tying
to the ctient helped. He thought about Chititttma. 6, mone.y
and hi.6 gixt and the liact that he didn't want to give
las job to 4ome otheA guy. The ke4utt--he i4 4tat
wohking, having up on time and not midsoing any days.
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I COMMENTS: I 2.1 DRAMATIZE THE DISADVANTAGES

As discussed in Chapter 1, when someone is far from a

goal, the desirable aspects are stronger than the undesirable

ones. That principle also applies to this strategy. The

worker has to make the enrollee think about the unpleasant

things--things he usually doesn't want to think about. Since

he doesn't like to think about it, you must make it dramatic

and get him to relive his bad experiences. Then he will

see the unpleasant reality of the alternatives to his present

situation.

2.2 BUT DON'T OVERDO IT

However, this can increase the desire to stop thinking

about it as soon as the enrollee gets away from the situation.

If he is really upset, he may take a few drinks, or try to

avoid seeing the worker. When the situation is so unpleasant,

the worker becomes someone the client doesn't want to deal with.

It is better in the long run to emphasize the positive sides

of staying on the job, than to rub someone's nose in the bad

side of the alternatives. Because it is easier to think of the

positive things, the enrollee will think about them more often

and will be influenced by them longer. In short, when a worker

emphasizes the negative, he will have to keep close tabs on the

enrollee afterwards, to make sure that the rap "sticks."
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2.3 SHOULD THE WORKER EXAGGERATE OR LIE TO THE ENROLLEE?

In one example, the coach said that he lied to the

enrollee. Actually, he only exaggerated--and not much at that.

Jobs-Now did go out of business and the coach did have to find

another job, Exaggeration can be used if the worker is really

doing it for the enrollee's benefit and not just trying to get

every enrollee to stay on his job. If the enrollee couldn't

do much better, then it is not lying for the worker to convince

him that the alternatives are bad. However, where there is a

chance that the enrollee could be better off in a different

job, then the worker can use the next strategy.
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I STRATEGY #3: ENCOURAGE THE ENROLLEE TO HANG ON UNTIL HE HAS SOMETHING BETTER I

Sometimes, by trying to get the enrollee to keep his

job and encouraging him, the client stayed until something

better turned up. EXAMPLE:

(a) I had a tong tatk with the ctient to 4ee why thete wah

zo much con6u4ion. The ctient expites4ed to me that

4he did not know what the con6uzion wah, but zhe heA6et6

wa4 not ptea4ed with the job. I totd het to tty and

4tick it out, becauze zhe wah a new emptoyee and

60MIWPW4 Lt 4.4 hatd to adju4t to new zituationz. I

told het i6 zhe woutd tty to ztay on and thingz didn't

wotk out, we would di4cu44 the mattet. again. Thkee day4

Latex M catted me and za£d zhe coutd not wotk at that

company becauhe it waz a ptejudiced place. I totd het

£6 the job a66ected het that much I woutd tatk to

pemonnet about home o6 potic4e4, etc. I talked to

pemonnet but they wete not awate o6 what the ctient
had zaid waz going on. The client catted me that
evening and zaid zhe had been catted 6o4 anothem job.

I told het to take Lt zince 4hewa4 unhappy wit!L het

p4e4ent ptacement. The ctient 4,4 ztitt employed at the

company and 44 happy.
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COMMENTS:1 3.1 SEQUENCE THE STRATEGIES

The last example shows a sequence of steps that the

coach took. First the coach tried to talk the enrollee

into staying on her job, probably thinking that the dis-

satisfaction was temporary, and that once she got the hang

of it, she would feel more comfortable. When that didn't

work, the coach then took the complaints seriously and

tried to do something about them at the company. When that

didn't work either, the enrollee found herself a new job

before she quit the one she was at. If she had not, the

coach would have had to take a next step: change the

objective and get the enrollee a different placement.
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I STRATEGY #4: HELP HIM WITH HIS PERSONAL PROBLEMS

This strategy was used almost as much as Strategy #1

(Help Him Achieve Incentives). Strategy #1 was used when

the enrollee was dissatisfied with pay. This one was used

when he had many personal problems and had no one taking

any interest in him. Thew enrollees had not actually quit,

but seemed to be in the process of dropping out by lateness

and absence. EXAMPLE::

(a) Ctient was constantty being tate. absent, and keSused
to do the wokk a-ssigned to him. ; went a to tatiz to
him ahd his supeitvisok., and .the peioonnet oSSiceit.
Upon taking to thae peopte I ounct out that no one
tkied to lznow The client sok his pitoblema. Ageit 6inctiing

out about his ptobtemz, a tot otc teasons weke aeaked
up, and his job is no tonge't a pkobtem.

(b) We sat down and teatly tatted, about 6out houks . I
Sound him anothut job, pta 1 exptained to his emptoyei:
abowt his situation. Atteit he took the job and hi)s
gintSkiend had the baby, he hegan to setae dcwn. Just
talzing an intekest was ate that was needed.

(c) We taelzed thi.nga ovvt about his job and 0.4o his pek.6ona2
pkobtems away 'tom hi)s job. Some people just need moke
than just a phone catt. Some a-Zen-a need to be coached
ok given mote attention than otheA. 6. By tha , I mean go
a tit-tie out oS youk way to hap them, Like making a home
visit ok going to the tome pool haft with him, gain his
conSidence, give him the tceeti.ng that you ake mote than
j (Ls t ot business. I think this man would ea that he
woad la me down iS he. did not give his beat on hi,6 job,
tet atone quit.
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1 COMENTS: 1 4.1 THE PERSONAL SIDE OF COACHING

In these examples, the coach took an interest in the

personal lives of the enrollees--not as a routine procedure

"to assess the family situation"--but out of a sense of

sympathy for the enrollees' problems. These were enrollees

whose erratic behavior showed there was something else

bothering them besides the job. These were problems in their

abilities to deal with dissatisfying situations, rather than

just difficult external situations.

In these cases, coaches were most importantly friends.

They spent time with the enrollee and in places associated with

friendship rather than business. They went to the enrollees'

homes and places of recreation.

In two of the examples, this friendship was an incentive.

For example, in the last case, the coach felt that the enrollee

wouldn't want to let him down, and therefore would try to do

well. But this kind of loyalty is not the best reason for an

enrollee to want to succeed at his job. It woold be better if

it were a matter of not letting himself down, rather than not

letting the coach down. Therefore, if the coach used the

loyalty to get the immediate problem solved, and then helped

the enrollee to handle more things on his own, he would head

off future dependency.

However, rrost enrollees don't want the coach to be a source

of friendship and emotional support. They have friends and

'families, and confidence in their own abilities to deal with

situations. Therefore, this strategy is one which isn't likely

to be used often, even though enrollees' friendship can be very

heartwarming to a coach.

-7
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1 STRATEGY #5: REFER THE ENROLLEE TO A DIFFERENT JOB 1

In one of the examples already described, the coach
found the enrollee another job while he also helped him work
out his personal and family problems. And in another, the
enrollee found a new job before quitting the old one. All
the strategies described in Chapter 1 for dealing with
enrollees who need a placement are applicable here.

1 COMMENTS: 1 5.1 WHEN TO REFER TO A DIFFERENT JOB

Following is a sumary of points made in various places
in the Manual that apply to this strategy. Coaches referred

enrollees who had quit or wanted to quit to different jobs when:

a. the job cannot be retrieved.
b. the enrollee has developed new standards for a good

job.
c. the enrol lee is ready for job up-grading.
d. the enrollee has been successful on an initial placement

and is easier to place on a better job.
e. the enrollee's present employer cannot or will not

resolve the enrollee's specific complaints about
promotions, raises, or working conditions.

f. getting a different job will help the coach work
on the enrollee's personal prtlems.

g. the coach is sure the enrollee has not burned his
bridges by quitting the job before he has a new one.
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I STRATEGY 06: TAKE THE ENROLLEE OUT OF THE JOB MARKET I

When the enrollee's job behavior was more a matter of

vouth and not being ready to settle down and spend all his

time on the kinds of jobs available, the coach tried to take

the enrollee out of the job market for a while by placing him

in school or a training program. EXAMPLES:

(a) I get him at ica,st thtee diiicAent iobs which he did

ne t tau or. 1 ct him erlotted in schoot a,t Centitat
ptto a patt- time job. He iinahed high schoot and
con, equentty did not have time to paAticipate in the

gang . NtOre lie ha.S gone en to cottege, cut hiis pitocezs

and he a doing Kine.

(b) CLient mutked at thiA company 6ot th.tee months and quit
becaase Vine Leas no inclease ataltlj. A litCit counseting

the dient and talkinp with ha motheA and peAsonnet

stai6, the client tetulned to wokk tklee days tatut.

Ctient tetwzned with puunission Atom the company to
wotk paAt-time and go to schoot. Tlta had neva been
done at tita petit-fiat-fait company. Cti_ent had &Wad...ties
in attempting te -te twin back to day cla.ssez. Ayeit
6indin9 that he cou-td net enteA day classus, I counseted
him to staitt wotking 6Litt-time again so he could with days

and attend everLng classes. Puting the pkocess o6
le-tattling to Ott-time emptoyrent and his *Aim to attend

YMCA high schoot which tequiAed tuition, the client's needs

changed. He quit the job, with the l_eason that he hadn't
teceived a satam inctement Wet thAee months. The

ptogkam ir Aich he entotted and compteted was a GED

ptegum. He teceived his diptoma and now is empeoyed

making vety good satam.
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(c) Cticia was 17 yeals oid and a Aerate. She was ptaced
at one cA msigned ccmranies that emptoyed 17-yea't
otds. Tatked with the client and Aound that she was
inteles fed in a tiainino ptecrtarn e etutning back
te se/loot'. Ctient was ir need oA some meney so tee
decided that she would reoilz untit Iic mad be ptaced
(lite a (training) !_11:1`am 0` *:Ct(OT t SchOef. Ceicitt

attendirl) 174-7 fo,5t i.fea*; kiah sehect
and making !_,Cao te at- to coif

Id) Size wa,5 114 *zed at one oA comt,anies and quit seon
t.ttetica,Ids, because she ai d she ioas intcte)sted in
goina te schoot. Ont:! 1 had my doubts abou_t t. Cti.ent
6 cal! 17 yeazts otd. She ewtotted into Centicat V
High and get a pa-,t-time job at a thug sterte, $1.60
an howt, and is S tit t atterding.

(e) AAte,z taking with the cti.ent 1 ound that wotking
!two' t hi, thinghe wanted te go back to tchoot.
So 1 teas abte Cc get kir a ichetahip at Centitat V
(a hig(1 school.. plegtar) ci adutts). He ittts guile
succe,ss Aut u tid1c 's and lie was doing something
he Liked.
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I COMHIENTS: I 6.1 PART-TIME WORK

As several of the examples indicate, many enrollees

need part-time jobs in order to return to school. These

jobs h(!1p the enrollee maintain his connection with the

world of wor* and give him a sense of independence. Even

when the income is not always needed, having a job helps

reduce the fear about returning to school.

6.2 MIXED FEELINGS ABOUT SCHOOL

Enrollees often have confused feelings about school.

Despite popular opinion, disadvantaged drop-outs do value

education and enjoy many parts of the school experience.

On the other hand, they have often had very discouraging

and negative experiences in schools. And they doubt that

schooling can help them in a racist employment market.

There is another source of mixed feelings. School

has been such a political issue that a suggestion to return

may not be effective, even when an enrollee is interested

'n the possibility. Many hear the suggestion as a signal

of the political and social beliefs of the person who gives

it--that he is a conservative or a radical. Some are turned

off by the whole discussion, and feel the controversy is just

one more example of others using their lives for their awn

political purposes. Others respond by taking one side or the

other. But when this happens, the enrollee is not helped to

decide about school in terms of his own desires, interests,

experience and anxiety. In other words, when returning to
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school was discussed in abstract or political terms, and

when opinions were forced on enrollees, they didn't think

of school as a serious alternative.

This meant that the source of the suggestion is important

in determining how much the enrollee considers the idea. If

it is someone he trusts, and the worker clearly isn't using

him as part of his own socio-political program, the enrollee

is able to make his awn decision instead of going along with

what others are saying. He is more likely to follow through

on his awn decis4on than he is on the jive he uses to get along.

6.3 A REFERRAL TO SCHOOL TAKES WORK

It is not always easy for an enrollee to return to school.

The bureaucratic administrative procedures in some schools are

complicated and discouraging, even when the school itself is

welcoming and accommodating. Return to school needs to be

handled with as much care as a job referral. The coach should

help the client through the processes of being re-admitted to

school.
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I RESOURCES: Six resources would be useful when dealing with this

problem: (1) a long-term relationship with employers; (2)

access to technical expertise in preparing job descriptions

and performance standards; (3) relationships with enrollees'

families; (4) flexibility in working w-.th enrollees; (5)

appropriate criteria for judging the success of coaching; and

(6) school programs suitable for adults and drop-outs.

I RESOURCE *1: LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS WITH EMPLOYERS I

Employers were more likely to take an enrollee back,

or make deals about wage increases and prImotions if they had

a successful long-tern association with the coach. An

employer will be influenced more by someone he knows keeps

his promises and delivers services.

Seeing the employer once a year is not enough to build

up such a relationship. Even when a coach doesn't have any

specific business, occasional visits to the employer to offer

services or review the results of past placements can be

useful. Coaches should keep a record of the dates they saw

each employer. Then they can look at the record periodically

and remember to renew the relationship (even if no enrollee

problems have been reported for a long time).

This suggests that a coach should have his own "pool" of

employers, chosen by area or type of industry. An area basis

would cut down travel time (especially in big cities), but an

industry basis would give the coach more of an opportunity to

know the specific needs, protlems and practices of his employers.
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I RESOURCE 02: TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN JB DESCRIPTION AND PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Large companies usually have experts to make job

descriptions and performance standards, so they don't need

the manpower agency for help. But small employers can't do

it themselves and usually rely on traditions in their irdustry

which are often very ineffective. When a conflict arises

about a raise or promotion, it can be resolved by oetting a

clear agreement about what good job performance is. But

special skill is required to write complete and accurate job

descriptions, as well as criteria for effective performance.

Thus, it would help if the coach could call on a division

in his agency which had such expertise, and which could send

someone to work with him and the employer to write the job

description based on a gcod job analysis.

Experience in business does not automatically qualify

someone to write a job description. This is really a compli-

cated science and overlaps other fields such as industrial

engineering, :industrial psychology, systems development and

technical writing. Usually, employment workers are just not

qualified in all these areas and should not attempt to write

job descriptions. It would be worse to of'er poor services

to the employer than none at all. Poor services would dis-

credit the agency and make the employers less willing to take

future referrals.

-179-
194
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1 RESOURCE 03: RELATIONSHIPS WITH ENROLLEES' FAMILIES j

As some of the examples indicate, enrollee' families

are sometimes more a part of the problem than a resource

for help. Because of the widespread belief that the families

of disadvantaged people are problematical, many coaches

ignore the families, or don't use them as sources of help.

This belief is false. Most families are nrt messed up.

What might look that way to a middle-class worker is not

necessarily bad as a potential source of help. Fo,- example,

in one of the cases described,,it was the enrollee's aunt who

told the coach about her nephew's job problems.

Therefore, if a coach suspects that a particular enrollee

may have problems on the job after he has been placed, he

should try to develop sore covtact with members of his family.

Some enrollees don't want this because it means that the coach

doesn't trust him, expects problems and complicates his relation-

ships with his family.

One way to handle this would be to start a relationship

with the family by making a home vis-t to the enrollee, as

part of follow-up, during which the coach could take the

opportunity to meet other members of the family. He can later

leave his telephone number and offer to help if they need him

for anything. In most situations, it's better to have the

enrollee there when you meet his family, especially if you

are making suggestions about things the family could do to

help the enrollee adjust to work.
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It's a little dangerous for an outsider to get mixed

up in family problems and feuds. So a coach has to be

careful about takiny sides. The best thing would be for

the agency to deal only with the part of family events that

directly involves the enrollee's work. The agency could

then try to get a family service worker to help with the

other parts.
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r RESOURCE 04: FLEXIBILITY IN WORKING WITH ENROLLEES I

Earlier, examples were presented in which the coach

met with enrollees for lunch, at their homes or at neighborhood

recreation centers. Coaches often received calls at night

or made home visits in the evening when the enrollees' family

could be contacted. Obviously such strategies require a lot

of flexibility in time scheduling by coaches.

But this is oftPn made difficult by local offices and

management. They often require justification for any activities

out of the ordinary, or want detailed accountings for such

items as mileage on the agency car, requests for lunch money

reimbursements, etc.

Yet, the coach's performance has to be judged by some

standards. When supervision is done through formal rules

about such things as working hours, time spent in the office,

etc., the worker's job performance will be judged in terms of

them, rather than in terms of the way he deals with enrollees.

When th:s happens, workers think these are the only things

that matter to supervisors or administrators. Actually, it's

because these supervisors have little technical advice to offer

and therefore are not in a position to judge the performance

of the worker. Few supervisors have been coaches or counselors.

These kinds of developments are the result 3f the parti-

cular pattern of agency organization, rather than conscious

biases among administrators. They need to develop a more

informal agency structure in which interest in the content and

quality of services to enrollees is developed between both

workers and supervisors. Then supervisors will be seen as people

who can help and as sources of advice.

-182- 1 9'.;
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I RESOURCE #5 : CRITERIA FOR JUDGING THE SUCCESS OF COACH INT]

But a 1 ess formal structure is not likely to emerge

until cri teri a for good job performance are devel oped. If

this is 1 acking or when outcome criteria such as the number

of placements , retention rate , and the like cannot be applied

(because they are affected by local economic condi tions) ,

agencies tend to rely on "process" criteria. That is, they

rate the effectiveness of workers by how much they conform

to standardized ways of doing things . The resul t is that

there is more concern about how something is done than there

is for the outcome. But unti 1 there is some way of eval uating

the outcome , the "process" criteria are all the agency has

for eval uating its services .

In order for outcome cri teria to be useful , they must

match the objectives . For example, rate of job retention

is a val i d criterion when the objective is to get the enrollee

to keep hi s job. But thi s cri terion interferes with changing

the objecti ve and getting the enrollee a di fferent job or

putting him into school . The rate of job retenti on could not

measure a worker's effecti veness in achieving ei ther of these

objecti yes .

Therefore, the use of appropriate strategies would be

helped i f the worker stated the specific objecti ve he was

using for each cc,se. Then hi s supervisor coul d evaluate

his effect i veness by the number of times he achieved case

objecti ves . How the worker achieved the objective is useful

to help workers do better, expant' thei r knowl edge of
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techniques, and know what kinds of resources and arrangements

are needed. But it is not useful information for evaluation

if the supervisor can keep tabs on the outcomes of efforts

on an enrollee-by-enrollee basis.

This is a rather different role for supervisors than that

of rule-enforcer. Administrators who are held responsible for

the enforcement of rules cannot then also act as consulting

experts to their operational staff. In short, flexibility

in coaching would be helped by fairly large-scale changes in

the organizational structure of the manpower agency system.

This would allow administrators to be less concerned with

rules about how things are to be done, and more concerned

about what gets accomplished.

-1E14-9
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I RESOURCE #6: SUITABLE SCHOOLS FOR DROP-OUTS AND ADULTS

A return to school would be helped if there were a

community school program suitable for those who have outgrown

and no longer will tolerate the roles that pupils are put

into in public schools. The more that the school program

for adults is run like a pro.r,vram for children, the more

likely it will fail. Communities should try to develop

special school programs, and manpower agencies in the

community should help.

However, if such a program is known as a place only

for drop-outs, dummies and trouble-makers, it will not

attract enrollees considering a return to school. It would

be better if the school were not run only for the disadvan-

taged (unless enough pride and prestige in the disadvantaged

community can be developed for the school to counteract a

negative image; and this kind of pride doesn't usually occur

in programs run by bureaucratic agencies).

As an alternative, the school could be kept open to

all adults in the community--not only for the poor, the

disadvantaged or the uneducated. Then it would serve the

community at-large and help the vocational and recreational

needs of the entire adult population.
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ENROLLEE IN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW

Some enrollees are scheduled for court hearings while
they're in the agency program, or get into legal
trouble after they're placed on a job.

EXAMPLES OF THIS PROBLEM 187

IOBJECTIVES1 Objective #1 was to free the enrollee. Objective #2

was to save the enrollee's job.

I. STRATEGY:1

RESOURCES:

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE 190

Seven strategies were used by agency staff to achieve
these objectives.

1. ADVOCATE FOR THE ENROLLEE 191

2. GIVE EVIDENCE FOR THE ENROLLEE 195

3. GET LEGAL RESOURCES 197

4. GET THE CHARGES DROPPED 200

5. GIVE EMOTIONAL SUPPORT TO THE ENROLLEE AND
HIS FAMILY 202

6. ADVOCATE TO THE EMPLOYER 204

7. LINE UP A JOB FOR AFTER JAIL 206

Three kinds of resources are discussed in relation to
this problem:

1. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF AGENCY PERSONNEL 208

2. A SPECIALIZED COURT UNIT 209

3. LINKAGES TO SOURCES OF LEGAL AID 210
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I PROBLEM #6:1 Some enrollees are scheduled for court hearings while

they are in the agenqy's program. Others get into legal trouble

after they've been placed and thus get into trouble with their

employers. Both of these kinds of problems are covered in this

chapter. (Past police records that enrollees already have

when they come to the agency, and which cause difficulties in

finding job placements, are dealt with in Chapter 1.)

EXAMPLES:

(a) CZient was enkotted in the otientation cyce.e. Duting

the time this peAson got into ttoubZe with potice.
Tt seemed that duting the (owls he was supposed to be
in ceass he was invotved in a ctime.

(b.) Ctient um in an otientation cycee, and had a coutt
case pending, in which he keceived a 60 day jait sentence.

I tatked to his mothek, and visited him at the county
jait.

(c) A young man oS 17 came to Jobs-Now Sot empeoyment,
atthough he stated that he wanted to tetuAn to schoot
(evenimgs) but he did need money to maintain his keep

because he had a count date pending.

(d) To keep him litom netutning to hutting I te6eifted
him to anothek job. He was expected but on the day
that he was due to stant wotk he did not kepokt.
'Puking my one-to-one with him I teakned that he had
gotten him4ee6 into a gneat cleat oS tkoubte and had

a couAt date pending. I know that it aws impoktant
Sok him to have a job when going to coutt....

(e) Ctient wa2 hilted at the bank but ptiot to his being
hiked theke he had been picked up and put in jait
Sok a misdemeanot which was a civit and SedeAat
oWnse. He did not know how to exptain this case
to the bank.

-187P(r)
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(6) I wa6 catted by the peuonnel manageA one weekend
about one o6 my ceient6 who had istAuck a pazzengen
on the EZ and then isent to jail. I tad hek that
would take cake o6 the incident on that Ottowing
Monday.

(g) Potice eatted Pe/tunnelthey had picked up my client.
Peuonnel catted the coach and intiokmed him ctient
wous picked up dok ishopeititing and contkibutthg to

the delinquency o6 a minok. Peuonnel wanted client
to be tekminated 4kom theik emptoy (bank).
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OBJECTIVES:1 A: FREE THE ENROLLEE

The first objective for both kinds of legal problems

was to get the enrollee off, the sentence reduced or at least

the judgment arranged so that it does the least damage to

the enrollee's employment possibilities.

B: SAVE THE ENROLLEE'S JOB

For those enrollees who were placed and then got into

trouble, a second objective was to save the placement. Of

course, getting the enrollee off was the best way to do this,

so anything that works for Objective A also works for B.

However, there are other things that can be done to achieve

Objective B that don't have anything to do with getting the

enrollee off.

-189- 2/14
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EVALUATING

THE

OBJECTIVE

Whether the agency worker thought the enrollee was

guilty or innocent didn't influence his efforts. The important

thing was to get the enrollee on the track of working for

a living and keep him on it. Agency staff acted on the assumption

that matters of justice were the business of the court and not

theirs to decide.

The two objective above can be used in various combinations,

depending on the enrollee's situation. For example, getting

the enrollee off (Objective A) sometimes required getting

legal help and bail money. If the enrollee was employed,

agency staff members sometimes tried to get the employer to

provide such resources (banks and insurance companies usually

have lawyers on their staffs). That way the agency worker got

the company committed to keep the enrollee if their lawyer

was successful (Objective B).
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STRATEGY #1: ADVOCATE FOR THE ENROLLEE

The most frequent strategy was for the agency worker

to go to court and speak for the client either in the pre-

trial hearing, in court or privately to the judge in his

chambers. EXAMPLES:

(a) I had a client going to count On ztnong-anm tobbeny
againzt a zotdien. I though at. avenuez had not been
Oteowed by the de6en6e attonney becauze them was
congicttng evidence. The judge cateed a Aecezz and
T went into hiz chambenz atong with the two tawyenz.
The judge asked me my opiivion and what zhoutd he do
behind the evidence atneady in. I totd him it might be
just az advantageouz On my client to ztay on the
ztAeet taftet than become pozzibty handened by doing

a bit. The judge iet my client go and put him on pno-
bation az a nezutt o6 my inteAvention.

(b) I had a client who NVZ going to coutt on a ztnong-anm
nobbeny bee6. He zaid he waz innocent. He had gotten

zevenat continuancez alneady. It waz my 6iA4 t time

having to go to tniat with anyone zo I waz tnying to
get zomeone to go with me zince it waz night mound

the canna. Nobody woutd go with me but evenyone had
$1000 wotth o6 advice az to what to do once I got to

count. I eventuaely got angty attek about 4 oh. 5
neliuzatz to go zo I totd the ctient tet'z go and we woutd

do the bezt we coutd by outzetvez. We went to count and

I Atood up with my client and totd the judge that the

de6endent waz zont c16 undet my wing and I had been giving

Apeciat attention and waz at the time tnying to zecurte

him a meaning6ut job. He zubzequentey waz tutned tooze

and he totd me that he 6elt bettor. going up thene in
9tont o6 the judge with me ILathelt than the two peopee

he had been cleating with pteviousty. He za,id that they

wete acti.ng tike thiz RV'S juzt a job with them wheneaz

I zeemed mane invotved zince I had gotten neatty hot

uncle& the coltan in hiz 6ehae4.

-191- 2n6
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(c) I immediatety catted the ctient's motheA to see when

the count date was set. / met the ctient in count on

the date speciiiied. The ceient was changed with a
$200 6ine OA one yean in jait. I tatked uti.th the judge

about Jobs-Now and the ctient in question. The judge
teduced the ine to $100 that had to be paid the next
month. He was neteased and immdiate counseting took
ptace. On eveny payday the ctient gave me $25 towand

his Line. A month &ten we went back to the count and
pnesented the judge with the Line.

-192- 2
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1 COMMENTS:1 1.1 KNOW COURT PROCEDURES

Courts can be very intimidating to those who are not

familiar with them. Thus, new agency workers would feel more

confident if they were taught about court procedures and rules

and watched some hearings and trials. Also, a more experienced

staff worker could accompany a new one on his first visits

to court on behalf of enrol lees .

1.2 ESTABLISH CREDIBILITY WITH THE COURT

The agency staff member can try to build a good reputation

with a judge by making sure he keeps his promises on time

(see Example C above). Such a demonstration of reliability

can make a judge more willing to go along in the future.

A specialized unit for dealing with the courts could be

set up in manpower agencies. The unit could build the agency's

reputation with the courts so that in the long run, advo-

cating for the enrollees would take less time and be less

disruptive of the staff schedules.

However, one danger in having a specialized unit is that

it might not have credibility with the enrollee because after

a while it would tend to treat court cases as more or less

routine, and the enrollee would not have gotten to know and

trust the people in the court unit beforehand. An attitude of

routineness might help reduce some of the enrollee's fears and

be reassuring, but it might also lead him to think that he can

always get off easily.
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The best approach would be to have a court unit familiar

with court procedures and having credibility with the judge,

but closely linked with the enrollee's coach or counselor.

The enrollee's advocate and a member of this court unit could

work together with the enrollee when he has a court date.

This kind of arrangement has both the advantages of specialized

expertise and of fami 1 ial ity with the enrollee.
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I STRATEGY #2: GIVE EVIDENCE FOR THE ENROLLEE I

In Strategy #1, the agency worker spoke for the enrollee

in general terms. He stressed efforts to get the enrollee

onto a job, the agency's support for the enrollee, his willing-

ness to take responsibility for the enrollee's welfare, the

benefits to the enrollee of not going to jail, and so forth.

Less frequently, it was possible for the staff member to give

specific evidence in the enrollee's defense or to get others

to serve as character witnesses for the enrollee.

EXAMPLES:

(a) The ctient GOCO enkotted in the okientation cycte at

Jobs-Now. The time he was in ouA cycee he waz woAking
pa/a time and got in titoubte with the potice. I

attended the tAiat the 6ottowing week. I pAeisented the

attendance sheet which stated the client wa4 in ouk

ceaszkoom at the time. The ctient was keteased and

cteaked o6 att chaAges.

(b) It seemed that duking the houits he was supposed to bc in

dos he RAM invotved in a ciame. The counsetok and

my4e2 6 attended the tkiat which was the Of-towing day.

(L/e pAmented the attendance book which stated that the

et-tent wa4 maAked pitehent at that paAticatem time that

the more alas committed. We went to comt because the
ctient au4 in ceass at that time. The outcome was that

the ctieitt um ketcased and cteaked in the totiat and

named his stay at Jobs-Now.

(e) The ctiutt did lot knoy how to exptain th,Ls case to the

bank (his empioyer). Theitetiofte I tatked to the vice-

pnesident and the pasonnet managek and atso the job

devetopvt and asked them to be chakactet witnesses at this

caent'is tAlat. The ctient was teteased and tiound not

gaLtty. Theke6okc he Ae.tuAned to the job the 4ame day.
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1, COMMENTS: 2.1 AGENCY ATTENDANCE RECORDS

Although staff used agency attendance records as evidence

(Examples (a) and (b) above), experience in manpower agencies

shows that these records are highly unreliable. Attendance

is not always taken, enrollees are permitted to sign in for

others, etc. If an unreliable record were given as evidence

and then later found to be wrong, the agency would lose its

credibility with the court. The point is clear: if the agency

is going to use its records in court, it has to make sure they

are accurate.

2.2 THE EMPLOYER AS WITNESS

The employer is a more influential witness for the

enrollee than the agency worker, who is sometimes seen as a

"bleeding heart do-gooder." However, it is likely to be diffi-

cult for the enrollee to ask his boss to appear in court

for him. The agency worker can ask the employer to testify

and kill two birds with one stone. He can get the enrollee

off and also have the employer develop a more intense commit-

ment to that enrollee. The theory of "dissonance reduction"

(described in Chapter 2) shows that when an employer says positive

things about an enrollee, especially in public, he is likely to

make his behavior match his statements. He becomes more positive

toward an enrollee as a result of testifying for him.
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I STRATEGY #3: GET LEGAL RESOURrn

If an enrollee is charged with a felony, the court

is required to provide him with an attorney if he cannot

afford one. But if the charge is a misdemeanor, the

enrollee is not always provided with help in his defense.

But even a misdemeanor can cost him his job. It can cost

more money than he can afford to pay and give him a record

that makes future empl oyment more di ffi cul t to get. The

agency can help by getting legal aid for him, including

bail bond. EXAMPLE:

(a) Pvt4onnet wanted the cti.ent to be fulminated tiaorn

emptoy (bank) . The coach'4 po4iti.on waz that
the client had not been pkoven guiLty o6 any chakge,
and ttnti2 theze chakgeis weke pkoven ok dizpkoved
the. ciient'4 job tatu4 ho uld ItenIca.n the 4ame.

The ciieitt waz baited out a6tvt. bail had been
towelted. Job4-Now /stood kupon4ibte on thia

Bec.ata e -the c.oac.h wads awak.e. o6 the FICA

lading and the 6.0tri commitment o Jo bz -Now behind
thiz client, the bank extended te.gat sekvicez
towakd iti)s de6en4e. The client waz ound not gwilty
(36 /said cthne, and Iva job tva6 kept intact, becaws e
he wah peAmitted to cont,Lnue wo /thing until. the taxa
date.

2
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COMMENTS: 3.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF BAIL

Getting bail for an enrollee or placing him io

the custody of his parents, the agency or on his own

recognizance, can preserve the enrollee's job. If

after finally getting a job, the enrollee lest it

because of an arrest (even before his guilt could be

judyed) the tendency to ascribe job success or failure

to "luck" or "the breaks" instead of to one's own efforts

would be further strengthened. In fact, most people

who come to trial are found not guilty. And most of

those found guilty don't actually go to jail. So the

enrollee who has been arrested has an excellent chance

of being able to stay free to work until the trial, and

after.

3.2 LEGAL AID

it may seem outlandish to ask an employer to

provide legal aid to an enrollee working for him, but

an increasing number of employers (especially large

companies) in fact do provide counsel. There is no harm

in asking and much to be gained for the enrollee. If

the company can help, it is to the enrollee's immediate

benefit. And if the company does not provide such help,

the request might help the employer become aware of the

need, and might stimulate him to develop plans for

providing legal assistance.
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Of course, it is necessary to distinguish between a

serious request and a demand, and to use whichever tactic

is more likely to be effective in the particular circum-

stances. As a matter of policy, official agencies cannot

make such a demand on an employer and agency staff need to

be clear on this limitation if they are not to be embroiled

in needless hassles. But staff members can make the employer

aware of the possible consequences of his decisions. They

can show how it might hurt the company's reputation in

the conTnunity. However, staff must remain aware of the

possible consequences for their future effectiveness if

they violate the employer's confidentiality.
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I STRATEGY #4: GET THE CHARGES DROPPED'

For relatively minor offenses, it is sometimes

possible to get the complainant to drop the charges. In

the following example, the person bringing charges against

the enrollee was not personally_ harmed by the crime. He

was charging the client for an offense committed against a

company. However, it may also be possible to get an

individual complainant not to press charges if he is

generous and the staff member is persuasive. EXAMPLE:

(a) One o6 my patticipant4 that wa4 empeoyed at a bank,

wais picked up eot shopU(ting. HeA mothet catted

me and totd me what the 4ituation wa4, 4he at's(' 4aid

4he had catted the bank and tad peNonnet that het

daughtet wa 4ick and coutd not come in. She uw
a6taid that £6 4he had totd the tAuth het daughtet

might tose heA job. But it just 60 happened that the

young tady waz atteady on ptobaaon and het pitoba)..on

oaice.jt had come to 6ee i6 4he waz at wait/a becauise

4he had het name o66 o6 tome o6 the tepott.s but 4he

didn't know i6 Lt wa4 the 4ame giti.

I ptoceeded to cote the bank and tatk to my contact

peiuson. I -tad him whoa the. motheA's teaison waz 4wt.

taung the tie. I coked him to take into con4ideta-

tion that these aAe the peopte we coce ttying to heep.

He totd me he woutd think about it and cat me back

in a day oh tWo. He catted me back the next day and

aisked me q he coued atAange to have the matte/E. ovet-

Looked, coutd I hap het get out o6 ttoubte and have

hv back on the job wbtkin a 6ew day4. I totd him I

woutd I wert to the 4tote and tatked to the

6ecu;Li.ty o66icet and to td him what the 4 ituatio n waz,

he d,:dn't want het to tobe het job but he didn't know

what he coutd do. I aisked him to give heA. a biLeak, 1

woued ever pay 6ot the gaAment that they 4aid 4he had

4toten. He 6,.:d youA tAying to heep the young tady 40
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much I won't pAes4 chaAges. But 1 want you to cat

me and Let me know what she's doing. I want to know

i6 T made the /Light decision. By Letting peopLe know

that they can be heip6ut to someone, motivates them

to become hetp6ut.

The chartges wene &topped and the young tady mtuAned

to woez and Ls doing vay wett, she's had two pitomo-

tions. The secunity o66iceA at the stme wars velly

happy about his decision.
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I STRATEGY #5: GIVE EMOTIONAL SUPPORT TO THE ENROUEE AND HIS FAMILY 1

An arrest and a trial--to say nothing of a conviction--

are major emotional crises. Agency personnel frequently

responded to such crises by providing emotional support to

both the enrollee and his family. EXAMPLES:

(a) ...he neceived a 60 day jait entence. 1 tatked to

hLs motheA, and vizited him at the county fait. 1

wonked with zome o6 the job devetopem to netain a

job On him a6tek the 60 day jait 6entence wa/s

6e/wed. When he came out, he RVA aotted the next

day at $2.59/houit.

(b) ...the outcome o6 hirs coukt appemancezentenced to

one month in the Howse o6 Coiotec,tion. Tatked with

ha paAentz az wat az peAzonnet in Company A and Lt

wars decided that the ctient woutd nemain with th

company.
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5.1 TIME AND ATTENTION ARE SUPPORTIVE

When an enrollee is arrested, he and his family feel

as if the official world of government has turned against

them. That is made even more frightening by the feeling

that the official world has a long memory--that once it is

against you, it never forgets or forgives. Thus, the

entire future seems at stake. When the staff member as an

official representative of the agency gives sympathetic

attention to the enrollee and continues to work on his

behalf, he is reducing such fears by showing that not all

of government's representatives are against him.

The trust which may develop in response to the staff

member's demonstration of interest and commitment may be

invaluable co the enrollee. And through him, the agency's

reputation in the disadvantaged commurity can be greatly

helped.
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I STRATEGY #6: ADVOCATE TO THE EMPLOYERI

I COMENTS: I

Even when an enrollee had to serve a sentence, coaches

convinced some employers to take the enrollee back. Some

examples of this have already been presented.

6.1 WHEN WILL IT WORK?

Although not much is known about the type of employer

most likely to take the enrollee back, the following clues

seem reasonable:

a. If the sentence is short, the employer will be
more likely to rehire the enrollee.

b. Larger companies are more likely to agree to rehire
the enrollee since they can hire someone else in
the meantime and still be pretty sure that they
will have a slot open when the enrollee gets out.

c. Companies that employ people with prison records
are more likPly to agree.

d. If the enrollee was employed for a long time before
the conviction, the company will be more likely
to agree.

6.2 GET IT IN WRITING

If the company doesn't make some kind of public commit-

ment, it would be easy for it to back out later. This could

be a profound blow to an enrollee who has been counting on

having a job when he is released from jail. It would there-

fore help if the agency worker could get the company to make

a written promise.
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But no company will write a legally binding guarantee

of re-employment.- Therefore, the agency worker should at

least try to get something in writing that leaves the company

with an out. This could be a letter which states that unless

there are unforeseen circumstances, the company hopes and

intends to rehi re the enrol 1 ee . Thi s doesn ' t bind the company, ,

but it does make it awkward for the company to back out.

One way to get a written statement from the company is

to first get a verbal promise. Then the agency worker can

write to the company summarizing the "promise" (with the

escape clause suggested above). This letter might appear

to be a "thank you" note which describes the "promise"

made by the company. The end of the letter could then ask

the company to send a letter confirming the correctness of

the "promise" describedfor the agency records. The letter

the company sends in response can then be used as a non-

binding record of the company's promise to rehire the enrollee.

6.3 SHORTEN THE ENROLLEE'S TERM

The agency worker might use this letter from the company

for another purpose. He could show it to the court to help

the enrollee gel an early parole or early release.
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I STRATEGY #7: LINE UP A JOB FOR AFTER JAIL 1

If an enrollee wasn't employed when he went to court
or jail , or if the employer would not agree to retain him,
then the agency worker tried to line up a new placement
for the enrollee. EXAMPLES:

(a) I knew that Lt waz impoittant 6 cgt. Urn to have a job
wh.e.n going to cocoa.. .1 expeained to htm the impontance
o6 kiis getting a job and mcantaining Lt. Inztead o6
a job he wws peaced tnto a (training) pnognam. We

appe.aned in cowt.,t tai.th him. Ilia caise waz suspended
curt he iis clootentey wolthing 4atiz6actoir-ily.

(b) I wonized malt Aonie. o6 the job deve,eopeAs in oit.da to
te-tain. a job 6olt. Um 4te)1. the 60 da.y jate sen,tence
waz saved. When he c.ame out, he waz stotted the nex.,t
da.y at $2.59/1towt.

_2V1
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COMMENTS: 1 7.1 A JOB OR TRAINING

A job is better than training because it is more

persuasive to the court and the parole board and usually

more desirable for the enrollee. The hitch is that the

agency has little control over the job market and can't

always be successful in lining up a job.

But it does have control over training programs. It

can hold a slot in a program which is scheduled to begin

about the time the enrollee is supposed to leave jail.

This is the reasonable thing for the agency to do if it

can't get the enrollee a job placement.

7.2 MAINTAIN THE EMPLOYER'S COMMITMENT

It's fairly easy for an employer to make a vague

promise to consider the enrollee for employment when he

gets out. The enrollee may exagprate this promise in his

mind so much that his disappointment (and bitterness) is

great if the job does not come through.

So the agency worker shouldn't make any firmer promises

to the enrollee than he can keep. But there are some things

the agency worker can do to strengthen the promise:

1. he can get the employer to write his promise (with a

suitable escape clause) in a letter and send a
carbon copy to the enrollee; and

2. he can maintain the employer's interest and commit-
ment by giving him occasional messages about how
the enrollee is getting along, how well ha is doing
in prison activities, etc. Such messages will remind

the employer of his promise and help keep up his
interest in the enrollee's welfare.
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RESOURCES: I This chapter describes two important steps that manpower

agencies can take to increase their effectiveness in responding

to enrollee legal problems: (1) in-service training of agency

staff; and (2) a specialized unit for dealing with law

enforcement and criminal justice officials. A third resource

would also be useful: (3) linkages with sources of legal aid

that would be avelable to enrollees, such as free neighborhood

legal aid centers.

It was pointed out that agency staff are sometimes

called upon to advocate for enrollees with the police and

with courts, either informally or as witnesses on the stand.

However, agency staff from the same community as the enrollee

might be just as intimidated by the court, and just as

unfamiliar with court ritual and etiquette. Yet it is impor-

tant to know this ritual and to use it to gain the court's

confidence. It would therefore be very helpful if agencies

provided new staff members with in-service training in how

to deal with the legal system, and some early exposure to

actual courtroom si tuati ons . In thei r fi rst few deal ings

with court, they should be accompanied and helped by a

more experienced staff mute" who can teach them the ropes.
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RE-SOURCE #2: A SPECIALIZED COURT UNIT j

Obviously a specialized court unit can build up more

experience and expertise and a more persuasive relationship

to legal authorities and courts, than can agency staff as

individuals. Such a unit doesn't have to be highly special-

ized. In some agencies, the court units could be small

groups of manpower workers who have been assigned to handle

legal matters and learn what they can from available resources.

Such a unit could serve two particular purposes: (1) it

could help enrollees locate effective legal aid when they

need it; and (2) it could advocate for the enrollees to

court officials. Of course, such a unit cannot practice

law and cannot offer legal advice to enrollees.

Because a specialized unit is not as likely to

personally know the individual enrollees who need their

services, (and aren't likely to be as passionately committed

to the enrollee as the agency worker) it would be wise to

include the enrollee's coach as a member of the unit when-

ever the unit is working with or for the coach's enrollee.

224
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t_ RESOURCE #3: LINKAGES TO SOURCES OF LEGAL AID

There are increasing numbers of legal resources both

inside and outside the Establishment which can be helpful

in particular cases. Civil rights, civil liberties and ethnic

organizations can provide legal aid, as can women's liberation,

gay liberation groups, neighborhood legal aid centers,

consumer protection societies, welfare rights organizations,

etc. Any of these could be effecti.,,e in particular cases

(effectiveness is the important element, not how "radical"

the group is). But individual staff members can hardly be

expected to have knowledge of or access to all the resoarces

available. This is another argument in favor of a specialized

legal unit. The unit would make it its business to know

about all these resources, and develop at least informal

relations with them so that they would respond when an

enrollee was referred to them.
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CHAPTER 7

ENROLLEE'S PERSONAL WELFARE IN DANGER

The enrollee has personal problems which do not
require legal advice or aid.

EXAMPLES OF THIS PROBLEM 212

OBJECTIVE:1 The objective here is to protect, restore or increase
the enrollee's health and welfare.

EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE 214

PYRATEUril There were three strategies used to achieve this
objective.

1. ADVISE THE ENROLLEE 219

2. CHANGE THE ENROLLEE'S EXPERIENCE 223

3. ACT FOR THE ENROLLEE 226

FRESMOIE: Two resources are suggested in order to deal with
this problem.

1. MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTATION 229

2. ACCESS TO DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAMS 231
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I PROBLEM #7: ENROLLEE'S PERSONAL WELFARE IN DANGER 1

The smallest significant category of problems that
coaches dealt with were those in which the enrollee was in
some kind of personal trouble (other than legal). Most of

these were health-related and family problems. In some of

the cases, the enrollee told the worker about his troubles.
EXAMPLES:

(a) A6teit cbient had c.ompeeted (orientation) cycle he waz
azz.igned to me. At thiz time he didn't accept the
jobz we ob6exed him due .to hJ addi.e-ti.on to nancotZe..6.
He had withheld -this iniolurec,&on 16xom the COU414 a011,
so h. he 6eLt 6un.ny xe2ating th,Us to a woman. (But
he told the male coach).

(b) Female cti.e.nt ztated that he wais having ticoubZe with
hex hwsband due -to hex woxking at night. Huz band wanted
hex to woxk dayz. She Lthed the job and wanted -to woxiz
night!).

(c) Ctient called me abowt ;viz job. He 14.126 beaten up and
11,1,6 eyez weAe ate 6wateen. He c.ould oney zee out o
one eye and the otheA one waz zwollen.

In other cases, it was the agency worker rather than the
enrollee who defined the situation as a problem. EXAMPLES:

(d) CLLent cosigned to c.oach to be peaced in emptoyment.
Vi6covexed dwting intextliew with ceient zhe had a
sexiows pxobtem aiside Pim not bang empeoyed. She
wah tiving with a g4oup o6 ptozti.tutez. Ctient
inflamed me zhe had not yet become invotved in
ptoztituting o uaing dope.
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(e) I was doing liottow-up on a etZent and she totd me
she was contempea,t-Lng getting mamied. She was 17
and the 6eJ1ow was 18. She sccid he woltized bta she
di.dn't know wheite. He was suppozedey woltking downtown
making oveit. $3.00 an howl..

(6) This young Zady se.emed to think that no one iiked ha
because ol6 hen physicat appeanance. So she just wanted
to go thnough the pitogitam bca did not want to go on a fob.

(g) A young tady was pitegnant...She tad me she wanted the
baby but by vtot having any money she was going to get
Aid o6 it hut way.
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EVALUATING THE OBJECTIVE

OBJECTIVE: The primary objective in these cases was to protect,

restore or increase the enrollee's health and welfare. In

these situations, saving the enrollee's job or getting him

placed took a back seat to this main objective.

EV LU ING

THE

OBJECTIVE Chapter I also deals with personal problems of enrollees,

but in those cases the agency staff put placement first. In

this chapter employment is a second consideration, even

though most of the problems came to the coach's attention

because they interfered with employment. Interference with

employment is the big difference between the problems in

Chapter 1 and those here.

Generally coaches were conservative in setting this

objective. That is, the tendency was to treat most enrollees

as Problem #1 cases, and to try to get them placed--the health

and welfare problems came first only in a small number of cases.

There seemed to be three factors staff considered when deciding

to choose this latter objective over the Problem #1 objective:

a) if the problem clearly made placement or job retention

impossible, this objective might be used.

b) if the worker felt strongly that prospects for satis-

factory placement would be dim if something weren t

done to solve the problem at once, he might have this

objective.

c) if the enrollee requested help on the problem, this

objective could be used.
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SOME REQUESTS ARE DISGUISED

Enrollees don't always directly ask for help on a problem.

Sometimes they are embarrassed to admit they need help, even

when they know they are floundering and would accept assistance

if it came their way. Sometimes they don't ask because--

surprisingly--they think that their personal problems are not

what employment counselors want or are willing to deal with.

And some don't ask because they think they are supposed to

take whatever the worker gives them, answer his questions, and

do only what the staff member tells him. They think that it

is the employment worker who is supposed to decide what is

important to talk about, so if the worker doesn't raise the

issue, the enrollee is not supposed to. Such passivity is

quite common among disadvantaged people when they are involved

in bureaucratic agenCes. In school they've gotten the message

that they're best off keeping in "their place" and not letting

their individuality come to the attention of people in

official positions.

However, enrollees sometimes ask for help in indirect ways.

They'll "mention" a situation in passing, say during an interview

or informal conversation, and hope that the coach or counselor

will pick up on it. Or they'll mention it and wait to see the

coach's reaction so they can tell whether it's safe to sky more.

Or they'll talk about it to another enrollee, especially one

who might tell the employment worker about it.
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These enrollees might even make a weak denial that the

situation they "mentioned" is a serious or bothersome one.

They are still testing the worker to see if it's safe to say

more. But a little encouragement from the worker can make

the enrollee reveal that he is concerned and upset and would

welcome help.

MAKE IT EASY FOR ENROLLEES TO DEAL WITH PERSONAL PROBLEMS

Sympathetic listening and encouragement to talk about

the situation is often all that is needed for the enrollee

to blurt everything out. If, after some minor hesitation,

there is a flood of details, words, and tension, you know

that the enrollee really was indirectly asking for help.

But if the story comes out in a matter-of-fact way, or the

enrollee continues to not want to deal with it, it may not

be as much a problem as the worker thinks, or the enrollee

may quite sincerely feel that it's none of the agency's

business and that he'll handle it himself, scmehow or other.

He has that right; no one has to talk about his private life

in order to get service from a public agency. The worker can

check it out simply be telling the enrollee that he's more

than willing to work with the enrollee on the problem if the

enrollee wants to work on it now. If not, he can tell the

enrollee that they can work on it another time if the enrollee

ever changes his mind. But don't be too soupy about it.
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There is another thing the agency can do to assist
enrollees who don ' t ask but real ly want help. Since many

don't know that it's OK--it's part of the client role--to ask
for help, there are ways the agency can show the enrollee
what he can (and should) do in his role as an enrollee, and
what the worker does in his role. Several experiments demonstrate

that if you show new enrollees a film or videotape of other
enrollees being counseled, the new enrollees make better use

of their time with the worker. This has been demonstrated for

both group and individual programs. One manpower agency even

made its own 15 minute videotape to show to new enrollees.
This was done by inviting former enrol lees back for a group
session to tell employment workers what their experiences in
counseling had been. This session was videotaped and then

edited down.
If you don't have a suitable film or can't find a film

clip from any of the training films that are available to the
agency and can't make a videotape, then an employment worker

(for example, the interviewer) can tell new enrollees that it
is OK to bring up personal problems. But agency workers are

often not as effective as the audio-visual presentation because
many disadvantaged enrollees readily interpret those kinds of
messages from staff members as sales propaganda.
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BUT DON ' T OVERDO IT

Don ' t get too insistent that enrol lees tal k about thei r

personal problems. Some will resent the notion that they

are so messed up that they need to get help from an agency.

Others will get the idea that the best way to keep the staff

happy and interested is to make up a bunch of "problems" or

some gory adventure stories. You'll get many more "problems"

than there really are, and it may be hard to tell the real

ones from the jive. See Chapter 2 for a more extended

discussion of "psychologizing" the enrollee. The important

thing is to get the right message across: that the agency

wants to help on personal problems, but that it aiso recognizes

that for most enrollees help in employment is what th.iy came

for, and they don't have to have hang-ups in order to get good,

personal attention and help in getting a job.

-218- 2:13
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The basic strategy coaches used--especially if they
defined the situation as a problem (instead of the enrollee
asking for help)--was to counsel the enrollee. This counse-

ling consisted of exploring the enrollee's feelings, advising
and urging him. EXAMPLES:

(a) I advise.d hut to think about this move a Uttee. &Ingot
because she had totd me hui intended's chaitaatut. was
a bi,t titaky. She. mostey wante.d to get cauay 6kom hot
home condatons, whi.ch wute vuty bad and not conducive
to 6/tinging up a heat-thy, nwurat young tady. She
subsequen-tey gave. the matteit. some, 6Waheit thouglyt a6telt.
we. had had considotabte one-to-one type convutisati.onz.
She got heAzet6 a job and iound out tatot hut. ie,Mt
wazn't wakkin9 at att. because he was tittling to get money
6/rim hut.. She's doing much. be,ttvt. now and haz mate o6
an insight on the types o6 young (eet.ows out -Mote who
axe basic.a.tey titying to use othous.

(6) I totd hex kepeatedey tha,t she shocked not haiun hmse,e6
and to have the baby--and put in an ovhanage unti,e
she 4.6 about to suppoxt hezzeti. Wi,th itetuctance she
had the baby--zoon a6teit. a membeit. so6heit. 6amity zaid
they'te fzeep the baby unti,e she's abte to have the
tesponsibiLity.

2:14
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1.1 THE PROS AND CONS OF GIVING ADVICE

Professional counselors usually do not favor giving

advice for good reason. There are many examples of "good

advice" going wrong. Enrollees come to the agency expecting

to get advice, and assume that anyone employed by the agency

knows what he's talking about. And if the advice turns into

urging, the enrollee is pressured to feel that he must obey

in order to get a job. The enrollee is the one who pays the

price if the advice is bad, even though the responsibility

for the advice lies with the worker. Once more the disadvan-

taged are messed over by having others tell them how to run

their lives. But there is another side. Advice can be helpful.

No one knows how many people have been helped by good advice,

compared to the number who have been hurt by poor advice, so

there's no way of estimating the benefits compared to the costs.

It is known that disadvantaged people are more likely to

expect advice than are middle class clients because they believe

that's the purpose of having counselors, interviewers, coaches,

etc. There is a great deal of psychological research which

shows that people do better when situations match their expecta-

tions. If you can't change the enrollees' expectations (i.e.,

by showing a film of people being counseled) then it's better

to try to live up to their expectations. Otherwise, many enrollees

will think that you are not interested enough in them to want

to help (as they define help), that you don't want to do what they

want, and only want to do what you want. They may interpret long

explanations about nondirective counseling and the importance of

not giving advice as a snow job, because if you can't give advice,

they can't imagine what you can do that would be of any real help.

2:15
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Many enrollees don't have the patience or practice in

exploring their feelings and they want something to do about

the situation. Many people (especially poor people) see

their problems as external rather than as being caused by

themselves. Of course, they are often quite right about that,

so they see no sense in just exploring their feelings without

getting advice on what actions to take.

Research and experience show that when the agency worker's

behavior comes closer to what the enrollee expects, the enrollee

gets more out of it. If that means giving suggestions, then

give them. And it can even mean urging the enrollee to take

advice because some enrollees really want this kind of emotional

support. This will help enrollees feel more confortable about

doing something they want to do but which they feel inhibited

about doing on their own without someone else backing them up.

To summarize the pro and con:

a. Pro

1. many people expect advice and do better when

workers match their expectations.

2. many enrollees need advice and want it.

b. Con

1. advice can turn out bad and can land the enrollee

in worse trouble.

2. following the advice may be seen by the enrollee

as a requirement for continued service and a job

referral.
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1.2 ADVICE ON ADVICE

Here are some suggestions to help resolve the question

of advice:

a. Give reasonable alternative suggestions, and let
the enrollee choose what seems best for him.

b. Follow-up closely.

c. Let the enrollee know that you will back him in
switching to a different alternative if his first
choice doesn't work out after a fair trial.

d. After giving a suggestion, ask the enrollee if it
seems reasonable to him, and if he wants to do it.
Ask him to outline the pros and cons of the alterna-
tives, so that you and he know that he has made his
own choice instead of blindly following what he
thinks you prefer.

e. Honesty demands that you state your preference, if
the enrollee cares enough to ask your opinion. But
respect for the enrollee demands that you let him
know that your preference may not fit him as well
as some other alternative, so he must decide.

-222-
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I STRATEGY #2: CHANGE THE ENROLLEE'S EXPERIENCE

When advice and verbal support aren't enough, coaches

tried to give enrollees some experiences that would change
their attitudes or feelings. This strategy was particularly
appropriate when the problem appeared to be a result of the

enrollee's feelings and attitudes (rather than an external
situation). EXAMPLE:

(a.) I exptained to th,iz young tady that beauty Ls onty shin
deep and that ugtinezz to the bone. I even wen,t
6ax az to ezcoitt hut. to zeve)tat peaceis wheite they we)te
eati.ng wh-de in the (orientation) cycee. A6teit. zhe met
some o6 the peopte I knew and they tteated hut tike a.ny
othe A. hwrian being hut mind began to change. She 6ound
out tha,t the peapte who wute tatithig about hut appevance
we_ite Atupid and se,t6izh. She teaUtzed tha,t ate peopte
aiten't -that way. So he)t. mood changed, zhe got hut job,
a.nd Ls doing we,te.
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1 COMMENTS: 2.1 PRECAUTIONS

A successful experience can help a person develop a

more hopeful outlook. But experience alone is usually not

enough. The young woman in the example probably had many

experiences with people who didn't reject her because of

her physical appearance, but she probably didn't even notice

they were accepting her because her expectation of being

rejected was so strong. So it needed someone (the coach in

this case) to point out to her that the experience was success-

ful and that the people at lunch did not reject her.

But only a few experiences like this are usually not

enough to make a complete change of attitude and expectation.

It takes many new experiences to add up to all the damaging

past ones. Manpower workers don't have the time or resources

to carefully plan a long series of corrective experiences.

More importantly, there are dangers involved.

A long series of corrective experiences which go close

to the heart of a person's fears and emotions about himself

usually leads him to develop very intense feelings about the

person he shares those experiences with. When people go

through thick and thin together, they often develop a close

emotional bond. The result is that the enrollee can become

very emotional about the coach and dependent on him. The

coach's position can't support such a relationship and sooner

or later the enrollee is going to be disappointed, hurt and

right back where he started from (or even worse).

-224-
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Another danger is that a very anxious person can be thrown

into an emotional panic if he's forced into an experience

he can't handle and which arouses intense fears about himself.

With enrollees like this, some mild experiences that

are not very threatening can be helpful in the short run.

They can be enough to push the enrollee over the line into

taking some step, like accepting a job, that will lead to

better experiences in the future. But if the enrollee is

really anxious and if it would take some heavy experience

to break across the line, he should be referred to expert

psychological help.

It is sometimes difficult to know where to draw the

line between heavy coaching or counseling and psychological

treatment. It would help if the agency had a mental health

consultant available who would make recommendations in the

gray areas where judgment is difficult.
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1 STRATEGY #3: ACT FOR THE ENROLLEE I

There are several examples of cases in which coaches took

over for enrollees and acted for them when the enrollee felt

that going it alone wasn't possible. EXAMPLES:

(a) I teanned oi one aunt Living in Chicago eluting the
inte)wiew. I Sett that the most impottant step waz
to temove ctient 6tom hen ptesLnt envitonment. And

secondty to peace het in meaningiut emptoyment. Ctient
iett aunt wowed teject the idea ,o4 het staying with
het, because zhe had no job. Ctient agteed to tet me

speak to het aunt. I contacted aunt, made het awate
oS the existing ptobtem. Aunt agteed to tet ctient
stay with het ptoviding she had a job. I azsuted

aunt ctient woutd be ptaced in emptoyment. Next day
ctient moved in with het aunt.

(b) I teinted him to the &Lug abuse ptogtam. I took him
ovet thete petsonatty whene he and I and the head OS
the pugnam sat down and tatked about his pnobtemz.
Th,i)s was done Sot the ctient's own good because he had
exptessed the need Sot hap. The outcome was that
the ce,Wit, aitet entotting in the &Lug abuse ptogtam,
ovetcame h2i eam oi nancotics. He is nowwoAking
and doing iine.

(c) I went to my ctient's job and tatked to his 4upotv-6solt
about him getting tteated. They had a eye ctinic. We
zaw the doctot and Sound out that he coutd onty zee out
oS one eye beSote his acadent. He had onty wotked at
the company ion. two months and he did not have insutance.
We made attangements with the docto/ts to opcnate on hiz
eye Wen hiz insutance became in eSSect. Ctient was
opetated on zuccesziutty at the hozpitat. He is ztitt
wett tiked by patients az wett az doctons and nutzes.
His wiie RUA expecting a baby and the nutsez on the Stook
gave het a showet. She atso had het baby at the same
ptace whete het husband wotked.

4
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1 COMMENTS:1 3.1 THE IMPORTANCE OF AN ALLY

The impressive thing about these examples is the supportive

warmth provided by the coaches by just being there when the

enrollees had to deal with the outside world (a drug abuse

program, a hospital employer). Of course, the things that

the worker did were also important beyond just being there,

especially when the enrollee felt he couldn't handle the

situation alone.

3.2 ENROLLEE DEPENDENCE

These were all examples in which the enrollee asked the

coach (directly or indirectly) to be an ally and to act for

the enrollee. Each example was a crisis; and was not the time

to counsel the enrollee to be independent and to feel that he

could handle his own affairs. Since most people don't have

such crises very often in their lifetimes, there is no reason

to feel that helping them deal with these crises would make

them dependent for the rest of their lives. It is probably

safe to assume that once over these crises, enrollees could

and would handle their own affairs with reasonable self-

confidence--and with the feeling that if they did need

outside help again, they could get it.

3.3 NOT ALL ENROLLEES WANT HELP

The coach did not force himself on the enrollees in

these examples and didn't act for them without their

permission. That is important because most enrollees say

they don't want workers to interfere in their personal lives
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or handle things they can take care of themselves. It is OK

for a worker to offer to help--and he should do it without

making it seem that the enrollee would be considered an

immature kid if he needs and accepts such help. But it is

up to the enrollee to decide if he wants the worker to

step in and do things for him.
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I RESOURCES: This chapter suggests two resources which many manpower

agencies are finding useful : (1) mental health consultation;

and (2) access to drug treatment programs.

L RESOURCE #1: MENTAL HEALTH CONSULTATION I

As manpower agencies become more and more comprehensive

in their services, there is a greater need for consultation

with experts who can help agency workers draw the line

between coaching/counseling and psychological treatment. A

mental health professional can help do this. Consultations,

coordinated with in-service staff training and/or case

conferences could probably be arranged with public clinics

(such as mental hygiene clinics or psycniatric out-patient

hospital clinics).

However, the agency must be careful since many professional

experts have a tendency to define all situations as ones which

require professional handling. This tendency seems to be

especially strong among mental health professionals. It

results in excessive psychologizing of what are really social

and economic problems (see Chapter 2 for a disucssion of

psychologizing the enrollee). Further, the experience and

techniques of professional mental health workers are usually

centered on middle class patients and do not always apply to

the disadvantaged.

It is therefore important that the manpower agency select

its consul tant carefully. Ideally, it would be best if the

consultant came from a cmmuunity-based center which specialized

in working with the disadvantaged. Further, it would be helpful

to distinguish between an expert and an authority. An expert
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offers his judgments and his reasons, which the agency can
integrate with its own specialized expertise. An authority is
someone who must be obeyed. Manpower workers do have a

specialized knowledge of the unemployed and of the world of
work. The recommendations and judgments of a mental health
consultant should be evaluated in the light of the agency's
knowledge and judgment. In short, a mental health consul-
tant is a resource not a supervisor.
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LRESOURCE #2: ACCESS TO DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAMS 1

Tn the past, nany public agencies tried to ignore drug

addiction. They avoided providing services to addicts and

tried to "overlook" drug usage among their clients. Many

workers are afraid of drugs, and feel that people with drug

problems are too "heavy" to handle. Drug usage becomes like

a dirty secret that no one wants to mention.

But ignoring the problem and not providing services to

drug users did not make the problem go away. Instead, it has

gotten worse. Since manpower agencies inevitably deal with

people who use drugs, it would be well to know the differences

between marijuana, pills, and hard drugs and between use and

addiction. This way they can make appropriate responses to

very different kinds of enrollee situations.

More important, services to enrollees would be improved

and would be more realistic if agency workers were willing and

able to accept drug usage as a fact. Then it would be possible

for enrollees to deal openly and frankly with drug situations

that constitute powerful influences on their lives and work

careers.

Finally, manpower agencies need links with drug treatment

programs so that enrollees may be appropriately referred. Staff

of local drug programs can be used by the agency for in-service

training of manpower workers to familiarize them with the drug

scene. Through joint participation in such in-service training,

working relationships between the manpower and the drug treat-

ment agencies could be strentithened.



CHAPTER 8:

SUMMARY

pENETIVES1

To place the
enrollee on a
job or in
training.

r3TRAITULTI

1. Search for a slot
that fits the
enrollee's bill.

2. Get enrollee to
accept an avail-
able opening.

3. Prepare enrollee so
he looks good to
employer.

4. Intervene with em-
ployer so he'll
accept enrollee.

5. Get both enrollee
and employer to
make some changes.

riTSIKETS9

1. An employer
intelligence
system

2. Access to legal
expertise

3. Job search
workshop

4. Effective team
structure

buoicA

1. Enrollee needs
a job or train-
ing placement.

.

2. Enrollee
rejects job
referral.

A. Convince enrollee
to take the
first referral.

B. Find another
placement.

1. One-to-one coun -

seling.
2. Persuasion
3. Prove sincerity

and commitment.
4. Change the

referral.

1. Feedback, super-
vision and appropriate

.

evaluation
2 Organizational

consensus
3. Access to job orders
4. Grievance machinery

for enrollees
5. Status of minorities

and coaches within
the agency.

3. Uncooperative
or resistant
employer.

Get company to
hire and retain
minority
employees,

. Get company
involved in
agency's program.

2. Arrange a success-
ful experience for
the employer,

3. Get company to
change its people.

4. Become legalistic,

1. Planning for
employer involvement

2. Employer
follow-up

3. Employer relations
and job devel-
opment strategies.

4. Training in equal
opportunity law

4. Enrollee has
been fired or
laid off.

Keep the
enrollee on
the job.

.

1. Check out nature of
the problem.

2. Negotiate with
the company.

3. Negotiate with
the enrollee.

4. Make a plan and
carry it out.

1. Racial/ethnic
staff mixture

2. Flexible
orientation

3. Access to employers
4. Access to

supportive services
5. Adequate records
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5. Enrollee
(Witting the
job.

SUMMARY (cont'd)

ri5RITETIVES9

1.

2.

3.

A. Keep the enrollee
on the Job.

B. Get the enrollee
a different 4.

placement.
C. Prevent the 5.

spread of
dissatisfaction. 6.

frITATECTErl

Help him achieve
incentives.
Show the dis-
advantages of

quitting.
Encourage enrollee
to stay at job
until something
better turns up.
Help him with
personal prdblems.
Refer enrollee to
a different Job.
Take enrollee out
of the Job market.

6. Enrollee in
trouble with
the law

A. Free the
enrollee.

B. Save the
enrollee's job.

1. Advocate for the
enrollee to the
court.

2. Give evidence for
the enrollee.

3. Get legal
resources.

4. Get the charges
dropped.

5. Give emotional
support to the

enrollee.
6. Advocate to the

employer.
7. Line up a job for

after jail.

4

FROURETT1

1. Long term rela-
tionship with
employers.

2. Technical eawrtise
in Job description
and performance
standards.

3. Relationships with
enrollees' families.

4. Flexibility in
working with
enrollees

5. Criteria for
Judging success
of coaching

6. Suitable scimools for
dropouts and adults

1. In-service legal
training

2. Specialized court
unit

3. Linkages to
sources of legal
aid.

1. Advise the
enrollee.

2. Change the
7. Enrollee's Promote enrollee's enrollee's

personal wel- health and experience.
fare in danger vmelfare 3. Act for the

enrollee.

248
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1. Mental health
consultation

2. Access to drug
treatment
programs
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advice, 219-222
advocacy for clients, 110, 113, 118, 123,
134-138, 140, 157, 164, 191-194, 204-
205, 208

ally, (coach as), 227; see also advocacy;
educational support; friend (coach as)

anger, 5, 9, 98, 115
anxiety, see fear
arrest records, 25, 28-29, 35. 102, 121,

128. See also legal problems
atmosphere of agency, 52-53, 182
attitude (change), 8, 70, 94, 95, 130,
132, 223-225

authors, vii

baby-sitting, 121, 141
bail, 190, 197-198

CAMPS, 42
case conferences, 71, 82-83, 116
confidence (lack of), 2, 16
confidentiality, 28, 199
consensus, organization, See coordination
coordination, 79, 81, 82, 84, 146
counseling, 54-55, 56,58, 61, 62-72, 81,
84, 89, 139, 212-231.

court, 191-194, 195, 208
court unit, 193, 209-210
creaming, 103, 104
credibility, 73-74, 79, 110-111
criteria, See evaluation.
critical incident, i-ii

dependence, 80, 227
diagram, See sumarizing diagram
discrimination, see sexism; racism
dissonance reduction, 69-70, 196
drinking, 2, 31
drugs, 25, 28-29, 212, 226,231.

effectiveness, See evaluation
emotional disturbance, 2, 31, 225
emotional support, 172, 202-203, 221, 227.
employer intelligence system, 41
employer relations, 178; See also job
development; follow-up; involvement
of employers.

enforcement, 110-111, 113, 118
epilepsy, 121, 125, 134
evaluation (of staff performance), 81, 82-

83, 182-184
evidence, 195-196
expectancies, 217-218, 220-221, 224
exploitation by employers, 163-164
expunging records, 30

falsification, 25, 28-30, 36, 121, 124,
128, 134, 166, 168. See also honesty

family problems, 126-127, 130, 180-181,
212-230

family visits, 180-181, 182, 203
fear, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 48, 51, 193,

203, 224-225. Racial anxieties, 131-:

133, 136.
feedback to enrollees, 11, 13; to staff,

81, 82-83, 105
flexibility, 145, 182. See also orientation.
"flighty" enrollees, 156, 159, 160,

174-175.
follow-up with enrollees, 17-18, 21-23,

33, 39, 59, 105, 110, 132, 157, 167,
180, 202, 222; with employers, 94,
103, 113, 116, 178, 207.

foremen, See supervisors
format explained, viii-xi
friend (coach as), 172. See also

emotional support

grievance machinery, 81, 87-88
guilt (psychological), 64-65, 74, 98,

138

hair, 20
health problems, 212-231
honesty, 33, 35, 79; See also falsification.
hustling, 5, 154

identity (work), 159
incentives, 6-7, 13, 162-164
information bank, 42
interests (vocational), 158
interview (employment), 13, 15, 24, 63, 163
involvement of employer, 95-101, 113,

114-115, 207.
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job description, 179
job developers, 9, 30, 45, 79, 103,

114, 146
job development strategies, 103, 113,

117
job orders, 77-78, 81 , 84, 85-86
job matching (in Jobs-Now), iii-iv
Jobs-Now (description), ii, 41
job search skills, 39, 44
jobs, temporary.or part-time, 11,

12, 176

lateness, 2, 6-7, 60, 93, 102, 112,
124, 149, 152-153, 159, 171

legal action, See legal rights;
en forcement

legal problems, 2, 15, 16, 124, 126,
136, 147, 186-211

legal rights of enrollees, 30, 43,
113, 118

legal expertise, 43, 112, 190, 197-
199, 208-210

manager (of agency), 87, 100-101
Manpower Science Service, 12, 26
medical problems, 32, 44, 211-231
mental health consultation, 225, 229-

230
Minneapolis Vocational Rehabilitation

Center, 44
modeling, See role modeling
motivation (and lack of), 4-8, 9, 13,

57-53, 77, 91, 95, 125
mystification, 55-56, 59,79

obesity, See overweight
objectives of agency, 70-71, 81, 82,

84, 85-86, 183
orientation programs, 114-115, 132, 145
outcome (process criteria), 183-184
overweight (example), 2, 19

performance standards, 179
personal problems, 171-172, 173;

See also family problems
planning for employer involvement,

113, 114-115
post-decision certainty, 69
practice, 12, 26-27
principles (psychological), 7

process(vs. outcome criteria), 183-184
prison record, See arrest record;

legal problems
problem-solving, ix, 141
program hopping, 5, 20
program pimps, 5
psychological reasons for refusal,

51-60
psychological (see principles)

psychologizing , 55-61, 64, 74, 89,
128, 229

quitting the job, 6, 22, 152-185

race/ethnicity (of staff), 55, 81, 89,
97, 137, 140, 142-144; of enrollees
12, 93, 96, 114, 123, 130-133, 137
142-144, 163

racism, 44, 55-56, 58, 85-86, 89, 93-
94, 98, 109-112, 114, 123, 130-133,
169

raises, See salary
records, 23, 116, 127, 149-150, 178,

195-196; See also follow-up.
replacing the enrollee, 12, 13-14, 21-
23, 156, 158-159, 173

role modeling, 12, 137
role playing, 12, 25, 132, 133, 145

salary, 152, 154, 157, 162-164, 179
San Francisco Adult Opportunity Center,

44
school placement, 159, 174-177, 185
sensitivity training, 95, 96, 98-99

sexism, 54, 85-86
simulation, 12, 133
slot-filling, iv
social stereotypes, 55
status (of coaches), 55,-56, 81, 89, 143-

144; (of jobs) 60, 158
stealing, 102, 112, 125, 128, 130, 135
sumarizing diagram, x-xi
supervision (of manpower workers), iii,

81, 82, 83, 182, 183, 184
supervisors (of enrollees), 12, 92, 94,

95, 198, 120-122, 124-125, 128, 130,

131, 133, 134-36, 137-138
supportive services, 147-418, 197-199,

209-210, 229-231.
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teams, iii, 10, 45-46, 146
termination, 37-40
testimony, 191-196, 208-209
tests(emplopent and aptitude), 15,

20, 24, 26-27, 109
training, in-service, 112, 117, 118,

208, 231; See also case conferences
transportation, 44

withdrawn enrollee, 120
work try-out, 27, 31, 34, 134

YM-YWCA (Chicago), ii


